
General Topics ::  The Emerging Merger

 The Emerging Merger, on: 2007/12/17 22:10
From e-sword's Websters: Emergent
EMERG'ENT, a. Rising out of a fluid or any thing that covers or surrounds.

The mountains huge appear emergent.

1. Issuing or proceeding from.

2. Rising out of a depressed state or from obscurity.

3. Coming suddenly; sudden; casual; unexpected; hence,calling for immediate action or remedy; urgent; pressi
ng; as an emergent occasion.

Emerging Church Definitions and Links at bottom of encyclopedia page.

http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Emerging+Church

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Frank Viola wrote: "My friends Andrew Jones and Brian McLaren have written about something they call "deep ecclesiol
ogy." This phrase appears to be derived from Noam ChomskyÂ’s linguistic theory of "deep semantics." Chomsky said th
at underlying the "surface structures" of the statements we make there lies a deeper and simpler structure that is ingrain
ed in the human capacity for language."

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Excerpts:

Leadership Network Launched the Emerging Church Movement!

 
 Many think that the Emerging Church movement was started by a bunch of young people who wanted a hip atmospher
e at church ... not so at all. 

According to an article in the recent edition of Criswell Theological Review,written by Mark Driscoll of Mars Hill, it was th
e Leadership Network that initiated the Emerging Church movement. Driscoll states:

In the mid-1990s I was a young church planter trying to establish a church in the city of Seattle when I got a call to speak
at my first conference. It was hosted by Leadership Network and focused on the subject of Generation X. ... Out of that c
onference a small team was formed to continue conversing about postmodernism ... 

By this time Leadership Network hired Doug Pagitt to lead the team and organize the events. He began growing the tea
m and it soon included Brian McLaren. Pagitt, McLaren, and others such as Chris Seay, Tony Jones, Dan Kimball, and 
Andrew Jones stayed together and continued speaking and writing together as friends.... 

McLaren, a very gifted writer, rose to team leader in part because he had an established family and church, which allow
ed him to devote a lot of time to the team. That team eventually morphed into what is now known as Emergent. (Mark Dr
iscoll, "A Pastoral Perspective on the Emerging Church")

Incidentally, in Driscoll's article about the emerging church, he left out the one element that counts the most - the emergi
ng church's affinity with contemplative spirituality. As I have often said, remove contemplative from emerging and all you 
have left is coffee, couches and candles. 
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It is more than significant to understand the implications that Leadership Network actually launched the Emerging Churc
h. To understand just how pervasive the connections are, it is necessary to take a look at CCN (Church Communication
s Network which is an Innovation Series of Leadership Network). CCN carries most of today's top Christian leaders inclu
ding James Dobson, Nicky Gumbel (creator of the Alpha course) Richard Foster (a speaker for the Be Still CCN confere
nce), various Saddleback pastors, including Rick Warren, Bob Buford (founder of Leadership Network) and the list goes 
on and includes several emerging leaders such as McLaren, Leonard Sweet and Erwin McManus. The point is that while
many are saying they do not agree with the emerging church and what it stands for, some of these same so called critics
have been behind it all along.

http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/researchtopics.htm#E

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"Frankly, many of us don't know what we should think about homosexuality. We've heard all sides, but no position has y
et won our confidence so that we can say "it seems good to the Holy Spirit and us."... If we think that there may actually 
be a legitimate context for some homosexual relationships, we know that the biblical arguments are nuanced and multi l
ayered, and the pastoral ramifications are staggeringly complex."  Brian McLaren

http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/006/ingrid/emerging.htm  (from http://sliceoflaodicea.com  )

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Emerging (Global) Church 

 Emerging Church groups have typically contained some or all of the following elements: 
Highly creative approaches to worship and spiritual reflection. This can involve everything from the use of contemporary 
music and films through to liturgy or other more ancient customs. ... 

A flexible approach to theology whereby individual differences in belief and morality are accepted within reason. 

A more holistic approach to the role of the church in society. This can mean anything from greater emphasis on fellowshi
p in the structure of the group to a higher degree of emphasis on social action, community building or Christian outreach.

A desire to reanalyse the Bible against the context into which it was written...."

Peter Drucker: "Every few hundred years in Western history there occurs a sharp transformation.... Within a few short de
cades, society rearranges itself -- it's worldview; its basic values: its social and political structures; its arts; its key instituti
ons. Fifty years later, there is a new world. And the people born then cannot even imagine the world in which their grand
parents lived.... We are currently living through just such a transformation. It is creating the post-capitalist society.... " Th
e Post Capitalist Society, 1993; page 1.

http://www.crossroad.to/News/Church/emergent.html

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"'The kingdom of God is available to all. Believe this good news! The empire of God is now available to all!'

"The kingdom of God, the empire of God? What could Jesus mean by this? One thing is sure: he did not mean what ma
ny - perhaps most - people today think he meant. He did not mean 'heaven after you die.' Maybe the meaning would be 
clearer if we paraphrased it like this: 'You're all preoccupied with the oppressive empire of Caesar and the oppressed kin
gdom of Israel. You're missing the point: the kingdom of God is here now, available to all! This is the reality that matters 
most. Believe this good news and follow me!'" (Ibid, p. 14) 

On page 18 McLaren refers to this as a "revolutionary political agenda."

http://www.rethinkconference.com/content/blogcategory/3/14/
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The fact that Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral is hosting this Rethink conference is particularly relevant in light of his c
lose association with Rick Warren, a relationship discussed in detail in Warren Smith's book Deceived On Purpose. Kay 
Warren is one of the "Leading Inflencers" invited to make a presentation at the conference. Note that many Emergent/E
merging church leaders, such as Erwin McManus (quoted above) are also presenting.

http://herescope.blogspot.com/2007/10/rethinking-and-reinventing.html

 Bill Gates - funding Rick Warren's Global P.E.A.C.E. Plan, plus. 

http://wall.willowcreek.com/c/blogs/leadership/default.aspx

A Call To Repentance 
Dave Hunt  November 2006 Newsletter

http://www.thebereancall.net/podcast/nov06.pdf

Roger Oakland on - How to Know When the Emerging Church 
Shows Signs of Emerging in Your Church 

http://www.understandthetimes.org/commentary/c54.shtml

Re:  The Emerging Merger, on: 2007/12/18 18:38
Thanks for the warning, sis.

The trouble is that there is nothing wrong with the desire to be more flexible and re-evaluate how one "does church" (I
hate that expression but can't think of a better one offhand).  So many of us are no doubt tired of dead, traditional ways
of "worship", where the tradition has gradually taken over the life and fossilised the church.  (Like a lobster, it has to
change its shell now and again or it will cease to grow and will eventually die.)

The real problem seems to be that the re-evaluation doesn't stop at outward, non-essential church customs, such as
form of service, music, when or if a collection is taken, or the kind of bread and wine used at communion.

It's when the re-evaluation turns to throwing out or redefining our essential beliefs we have a problem.

And it's a very very big problem.

In Him

Jeannette

Re:  The Emerging Merger, on: 2007/12/19 17:05
Sis, there's been a rumbling in me for some time and it's increased considerably, but there are very few avenues of
'release'.  
Approx. 2 years or more ago, when posting about the Emergent Church, I felt the first of the smaller quakes, but this
time - tears came into my eyes.  Sis - this is it.

This is the whore that rides the beast - not future tense - present tense - and she's been for some time now. The rider "di
rects". (though  the beast turns on her, in the end.)
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While most are looking for catatrophic events - this is slipping by without much notice.

Those Christ haters who make global decisions, will allow all the rumblings and prophecies of war or disasters to distract
from this that is and has been forming - right under our noses and we've blown it all off as just some "purpose driven" thi
ng.

It's gone way Far Beyond that. This with the CNP and Rome.

WE are in Babylon.  The religion and politics of the United States is Babylon and the people don't even know it.  The Wo
rd of God said that her people wouldn't even know.
All that is happening now, is not for Israel's favor, but to set it up as the International City where they plan to seat their "C
hrist", who's waiting in the wings now.

The spiritual cloud is over us already, but it's crept in slow enough and kept us distracted, that most are not even choked
by it.  Some feel just an uneasiness, but brush it off.

Sis, another spirit is operating to distract the majority who think they are on the right path. Jesus warned, the only thing t
hat Would Increase, are false prophets and false teachers and false signs and wonders - but "the most" will fall away fro
m the Truth. That's what Jesus Said. The rest will mock these false prophets as they mocked the y2k people in the end. 
The purpose for false prophecies is for that reason exactly - to discredit God's Word to the world.
This cloud that is covering this nation has blurred their view of the Real path - the True Jesus Christ - The Logos.
Each man forms his own view of what his "Jesus" is like and what his Jesus requires of him and others.
We need a Holy fear - and not a legalist's fear. There is a very major difference as we read in Galatians. One will save y
ou - the other damn you.

It's not bombs we need to fear - or even the economic crash that's coming - but we do need to understand the present &
coming "deception" and study it and learn about it and know it's every move, so we can save others from it.
It's creeping like a beast across this Country and spreading out to countries that are impoverished first.

All in the name of "good works".

Back in June, I knew the "Something Horrible" was the "strong delusion" being loosed.

It's just as strong on me now as it was the night it threw me out of bed and I posted it here to pastorfrin's thread on Devo
tional thoughts.

We need to seek HIM with all that we have, even if it means fasting and doing without quite a bit.  
We need to cry out that HE not allow us to be sucked into this delusion and pray with our very lives, that we not be decei
ved. We're just too comfortable to think on these things.  We haven't much time left before this delusion becomes "effect
ual".  That is what "strong" means in the Greek and when God sends something that HE calls "effectual", then you know 
it is.

Again, our fears are not of bombs or money - they should be the fear of this DELUSION that GOD sends, "because they 
had not the Agape (Unconditional Love) for the True Truth." 

Studying the above, is just the tip of the iceberg.  I tried very hard to keep that post as short as I could.

On the link from "lighthousetrailsresearch" -- strongly recommend that folks tap into that site and watch this "contemplati
ve spirituality" very closely.

There are many tenticles to this Emergent/Convergent's deception, that are creeping into almost every group/church.

I'd study those tenticles as much as possible.

That's the only "prophecy" I feel led to share.

We need to get to where we are not those who God spoke of, when He said, "My people are destroyed for lack of knowl
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edge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee.."

2 Thess 2:10,11 is on us.  It is part of that cloud that's spreading.  The only prophecy that my spirit has born witness to, s
ince I've been on the internet, has been A.A. Allen's.  But I think the "cloud" that choked them all to death was spiritual a
nd a spiritual death.  
It took out the statue of "Liberty" first while she was in the gulf of Mexico.
When we O.K.ed TORTURE - just for one - we choked what she represented to death. She's an empty shell now and a j
oke to most other nations.
We don't even see what is really going in our own country, nonetheless the world.  We're so blinded by this cloud, I can't
understand how we are so silent over those who are starving, etc. etc., here and around the globe - but these Emergent 
folks have got it going now, with the help of the one-world people and are joining ranks in the name of feeding the hungr
y, stopping torture, and all the things we should have been doing.
No wonder how eventually, they will be killing us, thinking they are doing God a service, because of all their "righteous" 
works.

Babylon's destruction doesn't come until later.
When they are saying "Peace, Peace." 

But first this one world religion and "governance" - when the 'most' will go along with it, because God gave them over to 
believe the lie - as it is written.  Yes, an attack to bring us down to a one-world economic level is coming - but the strong 
delusion is here already, but many are still in the valley of decision and will be until they either take the mark or are killed
as one of the faithful or survive until He comes, as one of the faithful.

Chris is right, in that any "outside" attacks, won't cause them to repent - but those days that come after that, are to refine
the Saints and for those who were prepared for this coming period of  darkness, with full lamps and extra oil, to do exploi
ts, when the beast reigns, in the time of the deepest spiritual darkness that this world has ever seen. Bombs would be a 
relief to some.

Like Corrie Ten Boon said, Feed on The Word of God.  The Word of Life!  

John 16:13 is for His Elect - as well as, "the testimony of Jesus, which is the spirit of prophecy" is for all of His, that love 
not their lives unto death.

 

Re: - posted by iansmith (), on: 2007/12/19 17:47
I've heard Mark Driscoll of Mars Hill church here in Seattle give a pretty solid gospel message. I'm from a very conservati
ve background, and while I didn't care much for the music, and didn't quite have the fashion sense to run with that crowd
I did think that his sermon had some strong points. There was one particular thing that he mentioned that I disagreed wit
h, but I've subsiquently forgotten it, so it must not have been that important.

Either way, I believe that the emergent church is intimidating to some people because it's a pretty radical departure from 
normal forms of worship and church structure, but that doesn't mean it's inherently wrong. I think they do a lot to distanc
e themselves from historic hang-ups within Christianity sometimes at the expense of broader acceptance within the Chri
stian church.

I would say that as flawed as the mainline protestant Christian church is, we really don't have much foundation to be thro
wing stones. I've heard the gospel preached in it's entirety in a Emergent church, and I've seen some emergent church 
members act more Christian towards eachother and towards the world than some baptists, presbyterians, pentecostals 
and the like. 

I really think the danger isn't in the emergent church, or in rick warren christianity, or in the prosperity gospel... the real e
mergency is whether or not the true gospel is preached at all. From what I've seen, most Christians spend so much time 
preaching against eachother that we ignore the real enemy, Satan.

Remember when Jesus' disciples came up to him and told him proudly that they had seen someone driving out demons 
in His name, and they promptly told him to stop. Well what was Jesus' response? Jesus' didn't respond 'good job.' He sa
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id 'why did you do that?' 'don't you know that whoever isn't against us is for us.'

We look at the differences in style of worship, or style of teaching, or style of prayer etc. and we see an enemy... where 
God would have us see an ally.

I'm not for broader ecumenicalism with backslidden denominations and with cults like the mormons and JW, but I do beli
eve that we need to get our focus off of easy targets like emergent church and onto the enemy.

If we're out there preaching the gospel boldly, the world will be transformed.

Wesley didn't start out to found the Methodist church, he just wanted people to have a true understanding of the grace of
God and of what church and christianity were meant to be. Eventually he was persecuted, but his efforts brought about t
he birth of methodism, and I would argue that his life had a broader influence on protestantism as a whole, because as p
eople heard his message they turned around and asked their pastors and leaders why their church wasn't following the 
bible. In effect his life had the broader effect of reforming many other denominations as well as forming methodism.

This is the perspective that we have to take, as we are faithful to preach the Gospel, God will grow the seeds into ripe fr
uit. We don't have to worry about false doctrines, eventually they will fail, we need to be faithful to the message that we'v
e been given. We need not dwell on the negative, we need to take a positive peragotive. 

If we are constantly on the offensive against false gospels, then we are leaving our flank open to satan, we need to go o
ut and win souls, not argue doctrine. 

Re:, on: 2007/12/19 18:20
Hi Ian.  Haven't seen you for a while.

I guess, the only place I can agree with you is on your last line about "not arguing" and to preach a Gospel that's Biblical.

It only takes a few drops of poison in a gallon of juice to kill.

I have/had no plans to argue. But I do plan to go off-line again, in a week.  Probably for good this time. 
That's what I felt the Lord tell me, day before yesterday.  

All His Best.
With His Love.

Annie

Re:, on: 2007/12/19 18:46

Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:
Hi Ian.  Haven't seen you for a while.

I guess, the only place I can agree with you is on your last line about "not arguing" and to preach a Gospel that's Biblical.

It only takes a few drops of poison in a gallon of juice to kill.
-------------------------
True, maybe we should do what Elisha did?  

2Ki 4:41
  But he said, Then bring meal. And he cast it into the pot; and he said, Pour out for the people, that they may eat. And t
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here was no harm in the pot.

Just remembered that it was some careless ass of a prophet who put the poison in the pot by mistake...

Mmmmm...

Annie, you're not going again!!!? :-(

Re: - posted by destinysweet (), on: 2007/12/19 21:19
 No maybe's about it,sister, just do it! pour that flour in the pot! That very portrait of the wild gourd(undisciplined,wild,not 
cultivated carefully tended,growing unchecked) was not identified by the son of the prophets who were asked to go get s
ome herbs to put in the pot.   Recently I saw on a website  an article written about windmills whose sails we were,our pur
pose to be catching the wind of the spirit...well I thought there is not mention here about what they catch the wind for,the
seed was not ground in this 'lesson' before presenting it to the people for consumption ..certainly we are not sails that go
round and round like a child's toy or whirligig..just to feel the powerful wind fill our sails like was suggested.The vision wa
s not thoroughly examined,and thus the message worthless in regards to practical application. A windmill is not a pretty 
ornament dotting the dutch landscape the sails catch the wind to power the mill that moves the millstone that grinds the 
grain into a meal or flour in which to make the Bread of Life,to sustain the people.

    How do you make bread without grinding the grain into flour?...I prefer to grind all our flour fresh,a home grinder is a v
aluable tool..you are able to use it immediately in whatever the flour is needed for..it is more moist and the vital elements
have not dissappeared(3 days average for optimum value,still alive in others words) anyway freshness is what I'm gettin
g at..the fresher the healthier. 

     I enjoy the way Elisha moves from cleansing bad water to helping people not of his cultural persuasion/beliefs ,showi
ng mercy to the enemy...refreshing them with food and water,a great feast it says,then sending them on their way...refus
ing the spoils because God said to and then even having to speak the punishment upon his own servant..that must have
inconvenianced him till he found a replacement(talk about not being a respecter of persons) giving the sons of the proph
ets a chance to help season the pot..whoops..no problem just sprinkle some finely ground grain in there and voila...all's 
well! Poisons neutralized. what a simple antidote! He does make a spectacle out of this error,calling the guy out by nam
e for it to be written down for however long...giving an old woman her sons and all the money they needed through the oi
l that filled the vessels..giving a hospitable family a child and returning to heal him,when the news that there was need fo
r his personal intervention. I love the mercy and personable element I see in Elisha..perhaps this is what a double portio
n looks like...instead of Elijahs..."I'm the only one left Lord!"...Oh really? In this double portion I am made aware of a dee
per humility . Seems to me that Jezebel was taken down during Elisha's time..it would take someone walking in deeper h
umility in a position of prophetic authority to help bring down that principality and power.  And remember Elijah was afrai
d of Jezebel...fear..doubt...the enemy freaks you out!

Perfect love casts out all fear sister Annie..."you need never fear" Jesus said to me long ago "I will never leave you or for
sake you." As He stroked my forehead gently but firmly...We are aware!...we keep our eyes on Him...we hear His voice 
and know Him...do we not?   Faith requires that we believe for all the others as well..how big is your faith?.  A mustard s
eed is much smaller than a grain of wheat as seeds go...but we know how huge a plant it can become...shelter in these 
branches...desire earnestly a gift of faith that you can have God's unworried mind given to you in this matter..this is not a
time to fear! It is a time to believe!

Re:, on: 2007/12/19 22:58
The world as we know it.

A growing number of well-known evangelical leaders today are teaching thousands of people that the world has a seriou
s problem. The problem they describe is not what you might expect to hear, especially from evangelical leaders. They b
elieve that those who claim Jesus is coming back soon and that the Earth will face a horrible Armageddon or judgment a
re actually the cause of the world's major problems and are prohibiting a time of great renewal from taking place. Talk of 
biblical end-time prophecy is considered by these men to be unnecessary and downright dangerous.

Tony Campolo in his recent book, Speaking My Mind suggests that these types of end-time thinkers are even the cause 
of wars. He says, "Their doctrines are a major factor in determining a far-ranging set of consequences that include Ameri
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can policies regarding militarism, the emergence of evangelical Zionism, attitudes toward Palestinians and the role of A
merican geopolitics." (p. 207) He later says their "impact on geopolitics can only lead to war." (p. 215).

Rick Warren suggests that Jesus doesn't want us to even think about prophecy or His return. Warren tells us that it is no
ne of our business. He tells us that thinking about Jesus' return is a ploy by Satan to get us distracted. (PDL, pp. 285, 28
6)

Richard Abanes, author and speaker, in his book End-Time Visions: The Road to Armageddon, criticizes many Christian
s who believe we should discuss prophecy and that there is indeed a coming Armageddon. He puts solid, Bible-based C
hristian leaders in the same category as cult leaders such as David Koresh, who led his group to an untimely end. 

Are these evangelicals the first ones to hate the idea of Armageddon and the disaster that is coming to the world before 
Christ returns? In the book, Reinventing Jesus Christ, he quotes Barbara Marx Hubbard who says that those who believ
e in an Armageddon are self-centered people who if not stopped will actually cause a self-fullfilling prophecy to take plac
e - the destruction of the world. 

Marx Hubbard tells us of a global peace plan and she calls it an "Armageddon alternative." This alternative can actually 
save the world from Armageddon, she says, but only if enough people believe it and only if the world can be rid of these 
self-centered doomsdayers. "The species known as self-centered humanity will become extinct. The species known as 
whole-centered humanity will evolve.... Those who choose this version of the future will be there. Those who do not cho
ose it will not be there." Marx Hubbard's own book of "Revelation" describes a message she received from the "Christ": "
You are to prepare the way for the alternative to Armageddon, which is the Planetary Pentecost, the great Instant of Co-
operation which can transform enough, en masse, to avoid the necessity of the seventh seal being broken." She continu
es: "Tell them to recognize the God within themselves, and to follow that light through the darkness of tribulations to the 
dawn of the Universal Age, when only the God-conscious continue to exist, and everyone is like Christ. Those with the s
eal of the living God on their foreheads will be with Christ at the time of the Transformation. I cannot 'return' until enough
of you are attracted and linked." 

According to Marx Hubbard it is these self-centered believers that are standing in the way. And yet in the book of Revela
tion, in the last chapter, Jesus says not once but three times, "I am coming quickly," while John in the same chapter tells 
us not to seal the words of the prophecy because the time is at hand." 

In Reinventing Jesus Christ, he quotes Alice Bailey who was "told by her spirit guide over fifty years ago that the 'Forces
of Darkness' would oppose the 'new gospel' and the 'New Age.' Is this new gospel and Transformation one and the sam
e as Brian McLaren's New Kind of Christian and Emerging Church? Is it the same as Rick Warren's spiritual awakening 
and global Transformation? With so many similarities, one can only surmise that they may indeed be so. And if that is th
e case, will there be a growing hostility and anger towards those of us who say, Maranatha, come quickly Lord Jesus? (I
Corinthians 16:22) 

http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/worldasweknowit.htm

Barbara Marx Hubbard, author of Emergence: The Shift from Ego to Essence, and a present day mystic, publicly despis
es Bible- believing Christians and believes we are coming into a time period of the emerging human who finally recogniz
es his own Divinity. 

She states: "You and I are sitting at the hub of the emerging world.... now actually evolving our human species and our 
world itself.... we are living through an evolutionary crisis, a crisis of the birth of something new. It is vital now that what i
s emerging converges, ... so that as the structures in the old system destabilize, elements of the emerging system self-o
rganize as the new culture cocreated by a more conscious and empathetic humanity." Interview with B.M.H.

The ancient wisdom and the emerging human that McLaren and other emerging church leaders are seeking is none oth
er than the emerging spirituality that Barbara Marx Hubbard, Thomas Keating and other New Agers practice and promot
e. McLaren and these "Christian" leaders will be greatly disappointed in the end and will lead thousands, possibly million
s, astray. These concepts date back long before this "new" emerging church movement began. 

Barbara Marx Hubbard and Brian McLaren are wrong when they teach that we as humans are emerging into something 
great and much better than where we are presently at. The Bible says there is nothing new under the sun. While "Christi
an" emergers think they are onto something totally different, totally unique, they will find that they are walking right into a 
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trap, a trap that will hinder them from running into the arms of the only Savior and hope for man. 

Deborah Dombrowski
Lighthouse Trails Publishing

http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/brianmclaren.htm

Quotes from Barbara Marx Hubbard:

"The second purpose of these writings is to call for the completion of the good news concerning the transformation of the
world."
Â—Barbara Marx Hubbard, The Revelation, p. 74

"The alternative to Armageddon is open to you. This is why we are writing this text." 
Â—Barbara Marx Hubbard, The Revelation, p. 264

"I did not suffer on the cross and rise again on the third day to show you what I could do, but what you can do. Yours is t
he power. Yours is the glory. That is my message to you!" 
Â—Barbara Marx Hubbard, The Revelation, p. 100

http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/marxhubbard.htm

Re:, on: 2007/12/19 22:59
Hostile Sentiment Toward "End-Time" Believing Christians - by Roger Oakland

If you haven't already noticed, anti-Christian sentiment is growing toward those who believe in a biblical last days/Book o
f Revelation scenario prior to Christ's return. A 2005 article titled "Lutheran leader calls for an ecumenical council to addr
ess growing biblical fundamentalism" should help convince you. The article shows not only this growing resentment towa
rds Bible-believing Christians but also the interspiritual path this change in attitude is taking: 

"The leader of the nation's largest Lutheran denomination has called for a global Christian council to address an "identity
crisis" on how churches interpret and understand the Bible. Presiding Bishop Mark Hanson of the Evangelical Lutheran 
Church in America ... called for Catholics, Eastern Orthodox, Anglican and Lutheran churches to come together to comb
at a fundamentalist-millenialist-apocalypticist reading of Scripture."1

Hanson's request for a group to monitor and expose anti-ecumenists who take the Bible literally carries some weight! Hi
s message contains other statements showing his concern about Bible literalists--particularly those who take Bible proph
ecy seriously and see Israel and the Middle East crisis as an end-times sign post. The article continues: 

"ainline churches traditionally are uneasy with literal readings of Scripture, particularly in fundamentalist churches, regar
ding the end of the world and political unrest in the Middle East. In addition, mainline churches have been divided over w
hat the Bible says about hot-button issues such as homosexuality and women's ordination."2

Bishop Hanson believes that a global ecumenical group made up of Catholics, Eastern Orthodox, Anglicans, and Luther
ans is the answer to the crisis he sees. Hanson calls this effort a "ministry of reconciliation," that will "result of Christ bre
aking down the dividing walls," and "reconcil the whole creation to God's self."3 But Hanson says that those who believe 
in a biblical end times and a literal Bible interpretation are counterproductive to and holding back the cause of Christ, whi
ch he suggests is to unite all of creation and produce a planetary utopia.

Incredibly, Hanson would like to reverse the outcome of the first reformation, join hands with the Catholic Church, and e
mbrace the Eucharistic Jesus in order to bring about an ecumenical unity and the kingdom of God here on earth. He exp
lains: 

"How do we as LWF  member churches continue to express our commitment to Eucharistic hospitality and sharing with t
he Roman Catholic Church without minimizing the theological issues that remain? Will 2017 and the 500th anniversary o
f the Lutheran Reformation provide an opportunity for shared reflection with the Roman Catholics on our contributions an
d commitment to the unity of Christ's church and to the work for justice and peace in all the earth."4
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In this goal to bring about the kingdom of God on earth through an ecumenical, inter-faith movement, Reverend Munib Y
ounan, bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Jerusalem, believes that those who adhere to an apocalyptic end-ti
me scenario (with a focus on Israel) are spreading "heresy." He says they "pretend to love the Jewish people" but are "a
ctually anti-Jewish" with teachings that are "racist." He has requested that Lutherans "alert all Christians everywhere to it
s dangers and false teachings."5

As I mentioned earlier in , Rick Warren tells his followers that the details of Christ's return are none of our business. Ton
y Campolo says Christians that focus on end-time scenarios have been the cause of "extremely detrimental" consequen
ces. One thing you will notice in the writings of most emerging church leaders is an absence of discussion on a catastro
phic apocalyptic atmosphere before Christ's literal return to earth. What you will see though is lots of discussion about es
tablishing the kingdom now and never mind thinking about life after our earthly deaths. Brian McLaren gives an example:

"The church has been preoccupied with the question, "What happens to your soul after you die?" As if the reason for Jes
us coming can be summed up in, "Jesus is trying to help get more souls into heaven, as opposed to hell, after they die." 
I just think a fair reading of the Gospels blows that out of the water. I don't think that the entire message and life of Jesus
can be boiled down to that bottom line."6 

In an interview on Planet Preterist website, McLaren discusses his dilemma over eschatological-thinking believers: 

"I didn't start with any interest in rethinking eschatology ... I think many of us are in this kind of rethinking process--some 
starting from the beginning part by rethinking, perhaps, the relation of faith and science in relation to evolution and youn
g-earth creationism ... some starting from the middle, as they re-examine what the gospel of the kingdom of God is supp
osed to mean, or the idea of integral or holistic mission ... and some starting from the end, re-examining eschatology.... 

"Sometimes I think that people who are thoroughly indoctrinated and habituated into this kind of system will not be able t
o break free from it without experiencing both psychological and social dislocation and disorientation." (emphasis added)
7

McLaren also says that such Christians are really going to hurt our world. He continues: 

"An eschatology of abandonment, which is how I would characterize certain streams of the left-behind approach, has dis
astrous social consequences... Any project geared toward improving the world long term is seen as unfaithful, since we'r
e supposed to assume that the world is getting worse and worse."8

In the interview, McLaren is asked what he thinks about a "preterist book"* that was being released. McLaren states: 

"A lot is at stake in these conversations--and very literally, the lives of thousands of people hang in the balance because 
if the dominant religious group in the country with the most weapons of mass destruction embraces an eschatology that l
egitimates escalating violence ... well, I hate to think about it."9

In essence, McLaren is saying if you believe the Book of Revelation and Matthew 24 are yet to take place, you are a dan
gerous psychological misfit and are assumed to have no compassion for the suffering, no concerns for the environment 
or the world in which we live, and have the potential to blow up the world with "weapons of mass destruction." If McLaren
was talking about big governments and political parties, that would be one thing, but he is clear--he is referring to Christi
ans who believe what the Bible says about the last days.

In an article written by Rick Warren, "What Do You Do When Your Church Hits a Plateau?" Warren told pastors and chur
ch leaders not to be discouraged about slow change in their churches. He told them it would take time ... and in many ca
ses, it would take these resisters either leaving the church or simply dying. Warren exhorts: 

"If your church has been plateaued for six months, it might take six months to get it going again. If it's been plateaued a 
year, it might take a year. If it's been plateaued for 20 years, you've got to set in for the duration! I'm saying some people
are going to have to die or leave. Moses had to wander around the desert for 40 years while God killed off a million peop
le before he let them go into the Promised Land. That may be brutally blunt, but it's true. There may be people in your ch
urch who love God sincerely, but who will never, ever change."10
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By making statements like this, Rick Warren marginalizes those who won't go along with the new reformation that he is h
oping for. While Warren doesn't say that people should kill them, he does say that God may have to end their lives, just li
ke when "God killed off a million people before he let them go into the Promised Land."

One of the tools Rick Warren uses to help churches make the transformation into the new paradigm is a book called Tra
nsitioning: Leading Your Church Through Change. Written by Dan Southerland, a Saddleback pastor and the director of 
Church Transitions Inc., an organization that "trains pastors and church leaders to effectively manage major transitions,"
11 Southerland states in a chapter titled "Dealing with Opposition": 

"We have experienced two major sources of criticism during our transitions. The first is Christians from more traditional b
ackgrounds.... Not all of our traditional backgrounded Christians have been critical--just the ornery ones. Our second so
urce of criticism is traditional church pastors. Again, not all traditional church pastors--just the meaner ones."12

Southerland tells readers that "some folks are going to get very angry." He likens these opposers to "leader from hell." H
e says: 

"If you have read Nehemiah recently, you will remember that Sanballat is Nehemiah's greatest critic and number one en
emy. Let me put it plainer than that. Sanballat is a leader from hell.... We all have some Sanballats in our churches. This 
is the guy who opposes whatever you propose.... You cannot call this guy a leader from hell to his face--but you could c
all him Sanballat."13

The concept of get with the program, change, or die is very common in New Age and emerging circles as well--those wh
o don't get on board (or ride the wave as Leonard Sweet puts it), will have to die. Listen to the words of New Age activist
Barbara Marx Hubbard. She states: 

"Christ-consciousness and Christ-abilities are the natural inheritance of every human being on Earth. When the word of t
his hope has reached the nations, the end of this phase of evolution shall come. All will know their choice. All will be req
uired to choose.... All who choose not to evolve will die off."14

This sounds much like Leonard Sweet when he says, "Reinvent yourself for the 21st century or die. Some would rather 
die than change."15

It is quite ironic that one of the biggest complaints by New Agers and emerging church proponents alike is the black and 
white, either/or mindset of their critics, but in actuality, this is what they are doing themselves--telling believers to "reinve
nt or die." (This is an excerpt from Faith Undone, pp. 200-206.)

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2007/12/20 8:03

Quote:
------------------------- I believe that the emergent church is intimidating to some people because it's a pretty radical departure from normal forms of worsh
ip and church structure, but that doesn't mean it's inherently wrong. 
-------------------------
 
Doug Pagitt, a leading architect of the emergent church  has recently published a book,  called Â“Preaching Re-imagine
dÂ”. You can get a sense of his theological views from some of the quotes here: 

Truth is a person's perspective of reality. 139
God's truth resides in all people. 41   
 It makes sense that if each of us have a personal relationship with God, we'd would have a personal understanding of G
od. 
People will hold contradictory positions, but that's a good thing. 133
 involves the interplay of multiple viewpoints 52

  Consider how the church would look to day if we'd stuck with one understanding of God throughout the ages. We'd hav
e no way of talking about God as the suffering servant nor any language for liberation theology.  125
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 Â…layers of messages and meanings, complicated and sometimes difficult to understand  197
 The practise of applying scripture to our lives is not the established Christian tradition but rather a product of more rece
nt ways of thinking about the church.  97
 Aplication is bad because it allows us to remain disconnected Â– to think of our faith in individlualistic terms.   99
 There has been an overemphasis on Jesus to the exclusion of the call to the kingdom life. 246  

About PagittÂ’s own testimony, he claims that as a youth he was Â“rearrangedÂ” through some Â“reorienting forceÂ” wh
ich resulted in Â“a new implication.Â” 65 

After reading his book, I must conclude that Pagitt, is attempting to lead a movement that has departed completely from 
Biblical Orthodox Christianity. They are totally submerged in postmodern pluralism and relativism and have no desire to 
be Orthodox in any way. The Bible (she) is invited as an equal voice with other paricipant.

 Pagitt includes many scathing indictments against conventional preaching, some true and some very unfair. He propose
s a new way of looking at the bible, and new ways of Â“preachingÂ”  which he refers to as Â“progressional dialogueÂ” w
here everyone has something to offer Â– EXCEPT, those who might believe the quote he inserted by Martin Lloyd Jone
s, or those who are still stuck in the need for a take-home application.  

Clearly, PagittÂ’s god is postmodernism,or rather, the spirit of the age,  and his opponents are anyone and anything that
has been associated with modernity. 

Pagitt lauches our with is owm imagination, but fails to see just how deeply his thinking has been  tainted by the world.  

Diane 

 

Re: - posted by broclint (), on: 2007/12/20 9:08
God bless you Annie for your research and the heads up...

Many times we see the effects of the leaven and just cannot put our finger on where it is coming from.  There are so ma
ny sources of pollution, no wonder our youth many times just shake their heads and say "forget it"... the object of the aut
hor of confusion.

One thing remains true and that is the blessing of this whole SI site... when the Spirit of Truth comes down, He can do m
ore to expose lies and confirm truth in 5 minutes than all our efforts for months and years.   

And one more thought... the deception that is coming, just as it was in the days of Israel and Judah before the captivity, 
sadly, is because "they love to have it so".  We can pray and warn and grieve as Jeremiah did, and we must, but in the e
nd, it is those who love the truth that will hear it and those who for whatever reasons want some kind of false security, or
some kind of justification to love this present world rather than bear the reproach of Christ that will be deceived... so that 
is the "same old same ole"...

Clint

Re: The Emerging Church - posted by UniqueWebRev (), on: 2007/12/20 23:32

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:

Quote:
------------------------- I believe that the emergent church is intimidating to some people because it's a pretty radical departure from normal forms of worsh
ip and church structure, but that doesn't mean it's inherently wrong. 
-------------------------
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Doug Pagitt, a leading architect of the emergent church  has recently published a book,  called Â“Preaching Re-imaginedÂ”. You can get a sense of hi
s theological views from some of the quotes here: 

Truth is a person's perspective of reality. 139
God's truth resides in all people. 41   
 It makes sense that if each of us have a personal relationship with God, we'd would have a personal understanding of God. 
People will hold contradictory positions, but that's a good thing. 133
 involves the interplay of multiple viewpoints 52

 
 Â…layers of messages and meanings, complicated and sometimes difficult to understand  197
 The practise of applying scripture to our lives is not the established Christian tradition but rather a product of more recent ways of thinking about the c
hurch.  97
 Aplication is bad because it allows us to remain disconnected Â– to think of our faith in individlualistic terms.   99
 There has been an overemphasis on Jesus to the exclusion of the call to the kingdom life. 246  

About PagittÂ’s own testimony, he claims that as a youth he was Â“rearrangedÂ” through some Â“reorienting forceÂ” which resulted in Â“a new implic
ation.Â” 65....Pagitt lauches our with is owm imagination, but fails to see just how deeply his thinking has been  tainted by the world.  

Diane  

-------------------------

This is the critical point...there is a global movement to get into each of our churches, and pass on that tainted thinking...
and it's working.

But it's not just about the churches, it's who is involved, and that includes the people who inhabit our political s
tructures. It is done in plain sight, and yet no one looks at it, because it is done in the name of peace, and helpin
g others.

Blessings,

Forrest

Re: THE emerging Merger -, on: 2007/12/21 14:56
Thankful for your posts Broclint and Forrest.  

While we've all been "distracted",  the new world order is being ushered in by those who have been considered by most,
to be part of "the church" and their activity level & "networking out" toward this goal has increased so much in just this
past year, it would be impossible to post all of them and the vast multitude of those involved, both religious, secular and
political, together working as one, toward this one goal.

I know with all of my heart, that this is the number one issue facing us all - though it is a hard subject to approach and
present.

As in the posts on the previous page - I can only ask that during our days off, that we search the links given on page one
and those below.  
The articles by Roger Oakland and Dave Hunt and the rest listed again below, are chock full of the documentation, of
how far this "religious movement" has merged with not only the New Age, the eccumenical, but now are fully active in
Global political action, decision making and attempting to bring about what the Word of God tells us  that only Jesus The
Christ can and will bring at His Second Advent and this is the unfolding of the source of the future persecution of The
Elect.

Please take this seriously and don't think that this is just another false doctrine thread.  

This is the most important message I've ever personally put myself behind in my lifetime and though I'd rather sweep it
out of my thoughts, I know that EVERY Christian on earth will be much affected with what is being posted on this thread
...  Some swept away by it and others persecuted by it - but every single Christian on this planet will have the tenticles of
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this Merger touch their lives in an Eternal way.

Please be open to doing the research.  

Please put all the links on both of these pages somewhere, for easy access on your computer and research this Global
Religious/Political Movement as much as possible.

You all have my deepest heart felt love and prayers and always will.

I pray 2008 is a year in which the veil is rent and our spiritual eyes are opened very wide by His Spirit, to understand the
magnitude of these delusions/deceptions and that we are able to educate ourselves enough to save many in our own
families, fellowships and many friends. In Jesus' Holy Name.  Amen.

'His' Love & Peace to you all.

 

The Global Initiative for a new world order - brought to you by "the church" - plus - 

Emergent leader Brian McLaren, in discussing Â“JesusÂ’ secret message,Â” said His Â“secret planÂ” was for a Â“spiritu
al revolution that would give birth to a new worldÂ” (p. 4). This is the language of the doctrine of dominionism, and his bo
ok The Secret Message of Jesus (W Publ. Group, 2006) is rife with examples. Remarks like:

"God's conspiracy seeks to overturn the world as it is so that a new world can emerge." (p. 143) 

"Each person can be a secret agent of the secret kingdom." (p. 83) 

"God was launching a new world order, a new world, a new creation." (p. 31) 

"A new day is coming--a new earth, a new world order, a new reality, a new realm--in short, a new kingdom." (p. 23) 

"What is Jesus' secret message reveals a secret plan? What if he didn't come to start a new religion--but rather to start a
political, social, religious, artistic, economic, intellectual, and spiritual revolution that would give birth to a new world?" (p.
4)

Rick Warren Quote:

Â“We have what we call our Â‘20/20 visionÂ’Â—10 million churches with 100 million small groups mobilizing 1 billion dis
ciples for the PEACE Plan by the year 2020. . . .

http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=Global+peace&x=50&y=3

http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/globalpeace.htm

http://lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/index.php?cat=10

http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/006/solidarity-1.html

http://www.sliceoflaodicea.com/?p=51
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Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2007/12/21 15:16

Quote:
-------------------------Clearly, PagittÂ’s god is postmodernism,or rather, the spirit of the age, and his opponents are anyone and anything that has been a
ssociated with modernity.
-------------------------

This is perhaps the most salient point to be made about this 'post-modern' school of thought. A Christian is first and fore
most called to be a scripural exegete, while these men aspire first and foremost to be cultural exegetes. 

The psuedo-intellectual vocabulary surrounding 'post-modernism may be useful a scrabble game on a college campus, 
but for reality such vocabulary is ultimately meaningless.* There is no post-modern man with a historiclly unique idiosync
ratic soul---there is only man, and his heart is the same as when Jesus brought light into the world 2000 years ago. 

It's amazing how coming up with a new vocabulary, such as 'post-modernism', works such mojo on our thinking. The sim
ple truth is we don't need Brian or Doug to tell us how to be post-modern any more then we need to them to tell us how t
o breathe. Afterall we live in the same time they do...by default that makes us just as post-modern as they claim to be.

MC

*(edit: Even the original thinkers of post-modernity argued over what it was exactly...apprarently it can be anything you w
ant to be made relative, subjective, and unmeasurable. So music, art, or architecture may be classified as 'baroque, clas
sical, romantic, or modern according to specific traits, but 'post-modern' music, art, or architecture is nothing more then a
n eclectic juxtaposition of all that has come before it. In other words it's whatever you want it to be.) 

Re:, on: 2007/12/21 16:03
Dear my brothers and sisters, though i wanted to hug every one i saw at the confrence, i was really shy and didn't get to 
know most of you: Annie you changed your avatar? no wonder i had thought you were gone, and Forrest, very very glad
to see you back.

let's hold on to two things and we will never go astray:

Faith and repentance. 
i believe if we hold onto those two aspects of the gospel of our Lord we will never go astray. the problem i think is we do
n't even agree most of the time what Faith is. i will not argue what the definition the Bible for Faith is, neither the implicait
ons of what that Faith would make me do, but i want to tell you something: as Rolfe Baranrd says in a good number of hi
s sermons, if this faith that resides in me is not scandalous (notice he didn't say ridiculous or absurd, or weird or non-rati
onal), to those that are in the world or in this emergent church movement or anyone who is in spiritual darkness, i can as
sure myself that i don't have the Faith that God's Word talks about. And i believe this is where we have gone wrong for s
o long a time not just here but everywhere in the world; for most mission agencies go with the gospel "believe" and they 
might as well have added the word "recite" and "you will be saved". What's so beautiful of this Faith is- every time i think 
of this Faith that God's word talks about, i am driven to my knees.

Re:, on: 2007/12/21 16:51
Brother, that is why having the Classics as a foundation here is what puts us all on safer ground and yet to know what's 
new and creeping in, was what most of the Epistles dealt with also.  I love that balance and I appreciate the expression 
given to that balance.
 
Appreciated your words here - "-for most mission agencies go with the gospel "believe" and they might as well have add
ed the word "recite" and "you will be saved"."

Your post reminded me of this verse - Jud 1:3  Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the common salvat
ion, it was needful for me to write unto you, and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith which was once
delivered unto the saints. 
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Thank you sb1175!

Re: Emergent postmodernism - posted by roadsign (), on: 2007/12/22 7:34
 

Quote:
------------------------- we don't need Brian or Doug to tell us how to be post-modern 
-------------------------
 
Ah, but they help  define what we do NOT want to be!   

 Jeffrey Arthurs offers some more realistic observations, I believe: 
  People of the modern generation and people of the postmodern generation (and for that matter people of the premoder
n generation) are more similar than dissimilar. Â… the essential qualities that define humanity have not changed, and pr
esumably will not change. We are created in the image of God, yet we have fallen; we are created to fellowship with Go
d, yet we make idols to try to fill the God-shaped vacuum in our lives; all of us need to repent and accept by faith the gra
ce offered in Jesus Christ. Our real needs have not changed, nor has the gospel, the solution to our needs. 
(Â…)
In many ways postmodernism is simply an extension of modernism. Thomas C. Oden calls it Â“ultra-modernism Â– mod
ernism which has gone to seed.Â” Modernism was characterized by humanism, individualism, and anti-authoritarianism, 
and these Â“ismsÂ” have not waned in postmodernism.  Postmodernism also asserts some premodern  ideas : ex Â“Ma
n is the measure of all things.Â” ,  or Â“ nothing  exists; if any thing does exist it cannot be knownÂ… (Abdera from the fif
th centry BC) 

Â“There is nothing new under the sun.Â” 

It seems that what Pagitt has tried to do is redefine the human being and thus he has needed to redefine the solution for
manÂ’s problems. Through his eyes,  Modernism is the problem. Thus it must be assumed that postmodernism is the so
lution Â– the new and better way. Maybe that explains the obsession about postmodernism.  Really its an obsession to c
reate (IMAGINE)  a god out of Â“WHATEVERÂ”. 

Quote:
------------------------- it can be anything you want 
-------------------------

 This god - I declare we shall here and now refer to as Â“WHATEVERÂ”.  :-? 

Diane 

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2007/12/22 10:58

Quote:
-------------------------It seems that what Pagitt has tried to do is redefine the human being and thus he has needed to redefine the solution for manÂ’s pr
oblems.
-------------------------

Well stated Diane. I believe you have boiled Emergent Theology down to it's core mission (or reformission as they like to
coin it). Now, with the lid off this flawed precept, we can more easily anticipate the pitfalls they will bring to a younger un
suspecting generation of Christians. 

Quote:
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-------------------------Through his eyes, Modernism is the problem. Thus it must be assumed that postmodernism is the solution
-------------------------

Indeed, man has no sin nature in the emergent scenareo. (In this sense, Emergent Theology seems to take humanism's 
love affair with itself.) The doctrine of fallen man's need for redemption is replaced with protests against colonialism, or 
materialsim, or racism, or poverty, or homophobia, or global warming. In order to faciliate this avoidance of the real probl
em, Emergent thinkers talk in dangling cadences; recoiling from the notion of objective truth and revealed doctrines and i
nstead waxing poetically about subjective 'narratives' and 'conversations'.

I find all of their open-minded relativity to be disingenuinous cynicism, because in the end they are quite resolute in their 
objective; they want to demote scriptural authority below the authority of the various 'communities' that claim to be Christ
ian. 

MC

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2007/12/22 12:33

Recently, I had occasion to be posting Hebrews 11:6 which says that without faith it is impossible to please God - that
we must seek Him believing 'He is'.

I don't want to divert this thread from the intent of the original poster, to awaken us to the reality of the merging of
religious belief with political objectives and the extent to which these are already operational, but I noticed this in Diane's
quote from Jeffrey Arthurs:

Quote:
-------------------------all of us need to repent and accept by faith the grace offered in Jesus Christ. Our real needs have not changed, nor has the gospel, 
the solution to our needs. 
-------------------------
What struck me is that this shorthand for true Christianity, lays the emphasis on man's activity (however spiritual true rep
entance is) rather than the pre-exisiting God in whom Paul declares all men can believe because He is clearly seen by t
hose things which He made.  This is where we begin our approach to God - by acknowledging the creation of the univer
se and our own existence.  From here, we might begin to examine why our understanding is closed to knowing His deep
er heart and mind.  And from there we might acknowledge our sin.  There is a sense in which this thesis undermines bot
h Calvinism and Arminianism simultaneously (HURRAY!) but that was not my intention.

Nor was I trying to disagree with your points Diane, but it hit me that we arrive in this world and find ourselves surrounde
d by evidences of God from our earliest breath.  He doesn't need to 'do' anything else to declare Himself.  And Mike's poi
nt about the denial of scriptural authority rings very true.

Even as I write I can recall how fiercely during the years of my childhood, the simple observation that God made the worl
d, the sun, mankind (and so on) drew scorn from all quarters - academics and children alike (who were learning from the
ir parents' new-found freedom to reject God) - but now with the backing of the educational establishment.  All  were chall
enging what they imagined to be the faulty received wisdom of the generation previously, whom they imagined had belie
ved without cause.  Isn't that the basis of all modern scepticism?  Unlike the scepticism of the seventeenth century, whic
h set out to prove God through science, we have arrived in an age where denial per se is considered an academically re
spectable stance.  Truly, the fool hath said in his heart 'There is no God'.

Let's get back to basics.  Let's encourage each other to pray for wisdom and insight, that we may each slide out from un
der the burdens of this age, and trust God for all necessary provision to glorify His name - whether by life or by death.  A
men.
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Re:, on: 2007/12/22 13:32
Make it Plain by Anton Bosch

Â“Write the vision and make it plain on tablets, that he may run who reads it.Â” (Habakkuk 2:2).

The instruction to the prophet is to make the vision plain. In other words make it simple and easy to understand so that t
he reader may be motivated into action. This is the calling to all preachers, teachers and writers of GodÂ’s Word. Our jo
b is not to impress people with our knowledge and vocabulary but to communicate the message in such a way that the h
earer will not only understand it, but will be able to apply it to his life.

Unfortunately, it seems that many modern Â“theologiansÂ” take the joke about theology being the art of making simple t
hings complicated seriously. Take just the following statement as an example: Â“To envision, to energize, and to enable 
changes in the paradigm, mission/purpose, and culture. . . leans more in the direction of the supersensible, the intuitive, 
the spiritual, the metastrategic -- the magical." (John C. Hillary, in his article "Paradigm Change: More Magic than Logic"
) What does that really mean?

Jesus was the most powerful, wise and anointed preacher of all time but, look how He spoke: Â“Blessed are the poor in 
spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted. Blessed are the me
ek, for they shall inherit the earthÂ…" (Mat 5;3-5). While His words were profound and life-giving they were easy to com
prehend so that even children could understand Him. Those with wisdom and insight plumbed the weightiness and dept
h of His sayings but even the simple could understand His message. When He commissioned Peter at the sea, He did n
ot send Peter (and us) to feed the giraffes but to feed the lambs and the sheep. (John 21:15-17). He never said a single 
word about how we should impress the wise and intelligent, but He said much about the consequences of causing little o
nes to stumble. The lawyers of JesusÂ’ day were very good at this game and so Jesus said to them: Â“Woe to you lawy
ers! For you have taken away the key of knowledge. You did not enter in yourselves, and those who were entering in yo
u hindered.Â” (Luke 11:52).

Paul found himself under pressure by the philosophers to display his wisdom by clever arguments, but he too chose to o
nly preach the foolishness of the Cross and concluded that Â“God has chosen the foolish things of the world to put to sh
ame the wiseÂ” (1Corinthians 1:27).

So, we should be very suspicious of the motives of anyone who writes or speaks in big fancy terms as this is certainly ev
idence of a desire to boast of their vocabulary and knowledge, rather than communicate the truth. Peter speaks of them 
as "wells without water and clouds that carry no rain. They speak great swelling words of emptinessÂ…Â” (2Peter 2:18).
What a graphic description Â– big words that say nothing! Paul spoke of those who, Â“Professing themselves to be wise
Â… became foolsÂ” (Romans 1:23). This is the same spirit of the antichrist who Â“was given a mouth speaking great thi
ngs and blasphemiesÂ” (Revelation 13:5). No doubt, one of the things that will attract the damned to this imposter will be
his convincing words. Be careful of those who exhibit the same ability as the antichrist and Satan to disguise their lies by
clever speech. Paul warns against those who Â“do not serve our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly, and by smooth 
words and flattering speech deceive the hearts of the simpleÂ” (Romans 16:18).

In the past few years many of these Â“cleverÂ” men have also developed a whole new language that is radically differen
t to the language of the Bible. There may be times that we have to use words that are not part of Scripture in order to de
scribe something that is clearly taught in the Bible. Think for example, of words like Â“the raptureÂ” and Â“the Trinity.Â” I
am sure that it is sometimes necessary to use such words, but they should be the exception rather than the norm. Howe
ver, when I try to read the writings of modern gurus, or attend their lectures, I find they have a completely new vocabular
y, filled with jargon which is almost impossible to be understood by an outsider like myself. Take another look at the quot
e from Mr. Hillary above. Are Â“envision,Â” Â“paradigm,Â” Â“supersensible,Â” Â“intuitive,Â” Â“metastrategicÂ” and Â“ma
gicalÂ” biblical terms, or do they describe biblical concepts? One of them, is not even in the English language and the re
st do not appear in the Bible. While most of these words seem to mean the same as similar words in the Bible, what they
really mean in modern theology is directly opposite to the closest similar word in the Bible.

Unfortunately some preachers are dazzled by these fancy terms and they then begin to borrow this jargon and begin to 
weave it into their own messages and writings. Sometimes these parrots know what the word may mean, but often they 
use it without even understanding what the term really means. Of course this is not unique to theology. It is very commo
n for journalists and politicians to do the same. I have often thought about designing a computer program that will write p
olitical or religious speeches. The program will have a basic set of fancy words, technical terms and other mumbo-jumbo
which the computer will then string together at random to form sentences that really say nothing at all. I am sure we hav
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e all listened to a sermon or a speech and after 20 minutes of much hot air wondered what really was said.

I think, but could be totally wrong, that what Mr Hillary said above is: Â“to make changes, we need magic.Â” So why did 
he not say so? Firstly, because that would not make him sound clever and secondly, it would reveal the gross error of w
hat he is proclaiming!

So, whenever you come across a Â“ChristianÂ” whose writing or speech is confusing and verbose (wordy), donÂ’t feel i
nferior. It is not you who have failed to understand, it is the writer who has failed to communicate. It is not you who is stu
pid, but the generator of hot air is the fool. DonÂ’t struggle with it Â– just let it go. If it was GodÂ’s Word, it would not be 
hard to understand.

If you are a speaker or writer then donÂ’t follow the footsteps of Satan who, by playing tricks with words, deceived Eve; 
but follow Jesus whose Words are spirit and life (John 6:63). Let us be like the Levites, in the time of Nehemiah, who Â“
helped the people to understand the LawÂ… (who) read distinctly from the book, in the Law of God; and they gave the s
ense, and helped them to understand the readingÂ” (Nehemiah 8:7,8).

http://www.discernment-ministries.org/HerescopeMarch2006.htm

Re: P.E.A.C.E., on: 2007/12/22 14:02
For anyone who wants to get familiar with the "Peace Plan" mentioned above, and that we'll be hearing much more of in 
the days ahead - one could start with the February 2007 Newsletter.

http://www.discernment-ministries.org/HerescopeArchives.htm

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2007/12/24 15:08

BRIAN MCLAREN Â– Â‘EVERYTHING MUST CHANGEÂ’: JESUSÂ’ SECOND COMING (PART 2)

Chris Rosebrough of Extreme Theology has posted the second part of his review of Â“Everything Must ChangeÂ” the ne
w book by Brian McLaren. Part two looks at Brian McLarenÂ’s rejection of the historic doctrine of ChristÂ’s Second Comi
ng. 

Said Rosebrough:

JesusÂ’ return in glory has been the hope of Christians for two millennia. But we learn in Â“Everything Must ChangeÂ” t
hat this is NOT Brian McLarenÂ’s hope at all!
Brian McLaren has re-imagined and re-crafted a kinder and gentler Jesus who WOULD NEVER return to judge the worl
d and forcefully establish His Kingdom on Earth. The Â“JesusÂ” that McLaren has created is more like Ghandi. McLaren
Â’s Â“JesusÂ” works by subverting Imperialism through the use of non-violence and would never utilize the methods of I
mperialism to establish his own kingdom.
You can read Part Two of RosebroughÂ’s article  (http://www.extremetheology.com/2007/10/mclarens-everyt.html) here.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ROGER OAKLANDÂ’S Â“FAITH UNDONEÂ” REVIEWED BY GARY GILLEY
The back cover of Faith Undone by Roger Oakland asks:

Is the emerging church movement just another passing fad, a more contemporary approach to church, or the discontent 
grumblings of young people looking for answers? In fact it is much broader and is influencing Christianity to a significant 
degree. Grounded in a centuries-old mystical approach, this movement is powerful yet highly deceptive, and it draws its 
energy from practices and experiences that are foreign to biblical Christianity.
The path the emerging church is taking is leading right into the arms of an interfaith perspective that has prophetically pr
ofound ramifications. It is indeed a new way of being Christians, and in every conceivable manner, it is striving to bring a
bout a new reformation. Without a doubt, it will have an impact on all churches in the Western world and far beyond. For 
behind this new kind of church is a well-designed strategy and maneuver by the prince of this world, the enemy of our so
uls, to literally take apart the faith of millionsÂ—it will be nothing less than faith undone.
Dr. Gary Gilley of Southern View Chapel begins his look at Oakland's book about the emerging church by informing us t
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hat:

Roger Oakland has provided for GodÂ’s people a needed and valuable exposÃ© of the emergent church movement. Thi
s is the most complete and up-to-date treatment of this complex and rapidly changing Â“conversationÂ” (as adherents lik
e to call it).
Faith Undone is extremely valuable on many fronts: First, we are given the history and roots of the movement. While offi
cially of recent vintage, the roots go back many years to people like Peter Drucker along with Bob Buford and his Leader
ship Network.
You can read GilleyÂ’s full review of Roger OaklandÂ’s book, which exposesÂ—among other thingsÂ—the neo-liberalis
m of the emerging church  (http://www.svchapel.org/Resources/BookReviews/book_reviews.asp?ID363) here.

See also:

John MacArthur: The Emergent Church is a Form of Paganism 

The Emerging Church: Faith Undone 

EMERGENT CHURCH: THE EMERGING CULT 

 @  http://www.apprising.org/archives/emergent_church/index.html

Re: Emerging church - posted by BVO (), on: 2007/12/24 22:24
Wow!  I had heard different things about reviving catholicism and beer drinking prayer meetings but this has been a neat
thread.  Thanks for the time spent researching.  I have been trying the past few years to wean myself from so many outs
ide resources and leaning more on the wisdom that comes from discerning the times by the witness of the Spirit of true a
nd false.  God tends to put things in my way that I do need to be aware of, so again thanks.  Love in Christ,  Barry

Re: all the  above - posted by broclint (), on: 2007/12/25 2:27
Sis. Annie, Diane and all,

Thanks again for all the research and the warnings. I have copied the url's for the research and will try to follow up ASAP
for the sake of those who are being bombasted by this junk... as one of the post's said, however, "there is nothing new u
nder the sun"... it is the same ole "ye shall be as God" and it will always be that until the ONE finally arrives (and it is pro
bably far closer than we can imagine) who has out-evolved, transcended further, or "whatever"... the mahdi or a smushb
ug of all the "best"... and I am not making light of the plight...

I believe that the safest route for all of us, however, is to try to know as much as we can possibly know about the REAL, 
and to teach and to exemplify, and pray down, or pray through to, or the term that is familiar in your neck of the woods, T
HE SPIRIT OF TRUTH, so that the counterfeit will stand out so very clearly for what it is...

Bless all of you, and thank God for this precious site in which to find so many sincere seekers for the truth...

Clint

Re:, on: 2007/12/25 2:28
Hi Barry.  Thank you for the encouragement. This topic is blowing our minds too.  Never thought that silly Purpose Drive
n Drivel would branch in the World Governance and the one world religion.

Remembering back three decades ago, we'd discuss the one world gov & religion and saw it as something way far down
the road.  
Like you said, "Wow!" it's here.  At least the foundation is laid and the building has definitely started. At least have a finis
hed first floor now.

On the other side of the coin, the good sites are also merging against this.  Every site posted on this thread work togethe
r and post each other's articles.  Amazing!  
They may be in the minority and unfortunately, are not viewed as much as they should or need to be, but nonetheless, t
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here IS a voice of sanity and reason out there - Praise The LORD.

I noticed you mention children.  A good site that been already listed on this thread is http://www.crossroad.to/text/articles
.html .

This couple have the greatest burden for children I've seen.  Reading children's books, viewing recent movies, games, vi
deo games, homeschool issues, etc. etc..  Quite a heart for protecting children.

I hope in 2008, the interest in discernment escalates.  Amen. That is my prayer. 
It certainly is much needed - as the Word of GOD warns us.

Thank you for your contributions and may HE lead and guide you in all things and bless your family with His Peace.
His Love.

Re:, on: 2007/12/25 2:44
Hi Brother Clint. I agree with you whole-heartedly.

At the same time, I'm a "server" by nature. I love to feed the hungry, care for the sick, etc. etc..

Had I not been blessed by these links, I could have easily been caught up with these movements, because for one, they
have an "anti-torture" movement besides.

Also, because of these links, I just found out that one of the many Sunday schools that are offered at my Church, has
already introduced Willowcreek material, that is leading to this "Networking" and I know the Pastor of Education doesn't
know where this Networking is leading up to.

They started with the book on "testing yourself to see what gifts you have".
Now they're on the Network book.  Researching all of those links was not something I chose to do with my life, but felt "c
ompelled".  Now, very grateful that the Spirit led me that way.
I meet more folks each day that think this is only about some Purpose Driven Something or Nuther.
That's far from the case.

Yes, the Spirit of Truth, has led me to these sites when I first got a computer and I thank Jesus for it.  We used to have t
o read all of these books ourselves to know all of what they were promoting, including gobs of Global Politics stuff. Than
k GOD for this internet - for now.

I'm trying to put enough on here for those who don't have the time to do the researching. Just enough to catch buzz wor
ds or whatever that may slip into their own Fellowships.

This all IS leading to the one world religion/government - so I'd say, it's important enough for me to know about as much 
as I can.
It's a very subtle thing, appealing to our desire to help the world.  
We can help the world without being Networked to this new "initiative".

Thank you also for loving Him Who is The Truth.
GOD Bless.

... Connect the dots ..., on: 2007/12/26 14:37

There will be a time of peace.  Some call it the first half of anti-Christ's reign and again, also before "sudden des
truction comes". 
 
The Word also tells us, that the world will "come together" under a false religion, (a world religion) and that this 
false religion will be very politically involved ..... "The whore that rides the beast."   

It is something we don't like to discuss or think about - but it is happening as we speak.   This Merger we're seei
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ng of the Religious and Political goes on full-steam-ahead, while we make "other plans".   We aren't seeing it pr
ophetically - but only as another discussion about fringe groups.

A personal "drawing near to God" is an absolute essential, with the coming of these deceptions and many mini
stries fear that those who are seeking some large move of God will be sucked into this Emergent Movement wh
en it enters it's "quantum leap".

It has already drawn in most of the Apostle & Prophets movements and others who's eschatology sees the worl
d coming to some Kingdom Peace & Restoration 'before' the Coming of Christ.

Jesus stated plainly, that hallmark sign of "those days" - will be a great falling away.  And the true Saints will be
persecuted by the false church.

Be wise as serpents and as harmless as doves.

The Global Initiative is for a new world order and is brought to you by "the church" merged with "governance" - 

Emergent leader Brian McLaren, in  his book The Secret Message of Jesus (W Publ. Group, 2006) is rife with examples.
Remarks like:

"God's conspiracy seeks to overturn the world as it is so that a new world can emerge." (p. 143) 

"God was launching a new world order, a new world, a new creation." (p. 31) 

"A new day is coming--a new earth, a new world order, a new reality, a new realm--in short, a new kingdom." (p. 23) 

"What is Jesus' secret message reveals a secret plan? What if he didn't come to start a new religion--but rather to start a
political, social, religious, artistic, economic, intellectual, and spiritual revolution that would give birth to a new world?" (p.
4)

Rick Warren Quote:

Â“We have what we call our Â‘20/20 visionÂ’Â—10 million churches with 100 million small groups mobilizing 1 billion dis
ciples for the PEACE Plan by the year 2020. . . .

 (http://www.sliceoflaodicea.com/?p106) **Rick Warren, Evangelicals, Invite Muslims to Love God Together**

"Christian leaders urged for an interfaith dialogue that moves beyond Â“politeÂ” ecumenical talks between selected lead
ers. Instead, leaders of both faiths should hold dialogues to build relations that will Â“reshapeÂ” the two communities to 
Â“genuinely reflect our common love for God and for one another,Â” the Christian letter stated.Â“Given the deep fissure
s in the relations between Christians and Muslims today, the task before us is daunting. And the stakes are great. The fu
ture of the world depends on our ability as Christians and Muslims to live together in peace,Â” the letter added. Â“If we f
ail to make every effort to make peace and come together in harmony you correctly remind us that Â‘our eternal soulsÂ’ 
are at stake as well.

The letterÂ’s main emphasis is the Â“absolutely centralÂ” commonality between both religions: love of God and love of n
eighbor.

Other signers of the letter include Miroslav Volf, founder and director of the Yale Center for Faith and Culture; Dr. Martin 
Accad, academic dean of the Arab Baptist Theological Seminary (Lebanon); Robert E. Cooley, president emeritus of Go
rdon-Conwell Theological Seminary; Harvey Cox, Hollis professor of Divinity at Harvard Divinity School; and Bill Hybels, 
founder and senior pastor of Willow Creek Community Church."

_______________________________________________________________________

Those signing the Christian/Muslim pact for peace on earth last month.

Rick Warren (Southern Baptist, Sr. pastor Saddleback) 
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Bill Hybels (Willow Creek Association) 
Leith Anderson (head of NAE and Wooddale Church) 
Northwest University (Washington, AOG) 
Fuller Seminary 
Biola University 
Northwest University 
David Yonggi Cho (Korea) 
Bethel College 
Bethel University 
Makoto Fujimura, Artist (Focus on the Family, The Truth Project) 
YWAM 
Eastern Mennonite Mission 
Wheaton College 
Emergent Village 
Assemblies of God 
First Presbyterian- Vintage Faith Church, Santa Cruz, CA 
World Vision 
Taylor University 
ELCA (Evangelical Lutheran Church of America) 
Brian McLaren 
Christianity Today 
The Christian Century 
Tyndale Seminary 
Vineyard USA 
Robert Schuller (Crystal Cathedral) 
Regent College (BC) 
The Navigators 
Jim Wallis (Sojourners)"
---------------------------------------

Fact: Rupert Murdoch is one the worldÂ’s greatest distributors of pornography. Yet, he is one of the speakers for Robert
SchullerÂ’s upcoming 
(http://www.rethinkconference.com/index.php?optioncom_content&taskblogcategory&id3&Itemid14) Rethink Conference
. :-(

Why on Earth should ChristÂ’s church learn to Â“rethink itselfÂ” in light of the advice offered by the worldÂ’s greatest por
nographer? That is just as inappropriate as asking Larry Flint to come speak to your churchÂ’s womenÂ’s group.

Fact is, Murdoch has nothing to say to ChristÂ’s church. But, the church has something to say to Rupert Murdoch (and h
is pastor). That message is Â“repentÂ”!

http://christianresearchnetwork.com/?m=200710

Re: - posted by rookie (), on: 2007/12/26 14:44
I am currently reading Roger Oakland's book, Faith Undone.  Everything that has been brought up here is in the book.  
Much of it comes from the influence of Peter Drucker who was well known for his work in writing self-help books for busi
ness and industry.  

The underlying theme of this movement is the setting aside of the Scriptures in part, so that the church can explore the 
mystical worship that has long been practiced in the Catholic church.  

Wherever or whenever any....any Scripture is dismissed as unimportant, there comes an opening for false teachings and
doctrines.  
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When ever you are told that you do not need to know or spend time in certain parts of Scripture, you are being misled, ju
st like Satan misled Adam and Eve.  

In Christ
Jeff

Re:, on: 2007/12/26 19:39
That's great brother Jeff.  Would like to hear more as you go along or finish. I've only gotten excerpts from his site and ot
hers, but would like to hear what you've seen through it.

Thank you and a Blessed new year to you.

Re:, on: 2007/12/27 17:34
Wanted to leave one more link.  

www.deceptioninthechurch.com

As with all the other links on this thread, there's a Search Engine in them, where one can  type in a name or topics and
have  answers to any questions arising about them.

In the Gospels and the last book of the Bible, Jesus commanded we "watch" and "be sober".
The enemy desperately wants to distract us from doing that. 

This thread's contents can be watched, in the sense that, those mentioned on it can be watched as to who they are meet
ing with and are doing, both in the religious arena and political.

It's forming by merging and I don't know how to say it any better than that.

Lord & Christ, Jesus Bless!

Re: - posted by partofaplan, on: 2007/12/27 17:41
I agree with what was mostly said in this thread. I just wanted to also say that we need to also be cautious about being d
efensive against any new form of reaching people with the message of Christ (not any modification to the message itself
).

I think a perfect example of a good "Emerging" church (not Emergent) is Mars Hill Church in Seattle. Every time I hear M
ark Driscoll speak, he always speak directly from the Word of God and He's not afraid to spout the truth about the judge
ment and wrath of God along with God's forgiveness and mercy and love.

Re:, on: 2007/12/27 17:59
As I said in my last post on the previous page - every site link on here is there for our benefit to Search Things Out - with
their Search Engines.

This was a good time to do it.
___________________________________________________

Mars Hill Church Sponsors New YearÂ’s Eve Booze Â‘n Dance Club

WeÂ’ve come a long way from church-sponsored Watch Night services where prayer and hymn singing by GodÂ’s peop
le ushered in the New Year. Mark Driscoll is turning his church into a club, Friday News Notes reports.
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Mars Hill Church in Seattle is hosting a Â“Red Hot Bash2&#8243; on December 31 featuring Bobby Medina and his Red
Hot Band, Â“one of the top dance bands in the Northwest,Â” which will play everything Â“from Swing to Latin to Motown 
and beyond.Â” Participants are invited to Â“come bust a move on the enormous dance floorÂ” and are reminded to bring
their IDÂ’s so they can enjoy the champagne bar. We are told that the church facility will be Â“transformed into a posh cl
ubÂ” and there will be a dance contest. This church is pastored by Mark Driscoll, the president of the Acts 29 church pla
nting network.

Back in 2005, I wrote this piece about SaddlebackÂ’s Hollywood Glitz and Glam dance. This is not the Church of Jesus 
Christ. Our Savior does have a Bride, and she is being kept pure and spotless and chaste. The whore church that has n
o heart for holiness, that would rather sponsor dance contests than prayer meetings, that makes like BelshazzarÂ’s Fea
st with the champagne flowing and voluptuous partying, instead of seeking GodÂ’s help to walk rightly in increasingly ble
ak times, is not the Bride of Christ. It goes against everything we read in Holy Scripture about the conduct and comportm
ent of those who have left the world behind, taken up their crosses and followed in the ChristÂ’s footsteps.

Let these people party on in their Â“churchesÂ”. Anyone who challenges them biblically will only get howled down by the
pleasure-mad evangelical mob. But as the 2007 turns over into 2008, may those who have truly taken up their crosses a
nd followed Jesus re-commit ourselves to prayer and walking in holiness so that our lives may be lights in our very dark 
country.

http://www.sliceoflaodicea.com/?s=Mark+Driscoll

(http://search.freefind.com/find.html?id44070390&_charset_utf-8&bcd%C3%B7&scs1&pageidr&queryMark+Driscoll+&m
odeFind+pages+matching+ALL+words) "Test all things"

because we're living in the last days which is hallmarked by "deception". 

http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=Mark+Driscoll

The other sites have more. 

The word "heresies" in the Greek is "Choice".

Re: - posted by broclint (), on: 2007/12/27 18:05

As they say in Louisiana, "Annie girl you go!"

In all seriousness, it is so good to have someone so armed with ammunition to fight the deceptions that are "emerging".  

All who tread here should pay heed!

Clint
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Re:, on: 2007/12/27 19:29
Brother, I meant no offense, believe it or not. :-?

I love people and don't like seeing people being sucker-punched.  I may not always go about it in the most tactful way an
d am trying my best to be perfected in that area, still and honestly ---  yet there's that part that reacts to the words and no
t the person themselves.  As if to separate the words from the person. Like trying to shew a bee away from someone.  O
h my - one day I'll learn proper written etiquette. 
I hope as a "New Guy" that you could understand.

You are in a GOOD place and I noticed on your Intro, that the others have recommended good Authors besides the goo
d ones you mentioned yourself.

Lord Bless you and Bless you here.
His Love.

Annie 

Re: - posted by blessed050, on: 2007/12/27 20:06
Thank you for your posts and your love for the Lord.  You mentioned that you were going off line from this site.   You ma
y have a reason but I would like for you to know that you are precious in the eyes of God,  You may be hidden away like 
many of us are.  We are not hidden from God though.  Our lives are hidden in Him.  We thank God for his love and his g
reat mercy towards us all.  I remember reading in one of your posts about Chip Brogden and how he has helped you.  H
e is a gifted writer/teacher.  He also is one that is hidden away from all earthly appearances.  Thank God.  What State d
o you live in by the way?  God bless you.  

Re:, on: 2007/12/27 21:21
blessed, thank you. I'm not going off from this site - I'm going off-line again completely tomorrow afternoon, as I say - out
of necessity.  I think this will make the 4th or 5th time, to rest.  Bless Jesus!
It's bittersweet though at first.  Twice it was for a year each. This time - only God knows.
There are Good People here.  His eyes are on them all.  He is Faithful and Good!
I am honored to live in the same state as brother Krispy, KingJimmy, ravenmolehill and others. 

Lord watch over all. Amen.

Re: - posted by pastorfrin, on: 2007/12/27 23:19
Sister Annie,

Remember this post you made back in October, on the Christian Non-Resistance thread?

Annie wrote;
_________________________________________________

Quote:
Â“Brother, I'm gonna be straight with you here.

When you started the Peace thread, I was really pleased to pieces and began downloading it.

That was last year. Then you started posting more on this non-resistance stuff and more and more ... Ha!

At first I couldn't figure out why. I've never told you that. 
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But anyway, the LORD finally showed me why. 
I didn't want to ask you - I wanted HIM to show me why.

I was against killing. Granted. But I never realized just how much I needed to see all of these that you kept posting, even
though I haven't read them all, they were still working in and on me.

At first - like I said - I didn't understand why they kept coming and then the Lord hit me smack dab right between the eye
balls. Pow! He said, "Hatred and Anger are equivalent to murder".

AND, that what is Coming upon the earth will cause many to respond in Anger, tempt us to HATE and some may even a
ttempt murder.

Wow. Then I thought of Corrie Ten Boon. 

Brother, it's what's in the heart that God is trying to deal with with these. And to speak for myself only here - He's still got 
more chizeling away to get me to where I don't feel anger.

I know He got angry and does get angry but none of us are Him.

Keep taming the tiger brother - because I couldn't possibly be the only one who needs it, but I know I really do.

Most everyone here believes persecution is coming and if our hearts are not prepared now to turn the other cheek - it m
ay be too late then.

Well, Bless God. So now you know what a slow learner I am. Better late than never?  

Thanks!Â”
____________________________________________

Annie,
I have something to say to you and Sister, IÂ’m gonna be straight with you here.

When you first started this thread on Â“The Emerging MergerÂ”  I was pleased and IÂ’m still pleased you know why?
You have stuck to it, you have not let it die, you have continued warning; why is that?
I believe it is because you really do care for the saints of the Lord and you would do anything to protect, even the least o
f one of His. 
Now you say you are leaving, Why? It may be none of my business Sister but as one of the LordÂ’s children who has be
nefited from your writings, I will and must protest this choice you are making to go off line.
If you need to rest, then rest. I do, as you well know, when I do not answer back for some period of time. Let things stack
-up, its ok, spend sometime with just the Lord, and then if it is His Will share with us. If you cannot afford the internet cha
rges, IÂ’m sure some of us can help. What ever your reasons I,m asking you to recheck and think about leaving us witho
ut your input. After all things are not going to get better. 
Am I being selfish, yup! But like I said, I,m gonna be straight with you Sister.
 
Now, unless God said Â“Annie, you must go off lineÂ” then we have room to negotiate, right. Besides, what makes you t
hink we are any faster at learning than you?

There is one other thing Sister. You need to be here to read this, this year.

_________________________________________________
  Re: Too, one more time, and all who have the desire to know Him More:
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pastorfrin wrote:
Re: Phil. 3:10
That I may know Him,
and the power of His resurrection,
and the fellowship of His sufferings,
being made conformable unto His death;

Since we are entering the season, may we share
with one another, what it means to you.

To Know Him More,

Pastorfrin 
________________________________________

Seemed like an appropriate time to quote your first post on here Pastor. 

And hey, You've never neglected ANY of us here.
But I do get such a kick out of you using this
:-x   Smilie. I laugh whenever I see that particular one. It's the funniest "mad" face I've ever seen and can only be used b
y those who we all know isn't "mad" .... that means I can't --- HA -- though my mad lasts about an hour... HA ... don't tell 
nobody though. Don't wanna let on that I'm not big and bad all the time.  --- but I don't like this "lol" guy .... he laughs sort
of demented. Maybe we could get a nicer laughing guy icon someday.

Well, you and alllllllllllllllllllll of yours have a Blessed weekend also and the whole SI gang.

ONE MORE TIME ....

Phil. 3:10,11
That I may know Him,
and the power of His resurrection,
and the fellowship of His sufferings,
being made conformable unto His death.
If by any means I might attain unto the resurrection of the dead.

AMEN !

With a humble and thankful heart, I wish you all
a blessed new year, that draws you and yours, ever closer to our Blessed Lord. 

That all may Know HIM More

pastorfrin
_______________________________________________  

Annie,
You are much Loved and a much needed part of this body, just wanted to let you know.
Thank you Sister for your ear, now please continue to share with us your heart.
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In His Love
pastorfrin :-x 

Re: Merging and emerging - posted by crsschk (), on: 2007/12/27 23:30
Hi Annie,

Have been following along quietly here for some time and reading through many of the links, some very good and
informative articles, quite a bit to digest.

Quote:
-------------------------I love people and don't like seeing people being sucker-punched. I may not always go about it in the most tactful way and am trying 
my best to be perfected in that area, still and honestly --- yet there's that part that reacts to the words and not the person themselves. As if to separate 
the words from the person. Like trying to shew a bee away from someone. Oh my - one day I'll learn proper written etiquette. 
I hope as a "New Guy" that you could understand.

-------------------------

That is probably applicable to some of the things on a few of these links as well, 'tact'. But it is where I could but pray for 
more myself, praying period would likely resolve a great deal of it, come to think of it ...

Appreciate your forthcoming sister and just wanted to let you know that I will keep you in my prayers in the days ahead. I
t has been quite a year ...

May the Lord grant you great peace Annie.

Re:, on: 2007/12/28 6:14
Hia Mike.  Your post made me smile.  Great peace have they that love Thy law. 
My mind traveled through the whole of the Word, and tried to find "tact" when dealing with heresies and charlatans in His
Word. Just a thought.  Most especially having to do with this  last great apostasy that Jesus warned of and that strong d
elusion of 2 Thess 2 that He'll send just before the appearing of anti-Christ.

Serious times brother.

If anything, I think the word is not heavy enough from any of these sites, but I acknowledge the difficult ministry they've b
een called to and if they didn't do it - I know Paul would be very disheartened by us all, if we've looked at his ministry at 
all and seeing his feelings on these issues. As would Jesus Himself and His others. The great falling away and the false 
teachers and prophets would not receive "tact" from Jude, etc.  
This topic didn't receive it then, nor would it now, if they were physically here with us - but their words and actions are wit
h us in writing.
They'd more than likely be shouting from the housetops by now.

I believe more preachers lack "tact" and "prayer" before they preach - as well as  the "open-air" folks, than these dear Sa
ints attacking/exposing this final last day delusion.

Most have the witness that this is "the last call"  before the strong delusion is effectual.
Time is running out. Those in the valley of decision are being woed by truth, out to safety. Bless the LORD!

I pray you find His Peace also. 
In Jesus.
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Re:, on: 2007/12/28 9:13
Thanks for this thread, Annie.  I too have been following it and plan to take the time to really digest it and ponder all you 
have shared here.  

I echo the words of Pastorfrin in saying that you are loved and will be missed here on SI!  You're a dear lady and preciou
s sister in the Lord.  May the Lord bless you as you faithfully obey Him and follow Him in all that He leads you to do.  Yo
u're in my prayers.

~Joy

Re: - posted by iansmith (), on: 2007/12/28 10:13
HE_reigns,

About Mars Hill's big holiday shindig. I think the original 'thought' behind the Red Hot Ball was to give church attenders (
most of whom do not come from Christian backgrounds) an opportunity to have an alternative to the regular New Years 
Eve festivities. There's going to be dancing and champagne, but there isn't going to be lewdness and drunkeness. 

David danced, Jesus made water into wine. We do harvest parties as alternatives for Halloween. Mars Hill's demographi
c is 20-30 year olds, mostly from unchurched backgrounds, this to them is an opportunity to keep their fold from being o
ut at clubs and bars with their friends and families, and give them a place where, while there will be some drinking and d
ancing, there won't be any unbiblical behavior.

We want to throw sticks and stones, but I'm going to have to side on the side of Mars Hill on this one, they're doing som
ething original to get people into a church on a night when people don't usually go to church... and believe me, there are 
going to be people there to tell others about Jesus and give them an opportunity to know the savior.

Re:, on: 2007/12/28 13:36
Hi Brother Ian. The post on Mark Driscoll, contained much more than his New's Eve Bash.
Though it is difficult to see Paul "getting them into the church" in the same fashion, he is just one of the many that are
bringing in what this entire thread has been about.

These sites that are tracking these movements, show plainly the merging with Brian McLaren, Rick Warren and the
many others to form something that in the end, they hope to be that which would fulfill the global church, which it is, in
the worst possible sense. First with the merge with Rome years ago, then the falling away from truth in the area of
soteriology, bringing in new-age people, going political globally,  the conference at Saddleback over AIDS, the world
Peace Plan, last month the Muslim pact, the upcoming "Rethink Conference" and on and on.  

There is so much more, but I did leave these two others with him and who he's linked with.
To just take this one unscriptural way of "bringing them in" at the exclusion of the whole of this thread - would not be a
fair method of searching out a matter, for anyone.

These were the other two links, that are  substantial.

(http://search.freefind.com/find.html?id44070390&_charset_utf-8&bcd%C3%B7&scs1&pageidr&queryMark+Driscoll+&m
odeFind+pages+matching+ALL+words) "Test all things"

We are living in the last days which is hallmarked by "deception". 

http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=Mark+Driscoll

Quote: "We want to throw sticks and stones...."
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That is very far from the truth brother.

Re: - posted by iansmith (), on: 2007/12/28 13:41
Honestly it sounds like you're more interested in conspiracy theories than bringing people to Jesus.

I have been to Mars Hill, I've heard Mark Driscoll preach and I know several people actively involved in the ministries at 
Mars Hill -there is no such conspiracy. You're chasing after smoke and shadows, you're the one being decieved. Satan 
works in many ways to divide the church, you're falling into his trap just as much or more as some who you are 'tracking.
'

Re: - posted by iansmith (), on: 2007/12/28 13:53
Charles Spurgeon was called the prince of preachers and he could attract several thousand people a week to hear his s
peaking, including hundreds of clergy, who would turn around and use his sermons for the base of their teachings at thei
r churches. 

While in London DL Moody visited and preached at Spurgeon's church. While on furlough Hudson Taylor would share a
nd preach in Spurgeon's tabernacle. Spurgeon would often share about the wonderful work of George Muller and suppor
t the orphanage work being done by that man.

Many people sought to identify themselves with Spurgeon... and through those people you could link in many more. Dr L
ivingstone of Africa missions fame was said to have had a sermon of Spurgeon's in his pocket at the time of his death, d
og-eared and underlined. 

The Cambridge Seven served under Hudson Taylor and shared their testimonies in Spurgeon's church, CT Studd came 
to Christ at a DL Moody meeting. 

There are many more names and people and places that you could plug in, and it would end up like a huge spider web...
and eventually you'll probably find people whose theology or teachings or work you disagree with. But you shouldn't con
demn people by association. 

If I was a hyper-calvanist at the time, I would have seen it all as a huge conspiracy. I would have been railing against Sp
urgeon and against everyone who visited his church, or anyone who associated with him, or anyone who thought highly 
of him... they would be all part of some huge anti-christ movement.

But in the last 100 years, which group of people do we look back on as having made an impact for the global church. Sp
urgeon's sermons have brought millions to Christ, his little book 'all of grace' has been instrumental in many a salvation. 
Hudson Taylor is considered the grandfather of most Christians in China. George Muller's faith is the foundation of many
modern missions. CT Studd's organization WEC is still one of the largest and fastest groing mission organizations in the 
world. DL Moody's college has turned out many of the greatest American Christian leaders in the last century as well as 
many martyrs on the mission field.

Whenever a move of God happens, there are going to be some people that think it's a move of Satan. There were Phari
sees that stated that Jesus was driving out demons by the power of Baal. 

Now sometimes where there is smoke, there is fire, but I wouldn't dismiss everyone in this so called 'emergent movemen
t' because of assocation, I would look at them case by case and evaluate whether or not they are preaching the Gospel. 
In some cases, as is the case of Mars Hill, the Gospel is being preached in its entirety. The work Mars Hill does with the 
Acts 29 network is doing really great things here in the Northwest, tradiationally the most unchurched area in the country
. I'm just asking for level heads.
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Re: - posted by MrBillPro (), on: 2007/12/28 13:57

Quote:
-------------------------
iansmith wrote:
HE_reigns,

About Mars Hill's big holiday shindig. I think the original 'thought' behind the Red Hot Ball was to give church attenders (most of whom do not come fro
m Christian backgrounds) an opportunity to have an alternative to the regular New Years Eve festivities. There's going to be dancing and champagne, 
but there isn't going to be lewdness and drunkenness. 
-------------------------

You know we can't let others opinions whatever they may be influence us to how we bring the lost into Gods Kingdom. 

I have went to bars and had a drink with two people in the last 2 years because someone at Church asked me to becaus
e they did not want to go in there, they were to Holy do so and they knew I was the man for the job and they did not want
to tarnish their reputation at Church.

 Let me tell you something if any of us limit ourselves to were we will go to bring in the lost sheep your not doing God an
y favors, it literally makes me sick at my stomach that the "real holy" people at Church can condemn or judge me for wha
t I do but will just let the lost stay lost. I personally feel if Jesus were here today he would go "anywhere" he had to to bri
ng folks into his kingdom.

My job is to do "whatever" it takes to be the salt and light to bring in the lost, and if you really are salt and light is there re
ally any place you could go that can change that? matter fact the worse places you go it makes your salt and light look la
rger in my opinion. Anyone can "appear" to look like salt and light at Church but the real test is when you walk out the C
hurch building doors.  :-) 

Re: - posted by partofaplan, on: 2007/12/28 14:02
There's nothing wrong with drinking alcohol as long as you do not stumble into sin or lead others into sin with drunkenes
s. I'm sure Mars Hill will have a limit on how many drinks someone can have at this bash.

Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2007/12/28 14:03
MrBillPro wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------

Anyone can "appear" to look like salt and light at Church but the real test is when you walk out the Church building doors.  :-) 
-------------------------

Great, great, great point MrBillPro.  We know it, but do we walk it?  I have been just as guilty myself.

Thanks for giving me a dose of humbleness.  I would rather be corrected from a brother, then to find out my name is not 
known by Him.

The Emerging Merger, on: 2007/12/28 14:31

Bye y'all!

:-D
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Re: - posted by HomeFree89 (), on: 2007/12/30 21:49

Quote:
-------------------------
iansmith wrote:
 

If we are constantly on the offensive against false gospels, then we are leaving our flank open to satan, we need to go out and win souls, not argue do
ctrine. 
-------------------------

Sorry, I just started reading this thread. But here's a verse.

"Beloved, although I was very eager to write to you about our common salvation, I found it necessary to write appealing t
o you to contend for the faith that was once for all delivered to the saints." Jude 3

Jordan

Re: The Emerging Church - posted by UniqueWebRev (), on: 2008/1/1 6:31

Quote:
-------------------------
HomeFree89 wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------
iansmith wrote:
 

If we are constantly on the offensive against false gospels, then we are leaving our flank open to satan, we need to go out and win souls, not argue do
ctrine. 
-------------------------

Sorry, I just started reading this thread. But here's a verse.

"Beloved, although I was very eager to write to you about our common salvation, I found it necessary to write appealing to you to contend for the faith t
hat was once for all delivered to the saints." Jude 3

Jordan

-------------------------

This is not only about winning souls, but about guarding our own from the being prey of the Beast.

There is a worldwide effort to subvert Christianity to 'A New Gospel, and A New Christ'.

New Age sweetness saying there is no sin, and you are God and God is you...is EVERYWHERE.

And men who are respected amongst many are already jumping on the bandwagon, such as Brian McLaren, an
d Tony Campolo.

And they endorse a church boasting a Logo with a Star of David, A Cross, A Crescent, and the Sun.

Don't believe it?  Check it!
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Quote:
-------------------------Faith House" The Broad Road to Destruction 
They say a picture is worth a thousand words. This logo says much much more than anything we could say. http://www.alittleleaven.com:80/2007/11/f
aith-house-the.html  This is the logo for Faith House in Manhattan. This is an Emergent organization whose supporters include Brian McLaren and To
ny Campolo. Here is what their mission statement says"

"OUR MISSION: We want to start a new kind of community in which we can discover The Other (individuals or groups other than those we belong to), 
deepen our personal and corporate journeys, and together participate in repairing the world. In this endeavor we will honor and learn from teachings, p
ractices, and suffering of people from religions, philosophies, and worldviews, different from our own. Instead of isolating ourselves into like-minded gr
oups or melting together into a single-minded organization, we will learn to live together with our differences and in a way that contributes to the wellbe
ing, peace, joy, and justice in the world. In this endeavor we will always be a courageous, hospitable and learning community."

We as Christians are called to proclaim and defend the ONE and ONLY way of salvation through Jesus Christ alone. The Emergent Church for years 
has been deconstructing and attacking these exclusive truths and have instead embraced relativism, openness and syncretism. This is a great exampl
e of the bad fruit being produced by the Emergent tree.   

FAITH HOUSE Manhattan includes Brian McLaren Interview 9/18/07

http://www.faithhousemanhattan.org/faith_house/endorsements.html 

-------------------------

Blessings,

Forrest

Re: The Emerging Church, on: 2008/1/1 7:22
Why is this thread being diverted into a discussion about whether its OK to drink and throw parties?

This isn't about "Conspiracy Theories" or about whether some sites are rather too much into witch hunting.  Some proba
bly are, but that isn't the point.  The point is, Will we be able to stand in the evil day that is surely coming, (this year, next
year, in 10 years time, I have no idea, but the signs are it won't be long.)

The Enemy is already causing evangelical Christianity to be hijacked under our noses and turned into a demon-worship
ping cult of pseudo-Christianity.  And you want to discuss whether its OK for churches to have parties!!!  

It's the rampant deception and false teachings that are the danger, not the parties!

If you want to accuse the Bible of conspiracy theories go ahead!

This isn't a conspiracy theory it's a fact.   Deception is beginning to increase exponentially.  I've seen it personally in the 
church I used to go to until recently, (I have no doubt that the leaders are true and sincere men of God, but they are bein
g drawn into deception and unaware of it.  I continue to love and pray for them but can no longer worship with them) It's 
also in many, many other churches, and in popular "Christian" books and other media.

This thread is about the fulfillment of Scripture, that in the "Last Days" many will fall away from the faith and turn to false 
prophets, idolatry, doctrines of demons etc etc.

It is already happening, NOW!  Can't you see it?

Are some of you asleep or what?

Can you afford to ignore shouts of "FIRE!" when you are already half dazed by the smoke?  Soon it will be impossible to 
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wake up even if you want to.

I've never posted so strongly on this subject but time is very short.

WAKE UP, while you still can!

in Him

Jeannette

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/1 9:01

Quote:
------------------------- Why is this thread being divertedÂ… 
-------------------------

Jeannette, What an interesting question! Essentially you are bringing us full circle back to the emergent project topic, by 
exposing one of its characteristics - also of our times: web-style of dialogue - you know Â– where you can click on links 
within a site, and that takes you to another place, which can take you to yet other places. 

In fact, Pagitt purposely wrote his book with that Â“dialogicalÂ” model in mind (though he makes it sound like it's his  ima
ginative idea.)   He encourages his readers to read the book in any order they want. They can launch from a paragraph i
n the introductory chapter to any section in the book. They can skip as much of the book you want. In fact, if they donÂ’t 
want to read any of it, thatÂ’s okay too. 

Of course, that arbitrary Â“methodÂ” is somewhat appalling to me, but it IS, to some extent a reflection of my web browsi
ng patterns.

 Bunny trails once were considered a diversion to avoid, but now they are welcome as part of the  progression  of ??? no
t sure...... But, whoÂ’s going anywhere anyway! (That is the sentiment of the day - without direction) 

 I admit, I havenÂ’t read this whole thread. I guess I Â“progressÂ” in the old fashioned way. I like to stay on topic, though
I realize that God has a way of leading us down paths we donÂ’Â’ expect to go on.  

Maybe diverging is not all bad. We ultimately may emerge somewhere. 

Happy New Year to you all, 
Diane 

PS Hopefully next time I post I will offer something  more  nutritious. (But watch out for those dangling carrots! Can you s
pot the one in this post?)
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Re:, on: 2008/1/1 11:48
Pastorfrin, I presented your post to my daughter - she agreed.  I feel as we get older, our children become our parents.
:-(  

Word gets out fast.  This New Year a.m. starting with words about Forrest's & Jeannette's posts.
 Amazing!

Added the link to the one title, Forrest.

Amazing.

 (http://samirselmanovic.typepad.com/faith_house/) FAITH HOUSE Manhattan includes Brian McLaren Interview 9/1
8/07

 
 (http://www.faithhousemanhattan.org/faith_house/endorsements.html) Tony Campolo and Brian McLaren Endorsement
s

Not finding this surprizing at all, because that is the direction they have been heading in all along - the global religion, (or
church), chock full of compromise with truth. 
I've yet to fully explore this Faith House in NYC, but it surely does fulfill enough Scripture.

Amen Jeannette - I completely echo your sentiments and share this burden fully, "watch and be sober".  The clarion call 
has been clear enough to even hear through the cloud. 
Thank you! 

1Th 5:6  Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch and be sober. 

1Pe 1:13  Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is to be brought unt
o you at the revelation of Jesus Christ

1Pe 4:7  But the end of all things is at hand: be ye therefore sober, and watch unto prayer. 

Re:, on: 2008/1/1 12:03
Diane, you may recognize some of the books offered on the right column of these links above.

Also not surprising that this Faith House is in New York.

Will be interesting days.

Re: That all may Know HIM More - posted by pastorfrin, on: 2008/1/1 13:27

Quote:
-------------------------by HE_Reigns on 2008/1/1 11:48:12

Pastorfrin, I presented your post to my daughter - she agreed. I feel as we get older, our children become our parents.  
-------------------------

Sister Annie, 

Great to see you back. Now:

ONE MORE TIME ....
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Phil. 3:10,11
That I may know Him,
and the power of His resurrection,
and the fellowship of His sufferings,
being made conformable unto His death.
If by any means I might attain unto the resurrection of the dead.

AMEN !

With a humble and thankful heart, I wish you all
a blessed new year, that draws you and yours, ever closer to our Blessed Lord. 

That all may Know HIM More

In His Love
pastorfrin

Re:, on: 2008/1/1 13:45
Thank you Brother ...

Phil. 3:10,11
That I may Know Him,
and the power of His resurrection,
and the fellowship of His sufferings,
being made conformable unto His death.
If by any means I might attain unto the resurrection of the dead.

AMEN !

Re:, on: 2008/1/1 16:14
An on-line book by Warren Smith.

"Reinventing Jesus Christ" - only 86 pages in easy to read font size and format - answers many questions regarding this 
upcoming series on Oprah and many of the other topics that arise, such as how the new-age is infiltrating and Maitreya.

Finding more and more Christians and unsaved folks alike, asking questions on these topics. 
So sensible/thoughtful to have answers for them. 

Wouldn't take more than a nite or weekend to read.

Two formats. The second pdf.

http://www.reinventingjesuschrist.com/

http://www.reinventingjesuschrist.com/reinventing.pdf

Praise Him Alone. 
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Re:, on: 2008/1/1 17:01

Quote:
-------------------------Why is this thread being diverted into a discussion about whether its OK to drink and throw parties?  This isn't about "Conspiracy Th
eories" or about whether some sites are rather too much into witch hunting. Some probably are, but that isn't the point. The point is, Will we be able to 
stand in the evil day that is surely coming, (this year, next year, in 10 years time, I have no idea, but the signs are it won't be long.)

The Enemy is already causing evangelical Christianity to be hijacked under our noses and turned into a demon-worshipping cult of pseudo-Christianity
. And you want to discuss whether its OK for churches to have parties!!! 

It's the rampant deception and false teachings that are the danger, not the parties!

If you want to accuse the Bible of conspiracy theories go ahead!

This isn't a conspiracy theory it's a fact. Deception is beginning to increase exponentially. I've seen it personally in the church I used to go to until rece
ntly, (I have no doubt that the leaders are true and sincere men of God, but they are being drawn into deception and unaware of it. I continue to love a
nd pray for them but can no longer worship with them) It's also in many, many other churches, and in popular "Christian" books and other media.

This thread is about the fulfillment of Scripture, that in the "Last Days" many will fall away from the faith and turn to false prophets, idolatry, doctrines of
demons etc etc.

It is already happening, NOW! Can't you see it?

Are some of you asleep or what?

Can you afford to ignore shouts of "FIRE!" when you are already half dazed by the smoke? Soon it will be impossible to wake up even if you want to.

I've never posted so strongly on this subject but time is very short.

WAKE UP, while you still can!

in Him

Jeannette
-------------------------

AMEN Jeannette!

What I have found very interesting is what has happened to Christian Book Stores over the years.

Many of my favorites are no longer in business, ans now new Chains have taken over. You can't find good old fashioned
teachers in these chains...but the modern day Emerging teachers, wall to wall.

I so pray for our younger generation eating this junk food.

And so appreciate SI for the many resources of these Oldies but Goldies.

Love in Christ
Katy-Did 

Re: The Emerging Church - posted by UniqueWebRev (), on: 2008/1/1 17:08

Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:
An on-line book by Warren Smith.

"Reinventing Jesus Christ" - only 86 pages in easy to read font size and format - answers many questions regarding this upcoming series on Oprah an
d many of the other topics that arise, such as how the new-age is infiltrating and Maitreya.

Finding more and more Christians and unsaved folks alike, asking questions on these topics. 
So sensible/thoughtful to have answers for them. 
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Wouldn't take more than a nite or weekend to read.

Two formats. The second pdf.

http://www.reinventingjesuschrist.com/

http://www.reinventingjesuschrist.com/reinventing.pdf

Praise Him Alone. 
-------------------------

I've read the book...it flat out terrified me to find out how far, how fast this 'Church' is moving.

It as yet has no real name, but they are co-opting the Roman Catholic Church, the Muslims, the Reform Jews...anyone t
hat will tolerate their sickening message!

This Emerging Church is frightening, because it is so easy to confuse non-Bible based Christians.

I am a watchman for a few babes, and I am terrified for them...I don't even know how to explain to them that there is a 'C
hristian' church that wants to transcend this life, and 'EVOLVE' into a 'HIGHER STATE OF BEING', except that some of 
us 'Seperatist's' (READ BIBLE BASED CHRISTIANS AND TORAH BASED JEWS) will have to 'Make a choice' between
their 'CHRIST', and Jesus Christ.

It's like some creepy bacteria, infecting everything it touches, until they all suddenly find how much they have in common
with one another...Buddhists, Hindu's, Muslims, Catholics, Jews, even Evangelistic Christians!

But it's not just in the churches...it's in Corporate training offices, and in Politics...and it's moving fast.

May God protect us all!

Forrest

Re: Bunny trails, on: 2008/1/1 18:04

Quote:
-------------------------
roadsign wrote:

Quote:
------------------------- Why is this thread being divertedÂ… 
-------------------------

Jeannette, What an interesting question! Essentially you are bringing us full circle back to the emergent project topic, by exposing one of its characteri
stics - also of our times: web-style of dialogue - you know Â– where you can click on links within a site, and that takes you to another place, which can 
take you to yet other places. 

In fact, Pagitt purposely wrote his book with that Â“dialogicalÂ” model in mind (though he makes it sound like it's his  imaginative idea.)   He encourage
s his readers to read the book in any order they want. They can launch from a paragraph in the introductory chapter to any section in the book. They c
an skip as much of the book you want. In fact, if they donÂ’t want to read any of it, thatÂ’s okay too. 

Of course, that arbitrary Â“methodÂ” is somewhat appalling to me, but it IS, to some extent a reflection of my web browsing patterns.

 Bunny trails once were considered a diversion to avoid, but now they are welcome as part of the  progression  of ??? not sure...... But, whoÂ’s going a
nywhere anyway! (That is the sentiment of the day - without direction) 

 I admit, I havenÂ’t read this whole thread. I guess I Â“progressÂ” in the old fashioned way. I like to stay on topic, though I realize that God has a way 
of leading us down paths we donÂ’Â’ expect to go on.  

Maybe diverging is not all bad. We ultimately may emerge somewhere. 
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Happy New Year to you all, 
Diane 

PS Hopefully next time I post I will offer something  more  nutritious. (But watch out for those dangling carrots! Can you spot the one in this post?)
-------------------------
Hi Diane

It's interesting, and may be relevant to this subject, that just before the "Toronto Blessing" hit the Lord warned me that th
ere would be a time of confusion.

Not because I was more "spiritual" than others, but probably because He knew how easily I get confused :lol:

This warning helped keep me steady in what was indeed a very confusing time.  It felt like driving at night, when patches
of mist sudenly start to appear in the car's headlights.  The danger isn't the mist itself but because its almost impossible t
o keep from swerving (into oncoming traffic or off the road altogether) when they appear. 

Probably the encouragement to follow "bunny trails" (harmless in themselves) acts as a smokescreen to hide the steady 
advance of "doctrines of demons" into the Church.

Doctrinal and spiritual errors are being introduced bit by bit under cover of this Â“dialogicalÂ” concept.

Blessings

Jeannette

Re:, on: 2008/1/1 18:24

Quote:
-------------------------
UniqueWebRev wrote:

This Emerging Church is frightening, because it is so easy to confuse non-Bible based Christians.

I am a watchman for a few babes, and I am terrified for them...I don't even know how to explain to them that there is a 'Christian' church that wants to t
ranscend this life, and 'EVOLVE' into a 'HIGHER STATE OF BEING', except that some of us 'Seperatist's' (READ BIBLE BASED CHRISTIANS AND T
ORAH BASED JEWS) will have to 'Make a choice' between their 'CHRIST', and Jesus Christ.

It's like some creepy bacteria, infecting everything it touches, until they all suddenly find how much they have in common with one another...Buddhists,
Hindu's, Muslims, Catholics, Jews, even Evangelistic Christians!

But it's not just in the churches...it's in Corporate training offices, and in Politics...and it's moving fast.

May God protect us all!

Forrest
-------------------------
Hi Forrest

Just to say that I haven't forgotten you, though no pm's for a while.  Have been praying for you.

How to protect the "babes"...?  Mmm, thank you for bringing up a need that I hadn't seen clearly in quite that way.  

Jesus told parables, maybe He will give you some suitable illustrations or stories that will explain in a way that words alo
ne can't do?

Love in Him

Jeannette
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Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/1/1 18:29
Hey, this is like being with the ladies at the Women of Discernment Conference, that Discernment-Ministries.org puts on.
 Praise God for discerning Sisters and Brothers. Bless our Savior!

It just hit me the other day that Roger Oakland does speaking engagements and thought maybe to  post  a portion of his
Schedule for anyone who lives nearby these places.
He used to be mostly just into Creation Science, but something got a hold on him too Jeannette. :-D

Thank you all for keeping all the lights on for the rest of us. Jesus Bless!

Roger Oakland Speaking Schedule.

January 2008 

January 9 - Calvary Chapel Asheville, Asheville, NC 
January 10 - Calvary Chapel Hendersonville, Hendersonville, NC 

January 11-13 Calvary Chapel Greenville, Greenville, SC 

January 13 - Calvary Chapel Greenwood, Greenwood, SC 

January 23-25 - Pastors and Leaders Conference, Manilla, Philippines 

January 27-30 - Pastors and Leaders Conference, Baguio, Philippines 

February 2008 

February 6 - Calvary Chapel San Diego, Chula Vista, CA 

February 16 - Steeling the Mind Conference, San Juan Capistrano, CA 

http://www.understandthetimes.org/

Re:, on: 2008/1/1 18:32

Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:
It just hit me the other day that Roger Oakland does speaking engagements and thought maybe to  post  a portion of his Schedule for anyone who live
s nearby these places.
He used to be mostly just into Creation Science, but something got a hold on him too Jeannette. :-D
-------------------------
Does he ever come to the UK?

Re:, on: 2008/1/1 18:35
Yes, Forrest and Katy did bring up that very important point.

Imagine 'just' getting saved today and not knowing where to go to be discipled?  Or what the Old Path was/is? 

That's our burden, more than anything else.

Amen too about the Book Stores Katy.  
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Re:, on: 2008/1/1 18:40
I don't know Sis. We'll have to keep an eye on his Schedule or email them.

Good question, but there are others (the sound folks are 'merging' too :) - so we'll keep an eye out across the pond. Ame
n.
 
We were just talking about an hour ago, how just saying "Jesus is the Only Way" is getting more taboo. 
 Faithful unto death.  So many wonderful verses go through our minds. 
And folks like Corrie and Brother Wurmbrand. :-D
What a wonderful cloud of witnesses !!!

Re: the fall of modern "evangelycal's" - posted by wrighty, on: 2008/1/2 9:02
The number of churches that are over looking OUR brothers and sisters backslidin and it may cost them there salvation i
t is a scary move and the enemy loves it we need teaching like the late mr Ravenhill pls lets pray for the diception of our 
nation

Re:, on: 2008/1/2 11:48
Hi wrighty the new guy. :-)

Brother, the Lord knows them that are His.
The Elect will not be deceived. His Sheep know His Voice and will not follow another - but that doesn't keep us from war
ning apologetically, where teachings are wrong.

If we took out of the New Testament, everywhere that false doctrine was being corrected, our N.T. would probably half t
he width it is now.

We pray with you for His Sheep.  

I recall one time that I was reading a certain Author and liking him - then saw his name come up on one of these Apolog
etic Ministry Sites and I looked into it and dropped reading any further from that 'teacher'.

That has been the testimony of a great number of Saints.  They came out of movements or following certain people, just 
by hearing a tad from some Apologetical type.

Prayer and speaking the truth, will deliver His own from the hand of the fowler.

But so that our hearts are not broken beyond repair - we must remember that we 'are' living in the Last Days and the hall
mark of these days is Apostasy from Truth.  The "falling away comes first and then that man of sin is revealed".

We have to gird up our hearts for this reality.

Yet, as Paul said, "Pray for the Saints everywhere."  and "Contend for the Faith".

Thank you for your care and we all pray together.

You're with like-minded Saints - Praise God for that.

:-)
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Re:, on: 2008/1/2 17:23

Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:
Hi wrighty the new guy. :-)

Brother, the Lord knows them that are His.
The Elect will not be deceived. His Sheep know His Voice and will not follow another - but that doesn't keep us from warning apologetically, where teac
hings are wrong...

...We pray with you for His Sheep...  

...Prayer and speaking the truth, will deliver His own from the hand of the fowler.

But so that our hearts are not broken beyond repair - we must remember that we 'are' living in the Last Days and the hallmark of these days is Apostas
y from Truth.  The "falling away comes first and then that man of sin is revealed".

We have to gird up our hearts for this reality.

Yet, as Paul said, "Pray for the Saints everywhere."  and "Contend for the Faith".

Thank you for your care and we all pray together.

You're with like-minded Saints - Praise God for that.

:-)
-------------------------
AMEN!!!

A dream comes back to mind, (shared before on this forum but worth repeating).  

I was in a wide field (the Lord said afterwards, "the field is the world"), surrounded by low hedges, though there were gap
s or gates also.  There was a war on, and small groups of opeople were seeking to escape the fighting.  I was with a gro
up of maybe four or five.  There was a sound of gunfire from outside the field, getting nearer.  I said, "let's go this way", a
way from the firing, and we moved that way.

I wasn't the leader - the group was too small to have a leader as such - but there was need for someone to sense the rig
ht direction in that dangerous situation.

So the Lord needs those who are prepared for the evil day that is coming, who can become nucleii,  as it were, of safety 
and spiritual stability, to help others to discern the right way, and for mutual support.

in Him

Jeannette

Re: - posted by HomeFree89 (), on: 2008/1/2 20:56

Quote:
-------------------------
UniqueWebRev wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------
HomeFree89 wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------
iansmith wrote:
 

If we are constantly on the offensive against false gospels, then we are leaving our flank open to satan, we need to go out and win souls, not argue do
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ctrine. 
-------------------------

Sorry, I just started reading this thread. But here's a verse.

"Beloved, although I was very eager to write to you about our common salvation, I found it necessary to write appealing to you to contend for the faith t
hat was once for all delivered to the saints." Jude 3

Jordan

-------------------------

This is not only about winning souls, but about guarding our own from the being prey of the Beast.

There is a worldwide effort to subvert Christianity to 'A New Gospel, and A New Christ'.

New Age sweetness saying there is no sin, and you are God and God is you...is EVERYWHERE.

And men who are respected amongst many are already jumping on the bandwagon, such as Brian McLaren, and Tony Campolo.

And they endorse a church boasting a Logo with a Star of David, A Cross, A Crescent, and the Sun.

Don't believe it?  Check it!

Quote:
-------------------------Faith House" The Broad Road to Destruction 
They say a picture is worth a thousand words. This logo says much much more than anything we could say. http://www.alittleleaven.com:80/2007/11/f
aith-house-the.html  This is the logo for Faith House in Manhattan. This is an Emergent organization whose supporters include Brian McLaren and To
ny Campolo. Here is what their mission statement says"

"OUR MISSION: We want to start a new kind of community in which we can discover The Other (individuals or groups other than those we belong to), 
deepen our personal and corporate journeys, and together participate in repairing the world. In this endeavor we will honor and learn from teachings, p
ractices, and suffering of people from religions, philosophies, and worldviews, different from our own. Instead of isolating ourselves into like-minded gr
oups or melting together into a single-minded organization, we will learn to live together with our differences and in a way that contributes to the wellbe
ing, peace, joy, and justice in the world. In this endeavor we will always be a courageous, hospitable and learning community."

We as Christians are called to proclaim and defend the ONE and ONLY way of salvation through Jesus Christ alone. The Emergent Church for years 
has been deconstructing and attacking these exclusive truths and have instead embraced relativism, openness and syncretism. This is a great exampl
e of the bad fruit being produced by the Emergent tree.   

FAITH HOUSE Manhattan includes Brian McLaren Interview 9/18/07

http://www.faithhousemanhattan.org/faith_house/endorsements.html 

-------------------------

Blessings,

Forrest

-------------------------

Hi Forrest,

The verse I posted was intended to show that we do need to fight this battle.

Another portion of Scripture that confirms this is, "I appeal to you, brothers, to watch out for those who cause divisions a
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nd create obstacles contrary to the doctrine that you have been taught; avoid them. For such persons do not serve our L
ord Christ, but their own appetites, and by smooth talk and flattery they deceive the hearts of the naive." Rom. 16:17-18

Jordan

Re:, on: 2008/1/2 22:07
Jordan, Jeannette and all, these posts reminded me of two excellent quotes.  I Love the Classics!

From "Old Truth" ~

 (http://www.oldtruth.com/blog.cfm/id.2.pid.419) Excerpt from "All Kinds of Strange Teachings"

                                   by  J. C. Ryle  (1816-1900)

"Many things combine to make the present inroad of false doctrine peculiarly dangerous. There is an undeniable zeal in 
some of the teachers of error: their "earnestness" makes many think they must be right. There is a great appearance of l
earning and theological knowledge: many fancy that such clever and intellectual men must surely be safe guides. There 
is a general tendency to free thought and free inquiry in these latter days: many like to prove their independence of judg
ment, by believing novelties. There is a wide-spread desire to appear charitable and liberal-minded: many seem half ash
amed of saying that anybody can be in the wrong. 
There is a quantity of half-truth taught by the modern false teachers: they are incessantly using Scriptural terms and phr
ases in an unscriptural sense. There is a morbid craving in the public mind for a more sensuous, ceremonial, sensationa
l, showy worship: men are impatient of inward, invisible heart-work. There is a silly readiness in every direction to believ
e everybody who talks cleverly, lovingly, and earnestly, and a determination to forget that Satan often masquerades him
self "as an angel of light" (2 Corinthians 11:14). There is a wide-spread "gullibility" among professing Christians: every h
eretic who tells his story plausibly is sure to be believed, and everybody who doubts him is called a persecutor and a nar
row-minded man. 

All these things are peculiar symptoms of our times. 
I defy any observing person to deny them. They tend to make the assaults of false doctrine in our day peculiarly dangero
us. They make it more than ever needful to cry aloud, "Do not be carried away!". If any one should ask me, What is the b
est safeguard against false doctrine? -- I answer in one word: "The Bible: the Bible regularly read, regularly prayed over, 
regularly studied." 
We must go back to the old prescription of our Master: 
"Diligently study the Scriptures" (John 5:39)." 

 Martyn Lloyd-Jones . . . 

"You cannot separate what a man believes from what he is. For this reason doctrine is vitally important. Certain people s
ay ignorantly, "I do not believe in doctrine; I believe in the Lord Jesus Christ; I am saved, I am a Christian, and nothing el
se matters". To speak in that way is to court disaster, and for this reason, the New Testament itself warns us against this
very danger. We are to guard ourselves against being "tossed to and fro and carried about with every wind of doctrine", f
or if your doctrine goes astray your life will soon suffer as well. 

So it behoves us to study the doctrines in order that we may safeguard ourselves against certain erroneous and heretica
l teachings that are as rife and as common in the world today as they were in the days of the early Church."
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Re: The Emerging Church - posted by UniqueWebRev (), on: 2008/1/2 22:12
HomeFree89 wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------
iansmith wrote:
If we are constantly on the offensive against false gospels, then we are leaving our flank open to satan, we need to go out and win souls, not argue do
ctrine. 
-------------------------

Sorry, I just started reading this thread. But here's a verse.

"Beloved, although I was very eager to write to you about our common salvation, I found it necessary to write appealing t
o you to contend for the faith that was once for all delivered to the saints." Jude 3

Jordan
Quote:
-------------------------
-------------------------

UniqueWebRev wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------
This is not only about winning souls, but about guarding our own from the being prey of the Beast.

There is a worldwide effort to subvert Christianity to 'A New Gospel, and A New Christ'.

New Age sweetness saying there is no sin, and you are God and God is you...is EVERYWHERE.

And men who are respected amongst many are already jumping on the bandwagon, such as Brian McLaren, and Tony Campolo.

And they endorse a church boasting a Logo with a Star of David, A Cross, A Crescent, and the Sun.

Don't believe it?  Check it!

Quote:
-------------------------Faith House" The Broad Road to Destruction 
They say a picture is worth a thousand words. This logo says much much more than anything we could say. http://www.alittleleaven.com:80/2007/11/f
aith-house-the.html  This is the logo for Faith House in Manhattan. This is an Emergent organization whose supporters include Brian McLaren and To
ny Campolo. FAITH HOUSE Manhattan includes Brian McLaren Interview 9/18/07

http://www.faithhousemanhattan.org/faith_house/endorsements.html 

Blessings,

Forrest
-------------------------

Quote:
-------------------------
-------------------------

Hi Forrest,

The verse I posted was intended to show that we do need to fight this battle.

Another portion of Scripture that confirms this is, "I appeal to you, brothers, to watch out for those who cause divisions and create obstacles contrary to
the doctrine that you have been taught; avoid them. For such persons do not serve our Lord Christ, but their own appetites, and by smooth talk and flat
tery they deceive the hearts of the naive." Rom. 16:17-18

Jordan
-------------------------

Apologies, Jordan!

Didn't mean to snap at you, but this is really scary stuff, and it has me on edge, and I didn't read your post enough times!
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What is so incredibly bad about this is that it actually is taking over Christian Churches, Jewish Synagogues, even Mosle
m Mosques!

I'm all for harmony, and getting along with one another, but not when they start saying Jesus is not the Christ, or 'Christ' i
s an office, as opposed to a divine state of being, vested in Jesus!

It is hard to live in the end times, and actually see the deception begin!

Warn anyone you can...the New Age splinter groups are coelescing into a giant, world wide faith. 

When they take over Catholism, and their world wide audience,(the current Pope is quite open to all this, after all), it's go
ing to start getting sticky for all of us, for these people are quite open about 'people of the Book', Christians, and Jews, n
eeding to get out of their way. 

After all, 'we divisive spirits' cannot be allowed to prevent them from a spiritual quantum leap!

I take all conspiracy theories with a large pinch of salt, but these people are laying the plan out in advance, just like Hitle
r did in 'Mein Kampf'.  And like the Germans in the 1930's, an awful lot of people are thinking that this might be a good id
ea.

Except this time it's not just the Jews, it's anyone who hold's a Biblical viewpoint. And that means all of us.

Check your church regularly...it's trying to get in everywhere, by talking about 'A' Christ, and becoming 'Christed'!

Evidently Jesus is not Anointed enough!

Blessings,

Forrest

Re:, on: 2008/1/3 2:39
Discerning Discernment
The Meaning and Significance of Hebrews 5:12-14 in the ChristianÂ’s Call of Discernment
By Ryan Habbena

Â“WhatÂ’s your spiritual gift?Â” I have heard this question asked and answered many times. In my experience, the most
common response to this inquiry is: Â“I have the gift of discernment.Â” When asked what this means, the person often a
nswers, Â“I can automatically tell when something is evil.Â”

The Scriptures speak to the subject of discernment in various ways. While the Bible indeed affirms Â“discernmentÂ” as 
a spiritual gift (1 Corinthians 12:10),1 the truth is that all Christians are called to be Â“discernersÂ” (see 1 John 4:1, 1 Th
essalonians 5:21-22). The question then naturally follows: Â“How do we acquire the ability to discern?Â” There are thos
e who would answer in unison with the above example, simply stating: Â“I just know it my heart! I just know.Â” Note, for i
nstance, Neal AndersonÂ’s take on this subject: Â“Spiritual discernment is our first line of defense against deception. Th
e Holy Spirit has taken up residence in every believer, and He is not silent when we encounter the counterfeit. Discernm
ent is that little Â‘buzzerÂ’ that goes off inside when something is wrong.Â”2 While the Holy Spirit has indeed taken up re
sidence in every believer, rather than relying upon an automatic, subjective Â“buzzerÂ” that is supposed to Â“go off insid
e,Â” we are informed in Hebrews that believers are equipped with discernment via different means. Hebrews 5:12-14 sp
eaks directly to this subject. In what follows I will engage in some Â“basic expositionÂ” on this central text regarding disc
ernment. Following this I will apply its teaching to how we all are called to be trained discerners in order to avoid the dec
eption that surrounds us.

The Context of Hebrews 5:12-14
The author of Hebrews3 recognized the danger in the midst of his readers. Many who repented and believed in Jesus th
e Messiah were being tempted to return to the stipulations and practices of the Mosaic Covenant. Those who had the yo
ke of the Law removed needed to be warned against apostasy in order to stand firm in the word of Jesus Christ. In both 
comforting and convicting fashion, the author of Hebrews systematically demonstrates that Jesus is superior to all that w
as held dear under the Old Covenant. He is greater than the prophets who came before Him (vs. 1:1-2), He is greater th
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an the angels (vs. 1:4-13), He is greater than Moses (vs. 3:1-6), and He is greater than the Levitical/Aaronic priesthood (
chapters 5-10). In establishing his case and exhorting his readers, the author wants to teach his readers about the sign 
Â“Concerning him we have much to say, and it is hard to explain, since you have become dull of hearingÂ” (Hebrews 5:
11). This, in turn, brings us to the significant passage pertaining to discernment.

Expounding Hebrews 5:12-14
Â“For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you have need again for someone to teach you the elementary princ
iples of the oracles of God, and you have come to need milk and not solid food.Â”(verse 12)
Good Biblical interpretation will examine context and usage to discover meaning and function.4 In light of this, the author
Â’s use of imagery in this text must be carefully considered. He first notes his frustration at their spiritual Â“dullness of he
aringÂ” which indicates an inability to receive further instruction.5 Shifting metaphors, he then uses food imagery to desc
ribe the word of God and further diagnose their condition. The need for Â“milkÂ” in this context is an indictment of the re
aderÂ’s spiritual maturity.6 Needing Â“milkÂ” indicates spiritual infancy.7  Just what is Â“milkÂ” and Â“solid foodÂ” in thi
s context? Recalling the brief discussion in chapter 5 prior to this text, and looking forward to what will be resumed in ch
apters 7-10, the author wishes to teach his readers about JesusÂ’ priesthood. This entails going in-depth regarding the o
rder of Melchizedek, biblical typology and fulfillment, and applying the significance of these truths to their current situatio
n. These theological truths are considered Â“meaty stuffÂ” and, thus, solid food. These truths were necessary to hear, u
nderstand, and heed, in order to avoid the temptation in their midst Â– returning to the sacrificial system of the Old Cove
nant.

Â“Milk,Â” on the other hand, is synonymous with the Â“elementary principles of the oracles of GodÂ” (vs. 12). These wo
uld be considered the Â“basicsÂ” one learns upon initiation into New Covenant community. Many have postulated as to 
what specifically the author is referring to with this phrase.8 The most compelling definition comes through reading the i
mmediate context. In chapter 6:1-2, the author exhorts: Â“Therefore leaving the elementary teaching about the Christ, le
t us press on to maturity, not laying again a foundation of repentance from dead works and of faith toward God, of instru
ction about washings and laying on of hands, and the resurrection of the dead and eternal judgment.Â” (Hebrews 6:1-2)

These are the Â“elementary principlesÂ” of the New Covenant. These are the Â“foundationÂ” of the faith. These truths a
re the Â“milkÂ” of which all believers partake. The problem was that of perpetual infancy. Commentator George Guthrie 
well notes that the author of Hebrews is Â“describing in no uncertain terms a level of immaturity among his readers Spirit
ually they are like babies still suckling at a motherÂ’s breast, unconcerned with the rich, hearty foods of the adultsÂ’ tabl
e.Â”9Rather than remaining in this infantile state, the call is to maturity. This leads to the further admonition: Â“For every
one who partakes only of milk is not accustomed to the word of righteousness, for he is an infant. But solid food is for th
e mature, who because of practice have their senses trained to discern good and evilÂ”(Hebrews 5:13, 14).

In this portion of the text the author makes clear his concern regarding maturity: Only partaking in the Â“milkÂ” of the ele
mentary principles of the faith stunts spiritual growth. What then is the solution to this state of Â“spiritual infancy?Â” The 
answer? Become accustomed to the Â“word of righteousness.Â” The believer in Christ is called to grow in order to be ab
le to process and be nourished by Â“solid food.Â” The author of Hebrews has carefully constructed this Â“wordÂ” throug
hout the flow of the epistle. This Â“wordÂ” was referred to in the introduction of the letter, and subsequently at the begin
ning of chapter two: 

Â“God, after He spoke long ago to the fathers in the prophets in many portions and in many ways, in these last days has
spoken to us in His Son, whom He appointed heir of all things, through whom also He made the world . . .Â” 
Â“For this reason we must pay much closer attention to what we have heard, so that we do not drift away from it. For if t
he word spoken through angels proved unalterable, and every transgression and disobedience received a just penalty, h
ow will we escape if we neglect so great a salvation? After it was at the first spoken through the Lord, it was confirmed to
us by those who heard.Â”
Thus, given the context of the epistle, the Â“word of righteousnessÂ” is the message of the person and work of Jesus C
hrist. It is the message that comes from the righteous One and produces righteousness in those who respond in faith. Th
is message entails the teachings of Christ, His Apostles and Prophets,10 and the proper view of the Old Testament in lig
ht of the coming of the Messiah. In our contemporary context, it is the Scriptures, the 66 books of the Old and New Test
aments upon which the Holy Spirit has placed His seal. We are called to become Â“accustomedÂ” to this word spoken t
hrough Christ Â– to become well acquainted with the Scriptures. The way we become accustomed is through the Â“prac
ticeÂ” of engaging the word.11 This produces the ability to Â“discern good and evil.Â”

Discernment is presented at the culmination of the admonition. Again, we must allow the context to speak to what the ob
ject of discernment, Â“good and evil,Â” meant to the original audience. Discerning of moral good and evil certainly come
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s through devotion to the word and is implied in this text, however Â“good and evilÂ” has a more specific application in t
his passage. The Hebrew Christians who were being tempted to return to the terms of the Old Covenant knew the moral
stipulations of the Law well. What they lacked, however, was the ability to discern what was permissible and what was fo
rbidden now that age of Messianic salvation had arrived. They needed their Â“senses trained,Â” their rational faculties, t
hrough growing in the teachings of the New Covenant. This is in accordance with the overall intent of the epistle Â– to te
ach them what had been Â“boundÂ” and what had been Â“loosedÂ” under the terms of the New Covenant.12 Thus, the 
way to discernment was laid out: Become well-acquainted with the message of Christ and see all things through His perf
ect, completed work.

What Maturity Produces
As we consider this admonition we do well to note the authorÂ’s central concern: The people of God are called to grow i
n the knowledge of Jesus Christ. He wasnÂ’t calling them to move past or away from the Gospel. He still recognized that
faith and repentance towards God was Â“foundationalÂ” (6:1). His desire was for the maturity of his readers in the Gosp
el.13 When we become well-acquainted with the sovereign power and sufficient work of Jesus Christ through the word, 
discernment is cultivated and deception is avoided. Be sure, the aim of maturity in the word of God is not simply the acc
umulation of academic knowledge. Rather, the aim is to become well-acquainted with the person and perfect work of Je
sus Christ. The Scriptures, spanning from Genesis to Revelation, are the account of GodÂ’s purpose to save through Hi
s promise.14 And as Paul proclaimed regarding Jesus: Â“For as many as are the promises of God, in Him they are yes; 
therefore also through Him is our Amen to the glory of God through usÂ” (2 Corinthians 1:20)

Growing in the Word: The Way to Discernment
The applications that arise from Hebrews 5:12-14 are convicting. This passage speaks to the prime reason why discern
ment is lacking and deception is rampant in the church. 
We are failing to grow in the Spirit-led means of discernment Â– devotion to the word of God. 

This passage indicts the seeker-sensitive streams of Christianity that strain out any difficult or deemed Â“offensiveÂ” Scr
iptures and thus neglect the whole counsel of God. This passage indicts the contemplative and emergent streams of Chr
istianity that toss aside pure devotion to the word and place man-made practices and philosophies in its stead; thus negl
ecting the means God has chosen to train His people for godly living. 

Ultimately, this passage reveals every believerÂ’s urgent need to be trained for discernment through faithful devotion to t
he Scriptures.

Discernment comes through training. When Christians fall prey to deception we should not think it is because an automa
tic buzzer has failed to sound. Rather, it is because we fail to avail ourselves of what God has provided to train us in disc
ernment. The thoughts, worldviews, and beliefs of this world have been embedded in our minds. This is every personÂ’s
Â“default positionÂ” until regeneration occurs.  When we believe in the Gospel, the battle for our minds begins. Because
of this reality, we are called to the transformation that comes through the power of the word: Â“Do not be conformed to t
his world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is 
good and acceptable and perfectÂ” (Romans 12:2). 

Since all of eternity will not exhaust the depths of the word of God, there certainly is no point in this life where we have Â
“arrived,Â” where we may cease our growth through feeding upon GodÂ’s word. No matter where one is at in Christian 
maturity, we all need to continue to grow in the knowledge and grace of Jesus Christ. Doing so will train our senses for d
iscernment and cause His word to be hidden in our hearts so we will not sin against our Savior. 

May we all then heed the call that is for our own safety and spiritual growth:

Therefore leaving the elementary teaching about the Christ, let us press on to maturity not laying again a foundation of r
epentance from dead works and of faith toward God, of instruction about washings and laying on of hands, and the resur
rection of the dead and eternal judgment. And this we will do, if God permits. (Hebrews 6:1-3)
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Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/3 8:32

Quote:
------------------------- The thoughts, worldviews, and beliefs of this world have been embedded in our minds. 
-------------------------
 
This is no understatement! 

Indeed, there is a massive sweep in our western society. It has no definable boundaries. ItÂ’s not about the emergent m
ovement, the purpose-driven movement, the vineyard movement, New Age, the atheist, pluralism, Nietzsche, Foucault,  
or whatever. In fact, weÂ’re seeing a lot of merging and oozing together -  big names like Warren and McLaren, and eve
n Bush side by side,  traditional denominational names seen coexisting with new trends, secular icons with religious icon
s.  

I see is a single driving force behind a lot of this.  I have referred to it at other times: I see a massive revolt against the p
ast Â– against past Â“oppressionÂ” and shame-binding religious/political/economical  forces. Just about everything that 
resembles the modern past is being tossed into the Â“trashÂ” bin Â… so it seemsÂ… . 

McLaren, Warren, Rorty,  and many others are  trying to save us from ourselves, Warren comments in his interview  to t
he Presbyterian Record:  Â“Â… evangelicals are no longer known for the good newsÂ…Â”    Warren is trying to be the a
ntidote to the Jerry Falwell types Â– those who are Â“hostile and defensive towards the world around itÂ”.  HeÂ’s trying t
o be a friend of both the right and the left, and indeed all the poor and suffering in the world. It sounds welcoming. Every
body wants that these days. 

Of course, if you look beneath all that and look at the heart, you see this:  Â“like father like sonÂ”. In a sense, nothing ha
s changed except the costume.  The adaptation of culture by the church has been going on for a very, very long time. W
e just couldnÂ’t see it because we were IN it.  Self-reliance and pride, cultural arrogance is nothing new. Now our desce
ndents are wearing our sins, only in new colours, designing them into their own Babel tower. 

 Our majestic Babel tower project has been under construction for years.  It so happens that now Â– when our  Tower is 
being Â“deconstructedÂ” that we are squawking.  We foresee a great Â“scatteringÂ” ahead and the loss of a centricity th
at has given us security in the past.  This is terrifying! Are we headed towards the dark ages, primitive tribal villages, or o
ppression by a yet unknown power?  

Meanwhile, what is Jesus saying to the church? 

ContÂ’d 

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/3 8:36
  

 Â“Let your light shine before men so that they may see your good deeds..Â”  Matt. 5:14-16  

Compare that with: 

 Â“When you give to the poor do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing so that your giving may be in s
ecret.Â”  Matt. 6:3

It seems like Jesus is contradicting himself, but really, the second passage is in the context of hypocrisy, and the first ab
out authentically shining light on the way to the Father Â– BY our life deeds.  In a sense, we have unwittingly merged the
two.  Sadly, our society is less familiar with the deeds that point to the Father than with those Â“deedsÂ” that betray hyp
ocrisy. 

Now carefully consider these words: 
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"No one lights a lamp and hides it in a jar or puts it under a bed. 
Instead, they put it on a stand, so that those who come in can see the light.
17 For there is nothing hidden that will not be disclosed, and nothing concealed that will not be known or brought out into
the open.  Lk 8:16 Â– 17  

Could these verses not refer to our  OWN past Â– the hypocrisy of the church that we have been trying to keep hidden Â
– especially  FROM OURSELVES. Now our sins are being blatantly and ruthlessly exposed. We are Â‘coming out of the
closetÂ” but not by humble brokenness and confession before God and fellow man, but by those who have viewed it all 
as a stench. Â“GodÂ’s name is blasphemed among the Gentiles because of you.Â”Rom. 2:24 

Now look where Jesus takes this same theme of Â“lightÂ” later in Luke: 

 33 "None of you lights a lamp and puts it in a place where it will be hidden, or under a bowl. Instead you put it on its sta
nd, so that those who come in may see the light. 34 Your eye is the lamp of your body. When your eyes are healthy, you
r whole body also is full of light. But when they are unhealthy, your body also is full of darkness. 35 See to it, then, that t
he light within you is not darkness. 36 Therefore, if your whole body is full of light, and no part of it dark, it will be just as f
ull of light as when a lamp shines its light on you."   Luke 11:33-36  

Jesus is making us aware of the potential of darkness, and warning us to have better eyesight! We have failed to be goo
d self-diagnosticians, have we not?  I speak, generally, of course, being aware that there have been many who have fait
hfully served the Lord untarnished by hypocrisy and cultural pride.  I do not include myself in that category. The ways of 
hypocrisy  have provided asylum for me, I admit. I was blind to my own hypocrisy for years, hiding behind a false humilit
y that really was nothing more than insecurity and fear of man. 

Notice how Jesus pulls the punch: 

18 Those who have will be given more; as for those who do not have, even what they think they have will be taken from 
them."

Look at the final outcome! Is this not just what we are grieving over Â– our loss? 
I say, there is no point trying to speak against the present trends if we cannot face our own past honestly.  Half-discernm
ent is useless, even arrogance - regardless of how many verses are compiled. 

It will do us no good to hunker down in our bomb shelters, cling to what we cherished in the past, our favourite hymns, tr
anslations, writers, speakers, or nostalgia over past revivals while hurling out arrows of "warnings" to those who are not l
istening anyways. 

 How do these words relate to our dilemma:

Â“A city on a hill cannot be hidden.Â”  

And these: 
Therefore consider carefully how you listen.

Diane 

Re:, on: 2008/1/3 14:54
Hi Diane, appreciate you expressing your thoughts.

Our problem began before Cain and Abel.

Cain "did it his way" as his mother did.

We're discussing man's desire since the fall, that's questioned, "Did God truly say?"

Eve then "added to the Word of God".
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That desire for knowledge that we believe can go beyond "what is written" and to do 'religion' in a way that 'we' feel comf
ortable with. To be as gods. 
True, none of what is happening now is new - it was best displayed in Babel.  Yet, this is New, at least in the sense that 
someone like Warren, for example, being so entrenched in global politics and with other groups of men sitting in the Ova
l Office or in Salt Lake City with our Vice President swaying the entire direction of this Nation into that one world governa
nce that we've read would come 'one day' for as long as we've had an O.T..  
This is more than philosophy - this is Global Governance.

That is what makes this different and what we lack is the Love of The Word.  

I was blessed when reading why we lack 'discernment' in that piece by Ryan Habbena, because it gave the Solution - po
sted above.

We cannot just ignore it.  We ourselves need to be transformed by the hearing of His Word, for ourselves, granted - but 
not by ignoring the times we are living in.

This thread was titled the Emerging Merger because that included, as you mentioned, the fact that this new rebellion, do
es affect Global Politics and is indeed forming the One World Religion.  
As I've stated earlier - this is not about 'one false doctrine'.

Sis, we are in the last days.  That is the Major point.

All that is on this thread is Biblically prophetic and not relieving ourselves of the need of a personal relationship (revival a
s some call it) with the LORD - we are still commanded to "Watch" and several times are told to "watch" for the purpose 
of not being "deceived" and to know 'what' HE warned that we should "come out of".  

The thing we are to come out of, is called a "her".

The 'her' of His Own prophetic words, is what this thread is calling-out about - just as the many others are sounding the 
alarm on this and we're blessed to have such Watchmen and women that see what hour that we are living in.  
Which 'generation'.

We watch as we work.  We occupy until He comes. (All the 'doing' that you've mentioned.)  Yet our greatest need is to K
NOW HIM and that is by HIS Word.  
We are to be as Gideon's men, who watched as they drank.  There are no Scriptures that nullify those given by The LO
RD to 'watch', in order to know what to 'come out of'.

The Lord knows them that are His. 

I don't believe John MacArthur, Roger Oakland and the host of others are wasting their time, showing us where all of this
and all of these various groups, both religious and secular are headed.  And how they'll eventually be headed at us - as 
Jesus said - "thinking they do God a service".  They've already said so.

 
This is the call from the many, to come out of Babylon.
Yes, it's eschatological and few would say otherwise.

He told us to "watch".
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Re:, on: 2008/1/3 15:10
For those who appreciate John MacArthur.

http://www.gty.org/Resources/Articles/Topic/51

Re: - posted by HomeFree89 (), on: 2008/1/3 19:36

Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:
For those who appreciate John MacArthur.

http://www.gty.org/Resources/Articles/Topic/51
-------------------------

This looks like it has some great articles. 

I just started reading, The Truth War by MacArthur, it's been very good and enlightening.

Thanks for the link, Annie.

Jordan

Re:, on: 2008/1/4 0:06
Hey Brother Jordan. I'd love to hear what you've gleaned from his book.  I can't buy books, but I love when others can sh
are with me, what they've gotten out of them.  

Very neat! Thank you!

Re: - posted by intrcssr83 (), on: 2008/1/4 2:31

Quote:
-------------------------by roadsign on 2008/1/3 23:32:20

This is no understatement!

Indeed, there is a massive sweep in our western society. It has no definable boundaries. ItÂ’s not about the emergent movement, the purpose-driven 
movement, the vineyard movement, New Age, the atheist, pluralism, Nietzsche, Foucault, or whatever. In fact, weÂ’re seeing a lot of merging and oozi
ng together - big names like Warren and McLaren, and even Bush side by side, traditional denominational names seen coexisting with new trends, sec
ular icons with religious icons.

I see is a single driving force behind a lot of this. I have referred to it at other times: I see a massive revolt against the past Â– against past Â“oppressi
onÂ” and shame-binding religious/political/economical forces. Just about everything that resembles the modern past is being tossed into the Â“trashÂ” 
bin Â… so it seemsÂ… .

McLaren, Warren, Rorty, and many others are trying to save us from ourselves, Warren comments in his interview to the Presbyterian Record: Â“Â… e
vangelicals are no longer known for the good newsÂ…Â” Warren is trying to be the antidote to the Jerry Falwell types Â– those who are Â“hostile and 
defensive towards the world around itÂ”. HeÂ’s trying to be a friend of both the right and the left, and indeed all the poor and suffering in the world. It s
ounds welcoming. Everybody wants that these days.

Of course, if you look beneath all that and look at the heart, you see this: Â“like father like sonÂ”. In a sense, nothing has changed except the costume.
The adaptation of culture by the church has been going on for a very, very long time. We just couldnÂ’t see it because we were IN it. Self-reliance and 
pride, cultural arrogance is nothing new. Now our descendents are wearing our sins, only in new colours, designing them into their own Babel tower.

Our majestic Babel tower project has been under construction for years. It so happens that now Â– when our Tower is being Â“deconstructedÂ” that w
e are squawking. We foresee a great Â“scatteringÂ” ahead and the loss of a centricity that has given us security in the past. This is terrifying! Are we h
eaded towards the dark ages, primitive tribal villages, or oppression by a yet unknown power?

Meanwhile, what is Jesus saying to the church? 

-------------------------
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While I can understand that there have indeed been abuses by "fundamendalists" that would cause people to leave the "
old ways" and look to new trends, to suggest that these new trendsetters such as the emergents are the victims of those
who were willing to passionately "...contend for the faith that was one given" (Jude 3) in such a way that the "liberals" an
d the "fundamentalists" are merely different shades of the same gang is to suggest that the blame can be put on the fait
hful.

Look at how the book of Jude describes the apostates that had infiltrated the church. Ungodly and perverted (v4), Defiler
s of the flesh (v8), Dreamers (v10), Complainers and fault-finders, yet arrogant and flattering (v16), divisive and worldly (
v19). 

2 Peter 2 is even more explicit in it's description of false teachers, false prophets and false converts:

2Pe 2:1 But there were also false prophets among the people, just as there will be false teachers among you. They will s
ecretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the sovereign Lord who bought them--bringing swift destruction on t
hemselves.
2Pe 2:2 Many will follow their shameful ways and will bring the way of truth into disrepute.
2Pe 2:3 In their greed these teachers will exploit you with stories they have made up. Their condemnation has long been
hanging over them, and their destruction has not been sleeping. 

2Pe 2:4 For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, but sent them to hell, putting them into gloomy dungeons to b
e held for judgment;
2Pe 2:5 if he did not spare the ancient world when he brought the flood on its ungodly people, but protected Noah, a pre
acher of righteousness, and seven others;
2Pe 2:6 if he condemned the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah by burning them to ashes, and made them an example of w
hat is going to happen to the ungodly;
2Pe 2:7 and if he rescued Lot, a righteous man, who was distressed by the filthy lives of lawless men
2Pe 2:8 (for that righteous man, living among them day after day, was tormented in his righteous soul by the lawless dee
ds he saw and heard)--
2Pe 2:9 if this is so, then the Lord knows how to rescue godly men from trials and to hold the unrighteous for the day of j
udgment, while continuing their punishment.
2Pe 2:10 This is especially true of those who follow the corrupt desire of the sinful nature and despise authority. 

2Pe 2:11 Bold and arrogant, these men are not afraid to slander celestial beings; yet even angels, although they are stro
nger and more powerful, do not bring slanderous accusations against such beings in the presence of the Lord.
2Pe 2:12 But these men blaspheme in matters they do not understand. They are like brute beasts, creatures of instinct, 
born only to be caught and destroyed, and like beasts they too will perish. 

2Pe 2:13 They will be paid back with harm for the harm they have done. Their idea of pleasure is to carouse in broad da
ylight. They are blots and blemishes, reveling in their pleasures while they feast with you.
2Pe 2:14 With eyes full of adultery, they never stop sinning; they seduce the unstable; they are experts in greed--an acc
ursed brood!
2Pe 2:15 They have left the straight way and wandered off to follow the way of Balaam son of Beor, who loved the wage
s of wickedness.
2Pe 2:16 But he was rebuked for his wrongdoing by a donkey--a beast without speech--who spoke with a man's voice a
nd restrained the prophet's madness. 

2Pe 2:17 These men are springs without water and mists driven by a storm. Blackest darkness is reserved for them.
2Pe 2:18 For they mouth empty, boastful words and, by appealing to the lustful desires of sinful human nature, they enti
ce people who are just escaping from those who live in error.
2Pe 2:19 They promise them freedom, while they themselves are slaves of depravity--for a man is a slave to whatever h
as mastered him.
2Pe 2:20 If they have escaped the corruption of the world by knowing our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and are again en
tangled in it and overcome, they are worse off at the end than they were at the beginning.
2Pe 2:21 It would have been better for them not to have known the way of righteousness, than to have known it and the
n to turn their backs on the sacred command that was passed on to them.
2Pe 2:22 Of them the proverbs are true: "A dog returns to its vomit," and, "A sow that is washed goes back to her wallow
ing in the mud." 
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Are these the characteristics of genuine, fruit-bearing Christians? 
No.
Were they the results of the apostolic command given to church leaders to "encourage others by sound doctrine and ref
ute those who oppose it" (Titus 1:9)?
Again, no.
Scripture makes it clear that while apostates may come into the church and put on a facade of pious living, deep down t
hey're simply filthy rotten, and eventually this will make itself known in their convictions, mannerisms and lifestyle. For all
intents and purposes, they were not genuine members of the body of Christ. 

Today's apostate is no different, regardless of what his cultural climate may have to say about the concern of the Biblical
Gospel.

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2008/1/4 11:35
One feature of the Emergent Church that I've not heard discussed much is it's extremely narrow demographic. The
movement is essentially attracting white middle class 20 something democrats. All in all,  Emergent Christianity, despite
the pretense at diversity and post-colonialism, seems to me to just another reason for suburban Christians to hold
conferences. If Emergent Christianity was mobilizing diverse people groups from many economic and cultural
backgrounds, we might have reason to be concerned. As it is it's main threat is not that it is constructing a global
movement, but that it is a further deconstruction, yea decomposing, of the suburban church in America. 

 I don't see how the Emergent church can be a global force in and of itself because it's self-absorbed white identity crisis
can't be imported to other non-white cultures. Compare Emergent's cultural failure in this area to say the Charismatic
movement.  Despite it's famous eccentricity, the Charismatic movement has managed to cross a broad array of racial
and economic boundaries on several continents. Emergent Christianity, on the other hand, for all of it's hot-headed
tracts on being 'global' and 'missional', really seems to run out of steam in the real world en masse because it's message
of protest is essentially only meaningful to bourgeoise caucasian north american youth.

As such, I am not so sure the Emergent Church is a force for globalism...as much as it is a big dupe for globalism.
Perhaps this is one of your key points Annie: Emergent Christianity is the globalist argument framed specifically for the
American evangelical, who has been till this point mostly conservative and protectionist, enabling them to finally buy into
the concept of World Government.

As Diane has said, much of this argument is built a critique of evangelicals by former evangelicals. Indeed the only
'emerging' identity that the emergent church seems to have of it's own is not what it is...but what it is not. We identify the
Emergent Christian not by what he believes (that's never been very clear) but by who he opposes. The Emergent
Christian stands for standing against conservative Christianity symbolized by such leaders as Falwell, Kennedy,
Dobson. Yet this is why it is ultimately a movement of little import value globally...the rest of the world is indifferent to all
these alternative-rock music protests against American baby boomer Christianity. 

I think Emergent Christianity's more immediate danger on the home-front is that it repackages liberal theology for the
biblically illiterate evangelical youth who doesn't even understand the basic Gospel message anymore, as a result of
having chased after the ultimate 'worship experience' or cultural expression for the past 10 years, instead of reading
their bibles. (That is if they haven't been chasing the ultimate gaming experience on their Playstation 3's.)

Quote:
-------------------------We foresee a great Â“scatteringÂ” ahead and the loss of a centricity that has given us security in the past. This is terrifying! Are we 
headed towards the dark ages, primitive tribal village
-------------------------

There may be a scattering, but ironically I see the Emergent Church as only the latest homogonizing for White middle cl
ass young people looking for their own meaningful experience. The only primitive villages I see embracing Emergent Ch
ristianity are college campuses, coffee shops, and those churches that are stylized to function like college campuses an
d coffee shops. I certainly wouldn't call it racist...but Emergent Christianity is proving to be culturally normative rather the
n diverse.

All of this is just my own op-ed of course.
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Blessings,

MC

Re:, on: 2008/1/4 13:11

Quote:
-------------------------One feature of the Emergent Church that I've not heard discussed much is it's extremely narrow demographic. The movement is es
sentially attracting white middle class 20 something democrats. All in all, Emergent Christianity, despite the pretense at diversity and post-colonialism, 
seems to me to just another reason for suburban Christians to hold conferences. If Emergent Christianity was mobilizing diverse people groups from m
any economic and cultural backgrounds, we might have reason to be concerned. As it is it's main threat is not that it is constructing a global movement
, but that it is a further deconstruction, yea decomposing, of the suburban church in America.
-------------------------

 The Emerging/Converging/Merging 'Global' Church - Excerpts 
(http://tallskinnykiwi.typepad.com/tallskinnykiwi/2005/03/emergant2_count.html) from an Emergent website -

Kester Brewin sees emergent systems as being open systems, adaptable systems, learning systems, having distributed 
knowledge, and modelling servant leadership.Â“ From Â”The Complex Christ: Signs of Emergence in the Urban Church
Â“ Â”Our minds may be wired to look for the pacemakers, but we are steadily learning how to think from the bottom upÂ“
(Steve Johnson

The emerging church has fermented on the fringe of society. Over the past 40 years, and around the world, the alternati
ve counterculture has been the context in which new forms of ministry have been birthed. Today, the movement is less a
lternative and increasingly mainstream, as a wider strata of young people adopt the new cultures. Although the counterc
ultural values are still present. 

In Chile, hip hop and hardcore culture have been influential in starting churches in Santiago, and the Christian festival C
hristock. I was told by a leader in Chile that his country was the first to produce a Christian rock band back in the 1970's.
Many of these networks around Latin America gather yearly in Brazil at the festival called Encontro 

From the Tribal Generation Brazil website: Â“New Generation or Urban Tribes is a global phenomenon where frontiers a
re not barriers, where the values are still being defined in a world called post modern. . . In EUA and Europe the phenom
enon is called Emergent Generation and it is made of people that have their values and aims strongly influenced by a gl
obal world, adopting its new paradigms or trying to reject everything that the system means.Â” 

In Japan, the Â“new tribeÂ” of Japanese young people, often characterized by dying their hair a rust color, have been th
e group that have begun many of the emerging churches in their country among the punk and rave scene. This photo is 
taken of a young church planter when taught in Tokyo. 

Â“Around the globe, the 18- to 35-year-olds are known as 'Generation X'; in Japan, they are called 'the new race'. Japan'
s ageing population structure contains over 50 million in this group. For the first time in Japanese history, the young gen
eration no longer represent traditional culture. Â”This also means that they are far easier to reach with the gospel than th
eir parents' generation,Â“ says Fernandez. Japan's denominational churches are growing only slowly, or even shrinking,
but many so-called 'third wave' churches are developing a cell-church strategy. The JCCN consists of around 200 churc
hes, each of which has between 2 and 17 cells; these numbers are not very impressive for many countries, but for Japa
n, a minor revolution.Â” Source, Dawn Ministries 

In Germany, the Jesus Freaks started their first church in 1991 among the punk and metal culture. They now have 80 ch
urches in Germany and their yearly Freakstock Festival numbers 7000. And yet the alternative culture still flavors their m
inistry. 

In Australia, the surfing culture in the late 60Â’s and early 70's gave birth to many new forms of ministries. Details are fo
und in John Smith's doctoral dissertation (Â“The Origins, Nature, and Significance of the Jesus Movement as a Revitaliz
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ation MovementÂ”, 2002) 

In Indonesia, street kids among the punk culture have been the first of those to receive Christ. In Norway, Subchurch an
d the Â“Disciple PunkÂ” Festival was started among the same group. 

On a simpler lever, Â”Emergent ChurchÂ“ or Â”Emerging ChurchÂ“ is the replacement term for what we used to call Â”Y
outh ChurchÂ“ in the 80Â’s, Â”GenX ChurchÂ“ in the early 90Â’s, and Â”Postmodern ChurchÂ“ in the late 90Â’s. This sh
ift transcends the problem of associating the term with an age group, a cultural preference or a controversial and misund
erstood philosophy. Many countries have adopted the term Â”emerging churchÂ“ to represent the new networks of churc
hes started by younger people among the new emerging cultures in their respective countries. Churches in the UK often 
use the name Â”Alternative WorshipÂ“. 

In UK, the alternative worship scene started among the rave culture (Nine OÂ’Clock Service) and was also influenced by
the punk scene. The early connection with the rave culture partially explains why UK had a head start on worship over U
SA. 

In USA, the hippie culture of the 60Â’s birthed many new forms of church and ministry, most of which can be found toda
y in the emerging church. The punk scene of the 70Â’s gave birth to more churches and eventually the Underground Rai
lroad network of churches among punk, goth and metal cultures. In the mid 90's, many of the emerging ministries, includ
ing my own work among the postmodern subcultures in San Francisco, were connected to UR. FoundKids was a mid-ni
neties movement of rave kids who came to Jesus and ministered around the country. The Prodigal Project formed in the
early nineties out of the hippie culture. 

A Global Counterculture. 

The emerging culture is more than alternative - it is global. 

In Colombia, we brought together emerging church leaders from Japan, USA, Germany and Latin America. We were sur
prised how connected they all were through their sports and music. The Japanese church had a hip-hop band, and the 
Californian church used a Karaoke machine for worship. The young black American was a fan of the Colombian soccer t
eam. The Japanese leader was recently at a countercultural youth church in Norway, which is heavily influenced by Jap
anese Manga comics, and the Norwegian church has sent their hard-core band to Japan where that scene is hugely infl
uential. 

These connections are quite normal. Churches around the world may share cultural similarities with each other, and yet 
differ dramatically from the traditional church on their same street. The connections seem to happen randomly, culturally
, or through relationships. 

 At the recent Â”Global Roundtable for Emerging ChurchÂ“ held in UK (Aug 2004) emerging church leaders from almost 
a dozen countries agreed that the name is helpful and should be kept for the time being.  Although not everyone finds th
e term helpful.  Mirko, one of the leaders of Jesus Freaks International, doesn't like the word Â”emerging churchÂ“ but pr
efers to call his network of 80 churches simply Â”churchesÂ“. 
I have toyed with other words in the blog post When We Stop Emerging, and summed up in my final comment.. I also list
ened to other words that might work better. Taking into consideration the idea of Â”submergenceÂ“ (incarnational evang
elism) I suggested this: 

1. Emergence - as the new  is birthed, takes shape and defines itself against the old, dead or dying. 
2. Divergence - as the new  defines itself in relation to the One/Established/Dominant, caresses the edges of culture to fi
nd justice and to realign previous imbalances. 
3.Convergence - as the new  finds its place alongside the residual, finds definition by comparison rather than contrast, s
eeks to aggregate rather than agitate, harmonize rather than homogenise, and to create vocabulary not for itself but rath
er for the newly-created, holistic, complex system of church-life that has developed around and including what was previ
ously called emerging.Â”  From 'Emerge, Diverge, Converge' 

Although we may disagree on the vocabulary, we are all agreed that words have a short life span and we are flexible en
ough to drop the name if we decide it best. 
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How Global - Part One of Three Pages -

http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/05/peace-un.htm

Next -

http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/TwoSummits.htm

And -
The fact that Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral is hosting this Rethink conference is particularly relevant in light of his c
lose association with Rick Warren, a relationship discussed in detail in Warren Smith's book Deceived On Purpose. Kay 
Warren is one of the "Leading Inflencers" invited to make a presentation at the conference. Note that many Emergent/E
merging church leaders, such as Erwin McManus are also presenting.
http://www.rethinkconference.com/content/blogcategory/3/14/

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2008/1/4 13:49
Thanks, and very interesting Annie. 

For my thinking of "Emergent" I was only including those people who would identify themselves openly with the likes of a
Mclaren or Donald Miller.  These often center their conversations around what it is to move from 'modernity' to post-mod
ernity'.

If we take off the name "Emergent" (and I suppose peel it's skin as you are doing here!) it is  interesting how slippery it is
to pin down how old this movement is. You rightfully date tie it with 60's liberalism, while many of the 'thinkers' of the mo
vement I've read claim the movement is barely 10 years old. Perhaps only it's invasion into conservative churches is ten 
years old. Indeed, we could tie theological liberalism itself in with 19th century biblical criticism, and neo-orthodoxy and e
very other intellectual and cultural virus that has eroded the foundations of biblical faith. And that's not all...we could right
fully tie it in with the Babylon itself...for what is Babel if not man's blasphemous aspirations that only lead to confusion. (A
nd curiously the biblical origins of 'multi-culturalism...)

If when we say "Emergent" we ultimately mean "liberal" then really the movement has no boundaries within modern time
s. If by emergent we mean "Babylon", then ultimately it really is global and ancient.

Briefly, not to detract from this main point for very long, what would you say to the quite common observation that in Am
erica, the Emergent Church proper is a white dissafected movement?  I suppose one way of answering this is that "Eme
rgent" is what we call that branch of liberalism that is in the territory of formally biblically conservative churches. In other 
words, liberal describes those who have always been liberal, but Emergent describes the conservative becoming liberal.

But at that point it really isn't a movement...but part of a spiritual trend that eschatological minded Christians have been 
watching for since the first century! (I'm talking to myself here while you patiently listen...) Which again, may be part of y
our broader point! (Sometimes I think much of understanding is really such lining up our terms.)

Yet, I find all this shifting of borders and terms frustrating...The emergent church could be just about anything the church
let's in it's front door, from hip hop drum circles, to marxism, to new age occult practices,  whatever...

Calvin once rightfully observed "The mind of man is an idol factory."

Blessings sister, and thanks for the research and thinking. Nicely done and very illuminating. You might just be the first p
erson I know to truly get their arms around this shifting pile of ooze! That would be no easy task. Perhaps you or someo
ne else will use your notes one day to write a book with some very insightful and helpful perspectives on these global tre
nds. 
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MC

Re:, on: 2008/1/4 14:05
Hi dear Brother.  I understand fully how deceptive it has been, in a sense, to only call this movement "emergent".

As you well noted - whatever an individual or corporate group decide to call themselves - it is the 'direction' that counts.

To be Global is the direction, but not just 'religiously' speaking.

They are 'one' in the sense that they must change this world into what only God claims that HE will do at His Coming an
d that is to bring PEACE, Harmony, Unity, solve the problems of the world (though I'm a strong proponent of peace and f
eeding the hungry and stopping man's inhumanity to man) but the 'emergent' are pushing Jesus' return further and furth
er from the minds of the people, as other posts have shown some of their views on Eschatology.

The only reason I've gone this far, is only because I've had years of time to research each step.  Nothing about me - just
being homebound gives that opportunity - nothing more.  And those links have really been the ones who have done the t
rue work.

The main point being, that this is Very Political Brother.  

To the best of my ability, I'm trying to slowly post the "connecting dots" that I've followed for these years - like "Clinton's I
nitiative" - just for one, that has been quietly working,  feverishly over these years. 
 And yes, you have nailed it - it is Babylon - which is "Religion 'merged' with Politics".  
Thank you dear Brother for seeing that.  LORD knows, others could say it much better than me, but just last night I read 
again those words, "the Clarion call" regarding this Merger.

LORD Bless you!!
________________________________________________

 (http://blog.beliefnet.com/godspolitics/) The so-called "God's Politics".

"The monologue of the Religious Right is over and a new conversation has begun! Join the God's Politics dialogue with 
Jim Wallis and friends Brian McLaren, Diana Butler Bass, Becky Garrison, Gareth Higgins, Shane Claiborne, Mary Nels
on, Gabriel Salguero, Tony Campolo, and others.

First, in what TIME magazine has called "a leveling of the praying field" the Democrats now speak as much about faith a
nd values as the Republicans do. For example, it has been the Democratic presidential candidates who have devoted th
e most time in outreach to faith communities in the early primary states of Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina - n
ot the Republicans. We have seen top level faith outreach operations as central to the Democratic candidates' campaign
strategies and decision-making, their "faith forums" in primary states, newsletters on family and values, and even gospel 
music tours. All three Democratic front-runners have spoken quite comfortably about their personal faith and its relations
hip to public life in national forums and debates, at religious institutions and congregations, and in media interviews. Hilla
ry Clinton and John Edwards frequently speak of their history as committed lay persons in their denomination and know t
he religious community as their own; and Barack Obama sometimes sounds like a public theologian. All three, as well as
other Democratic candidates, have explicitly connected their faith to a broad range of issues from poverty to health care,
criminal justice, HIV/AIDS, human rights, and to war and peace. 
In a striking contrast this year, the Republican Party, which has so associated itself with religion and "values voters" in re
cent years, has had a serious "God and marriage problem," as many have pointed out. Several of the Republican frontru
nners like John McCain, Rudy Giuliani, and Fred Thompson have often seemed uncomfortable and awkward when the l
anguage of faith comes up, and, as many have noted, the only one among the early Republican frontrunners with a histo
ry of just one wife was the Mormon, Mitt Romney, whose minority religion is suspect among many conservative evangeli
cals. The candidate with the strongest Christian identity, former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee, couldn't get the bac
king of the key leaders of Religious Right and finally surged to the top tier by appealing on his own to the grassroots relig
ious base of the party in places like Iowa and South Carolina. The contrast from 2004, when many in the GOP were des
cribing theirs as "God's own party," is quite stunning.

It is now much clearer that "God is not a Republican or a Democrat," as our bumper sticker from the last campaign read;
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and that is a good thing. There should be no religious litmus tests for politics - committed Christians will, and should be, 
on both sides of the political aisle. Indeed, people of faith should never be in any party's or candidate's political pocket a
nd should, ideally, be the ultimate swing vote because of their moral independence from partisan politics. Let's all try to r
emember that this political year."

The "faith based" and Political are Merging.

This is no small "ORG".  It has been said that this Initiative will over-ride the U.N. if their vision is not fulfilled by the U.N. 
-

http://attend.clintonglobalinitiative.org/home.nsf/pt_religion_conflict

The Faith-Based Connection

http://pewforum.org/religion08/compare.php?Issue=Faith__Based_Initiatives

Re: Emerging Chuch - posted by moreofHim (), on: 2008/1/4 14:10
Hello,

I also found alot of articles at  (http://www.apprising.org/archives/emergent_church/index.html) Apprising Ministires. Tho
ught it might be helpful.

In Christ, Chanin

Re:, on: 2008/1/4 14:12
Amen Sis. 

And - where have ya been - have missed you!

His Love to you.

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2008/1/4 14:51

Quote:
-------------------------Hi dear Brother. I understand fully how deceptive it has been, in a sense, to only call this movement "emergent".
-------------------------

Perhaps we could classify the limited demographic I was attempting to describe as "Post-evangelicals". What is often se
en and understood as the Emergent Church by North Americans like myself is really a small group of former evangelical
s known by their conscious 'moving away' from modern evangelical circles. (Many of their critiques have merit.) This 'mo
vement' typified by disgruntled evangelicals like McClaren and Miller, is only a subset of a larger and deeper current you 
are portraying here.

Or to put it more simply...it is the spirit of this age.

Speaking of your being homebound sister...I am reminded of Amy Carmichael. One would be hard pressed to decide wh
ich half of her life was the most fruitful for the Lord and the most blessing to the body of Christ. Such a seemingly tragic f
all, followed by all those years convalescing...and yet those very same years continue bear fruit in the lives of Christians 
all around the world in the form of devotionals and poems. (And the memoryl of her courage and faith!) Someone once t
old her that they were led of God to pray for Amy at the very moment she injured herself. She reasoned in writing for the 
rest of us, "Had God not heard those prayers when He allowed me to fall anyways?" The answer was obvious of course.
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The Lord was initiating a new chapter of ministry for Amy, and heralded it with prayer. 

I'm sure you know about her story, but may you find it encouraging that others see in you the same hopeful resolve to se
rve the Lord that was found in that immovable Irish flower, Amy Carmichael.

MC

Re:, on: 2008/1/4 15:24
Brother Mike, I was just over to the  (http://blog.beliefnet.com/godspolitics/) "god's Politics" site and at the bottom of the 
page, hit "News", thinking it would be the Blog's News, but it was "Belief Net's".

I remember when I first found "Belief Net" and couldn't find 'Christianity', in it's truest sense, on there.

http://www.beliefnet.com/index/index_400.html

Brother, thank you for praying with us over these things.  Prayer is precious and souls are being released from the plans
& schemes of man and Beast, into the protective Arms of our Savior.  I see Jesus' prayer in John 17 happening, despite 
that His Own are in the minority, compared to what we've read so far.

Many in the Valley of Decision are being saved from this strong delusion - 2 Thess 2.

GOD Bless you and yours and this Family of His Faith, that we're Blessed to be a part of. Amen!

Re: - posted by HomeFree89 (), on: 2008/1/4 16:40

Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:
Hey Brother Jordan. I'd love to hear what you've gleaned from his book.  I can't buy books, but I love when others can share with me, what they've gott
en out of them.  

Very neat! Thank you!
-------------------------

Hi Annie,

Let me think and pray about that, right now I feel like I'm to kind of step back from this for a while and get my eyes on Je
sus. If I never post on what I've gleaned then I've either decided that I'm not to do it or I've forgotten. ;-) 

Jordan

Re:, on: 2008/1/4 17:24
 JESUS

Very Good Brother. :-D

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2008/1/4 18:37
As a quick footnote, I still find myself unable to draw clean lines around some of these things whenever I meet the actual
people involved. Perhaps this is because, as Diane alluded to, I can understand some of the critiques emergent minded 
people point at. (Obviously I largely think their cure is worse then the sickness though...)

People themselves aren't as cleanly defined as I write about them. I am always striving to see them closer to how the Lo
rd sees them, and not just according to my systems. 

Just a mental note to self...publicly. :-) 
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Blessings,

MC

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/4 20:22

Quote:
------------------------- clean lines 
-------------------------

  Dr. David Wells believes that the present-day distinction is not between liberal and conservative, between evangelical a
nd charismatic, or any other divide  but between two gospels: One: the gospel that relies on the self, and two:  the gospe
l that relies on Christ. 

But, really, is that not the only relevant distinction that has ever existed.  According to that criteria, then  is it not somewh
at fruitless to focus on various movements or organizations? For within even the best of movements there has always be
en a mixtue of wheat and tares, which insidiously  devolves into an overgrowth of tares. That idea is explained in this arti
cle by Dr. Wells:   (http://www.hopeprc.org/reformedwitness/1996/RW199601.htm ) The Bleeding of the Evangelical Chu
rch 

I include a site that has several informative audios by Dr. David Wells regarding contemporary issues: 
(http://psalm305.blogspot.com/2007/03/dr-david-f-wells-mp3-sermons.html) Sermons by Dr. David Wells      I highly reco
mmend this web page.  It also leads you into a gold mine of   audio sermons by other reputable preachers. 

 

 Recently, through the insistence of an elderly friend I initiated an email correspondence with a retired theology professo
r who, I feel sheds some insightful thoughts into this discussion Â– that is, regarding our (my) attempts to categorize and
define contemporary religious trends. I quote him: 

 It is necessary to distinguish between  academic post modernist thought (which incidentally is not even being accepted 
by much of the academic community--not even by many in its 2 most centred disciplines of English and Philosophy)  and
the popular mind/emotional-set which is really not post modernist at all but rather only overtaken/overwhelmed/confused
 by the pluralism and multi culturalism of our society--which is not a new thing at all. Rather such has been the common 
experience of the Church worldwide over the centuries.

The Church will err greatly if it focuses its attention and message on satisfying academic postmodernist thinking which fr
om an historical perspective is doomed to be recessive and will  be soon obsolete, perhaps within a decade. Indeed, sec
ular scholarship (e.g. at Oxford) is already creating a secular alternative, called neo-humanism, because postmodernism
is rightly seen to lack wholeness, social promise/vision, and is too elitist and negative to be socially and functionable a vi
able option--like mid 20th C existentialism which was also too negative/limited and elitist and therefore has become rece
ssive, both are just reactions to the collapse of the great utopian  secular  promise/vision of  early 20thC secular moderni
sm.  

  Perhaps this comment is not relevant here, but it is for me, as I am in a mainline denomination which leans towards ac
ademic thought, (although they are dabbling in the other end of the spectrum.  - Whatever works, right?) 

Could it be that once we have something figured out, it   ceases to be an issue?  

Diane  
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Re:, on: 2008/1/4 20:32

Quote:
-------------------------Could it be that once we have something figured out, it ceases to be an issue?
-------------------------

Hi Diane.  Yes, if we were just dealing with post-modernism here or even just any other 'ism', it would definitely have not 
been more than a two page thread.

With the Global-Political aspect of this many tenticled formation that we're looking at here - just to get a handle on the P.
E.A.C.E. plan, is just scraping the tip of the iceberg. 

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/4 21:16

Quote:
-------------------------just to get a handle on the P.E.A.C.E. plan, is just scraping the tip of the iceberg.
-------------------------

I suppose we should know what's going on globally, and yet I realize that there are risks in grand focuses - like sacrificin
g our personal walk with the Lord and our relationship in the Body. 

May God keep us pure, and sensitive to his Spirit.  
Diane 
 

Re:, on: 2008/1/4 21:19
Exactly.  He Who is the Truth is guide. Amen!

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2008/1/5 0:26

Quote:
-------------------------I suppose we should know what's going on globally, and yet I realize that there are risks in grand focuses - like sacrificing our perso
nal walk with the Lord and our relationship in the Body. 
-------------------------

I'm glad you touched on this distinction Diane.

If I may...it seems to me that your interest in this "emergent' topic is how it might relate to our personal relationship to the
Christ and whether or not we are being truthful in that relationship, while Annie's interest is somewhat different and broa
der. At the risk of repeating elementary ideas to you, I don't think we can ignore either track, and indeed, must be careful
not to subsume or dismiss either one.

Quote:
-------------------------Dr. David Wells believes that the present-day distinction is not between liberal and conservative, between evangelical and charisma
tic, or any other divide but between two gospels: One: the gospel that relies on the self, and two: the gospel that relies on Christ.
-------------------------

This comment is wrestling with the more personal, or at least individual aspects of the Gospel. Indeed, in the couple of y
ears I have known you, many of your posts are wonderfully refining our understanding of how the Gospel invites us to ex
change our Old Man for the New Man, trading our strength for Christ's. This is a profound aspect of the Gospel has been
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largely denied to the modern Christian who has been too influenced by this self-help humanistic age. Jesus sets man fre
e from himself, while lovingly not annialating the created individual in personality or dignity. Jesus delivers us from the a
damic slavery to sin and fear, and the law of sin and death, so that now we can abide in His very life. This wonderous G
ospel offers not only divine justification in Christ, but also a living communion with Him as a branch to a vine, even implyi
ng physcological and emotional restoration not possible in our former humanistic self-referenced delimma.

Yet, besides a call of seperation from the Old Man, the Gospel is also a call of seperation from the World. This is the Go
spel that terminates history with both an individual and global eschatological crisis, where all those who have rejected C
hrist will ultimately suffer pestilence, famine, and fire. (However, I think we need to avoid the pitfall of adding our own sc
enarios and timetables to these things!) In this context, Annies posts serve as a reminder that those who identify spiritual
ly with the worlds' various idolatrous systems, regardless the pretense of compassion or philosophy, remain under the G
ospel's promised judgement of God. 

Being the sensitive type myself ;-) I have been perhaps overly concerned with Gospel's application to personal struggle 
and victory, and somehat remiss appreciating the escatological struggle and victory that is also proclaimed. Yet, like pol
oyphonic music, once the other line is focused upon it is as clear as the personal relational aspects of the Gospel. 

Consider that there is subtle eschatological tones even in the earliest glimpse of the Gospel in the pre-evangelum verse 
And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and tho
u shalt bruise his heel.(Gen 3:15 And consider the even more pronounced eschatological triumph sound in Â“the God of 
peace will soon crush Satan under your feetÂ” (Romans 16:20). To understand these verses soley in terms of personal 
victory is to stop short of the full proclamtions of the Gospel. Satan is going to be crushed...we not only overcome this w
orld spiritually as we abide in Christ, but in the end Christ will overcome this world physically, socially, politically, econom
ically, and militarily. This is also the Good news! Of course there are more clear apocalytpic expressions of this promise,
but I am impressed how ever-present this theme is in even those Gospel verses most often associated with only person
al salvation.

If you've read this far, then thank you so much for enduring my pointing out the obvious. I certainly know none of this is n
ew to your ears...but I think remembering it might help prevent being bogged down here in a false dichotomy of whether 
the Christian is more called to watch carefully into his own life or carefully the state of the world. I believe the Gospel pro
claims a wonderful victory for both, and I am appreciative that we have people upholding both proclamations.

Blessings,

MC

 

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/5 11:38

Quote:
------------------------- be careful not to subsume or dismiss either one. 
-------------------------

In other words, there is a need to hold contrasting or potentially opposing positions in a healthy tension.   I suspect that if
we mastered that skill years ago, there may not have been an emergent movement at all Â– no reason to buck the old Â
“stanch, linear, and ridgedÂ” predisposition of a past era Â– where everybody has to be on one side or the opposite.  (Is 
that a side-effect of democracy? Choose one!) 

I can accept that both the panoramic world view and the individual heart viewpoint must converge at some point in order 
to stay on course.  At this point I empathize with the view of boiling down all distinctions to the heart issue. ItÂ’s the way 
we stay on course regarding the heart solution, and that brings us back to the cross. 

I admit, the attempt to frame a wider view has been troublesome to me. It seems to get so out of hand (not referring to a
ny here!)  How does one see objectively, without muddling their observations with their viewpoint (ex end times theology
, environmental, self-view etc) or their Western perspective?  Just how much can we trust the media to stear our sights t
owards a true picture Â– as God would see the course of events?  
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Of course, we have been in the end times since the time of Christ. Undeniably,  civilization is on a definite course -  that 
will culminate with ChristÂ’s return and the destruction of this earth. Yet I donÂ’t wish to view the Â“horizonsÂ” through c
ompletely black glasses.   Certainly, in the West, the ground is being levelled (as pointed out earlier) and that may very 
well open up more ports for the gospel.  Frankly, I   meet    more confused, despairing people now than I did 30 years ag
o. It is much worse, but then, Christ is found on the bottom, not on the top of our human potential.  The worsening trends
should make us more hopeful, and more bold - re our commitment to our calling. 

At this point my vision seems to be honing in more and more on the individual.  Christ saves individuals, not organization
s or nations, or societies. Maybe I am old fashioned in my view Â– or just bucking this propensity towards assumptions  t
hat promise social or global Â“salvationÂ” Â– which to me invites far too many in for the ride. Yet, I also admit that the ch
urch has failed to integrate the scriptures that speak of the Body of belivers. 

 
Quote:
------------------------- Yet, like poloyphonic music, once the other line is focused upon it is as clear as the personal relational aspects of the Gospel. 
-------------------------

I like this analogy! It speaks of order and purpose, beginning and end, small detail, and overall picture.  And it implies a 
master designer. 

I rest in the assurance that we are GodÂ’s eschatological project Â– and that involves judgment and mercy. To me, that i
s an appropriate world view to hold. 

Diane 
 

Re: - posted by rookie (), on: 2008/1/5 12:38
Sorry Sisters I am way behind on SI lately...there is much work to do in the 3D as Sister Dorcas puts it...

Don't mean to change the direction, just a contribution from the book "Faith Undone" by Roger Oakland...I copied this
short piece that I just shared with my pastor...

Chapter 10,  pages 167-168

Christian or Christ-Follower

Emerging church leader, Erwin McManus, says his Â“goal is to destroy Christianity as a world religion and be a
recatalyst for the movement of Jesus Christ.Â”  He says the Â“greatest enemy to the movement of Jesus Christ is
Christianity .Â”  Just  what exactly does McManus mean by these statements?  He would say that we do not need to ide
ntify with Christianity as a religion, but we can still identify with Jesus.  In his book, The Barbarian Way, he talks about b
eing awakened to a Â“primal longing thatÂ…waits to be unleashed within everyone who is a follower of Jesus Christ.Â”

The term-follower of Jesus (or Christ-follower) Â–is used frequently within the scope of those promoting emerging spiritu
ality.  Rick Warren has the term throughout his pastors.com website.  Lee Strobel refers to it in his book Case for Christ (
Student Edition), and Wesleyan pastor David Drury has a Christ-Follower Pop Quiz on his website to help determine if y
ou really are a Â“Christ Follower.Â”  

This attitude to Â“destroy ChristianityÂ” but become Christ-followers is seeping through several venues.  Book titles, for 
example, express this growing anti-Christian sentiment.  One book, Why One Can Be a Christian or a Christ-Follower (B
ut Not Both) by Floyd Henderson, is a case in point.  

The idea behind being a Christ-follower as opposed to a Christian can be seen in the spiritual formation movement (i.e., 
contemplative prayer movement).  That is, if you want to be like Christ, then practice certain disciplines and you can be li
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ke Him.  Chuck Swindol says the spiritual disciplines can help you Â“become like Christ.Â”  Beth Moore, in the pro-conte
mplative film, Be Still, says:

Â“If we are not still before Him , we will never truly know, to the depths of the marrow of our bones, that He is God.  Ther
e has got to be a stillness.Â”

The one common thread woven throughout spiritual formation teachings is that the silence (induced through mantra med
itation) and being a Christ-follower are practically synonymous.  You canÂ’t have one without the other.  But being born 
again, receiving Jesus Christ as Savior, Lord, and Master is not a pre-requisite to being a Christ-follower.  Richard Foste
r teaches that anyone, not just believers, can practice these spiritual disciplines and become like Christ.

Now here lies the difference between a Christian and an emerging Christ-follower.  A person who is truly born again has 
Jesus Christ indwelling himÂ—Jesus lives inside that person.  And it is His life in him or her that gives the power to beco
me progressively more like Him (sanctification), as Paul explained in his address to Corinthian Christians:

Â“But we all, with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into the same image from glory to
glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord. (2 Corinthians 3:18)

The believer draws his strength and power from Jesus Christ (who indwells him), and he realizes his salvation and any g
ood thing in him is from Christ; as the Scripture says:  Â“Not of works, lest any man should boastÂ”  (Ephesians 2:9).  

But in todayÂ’s progressive, emerging church, Jesus is seen as a model or an example who can be followed and mimick
ed.  Meditation sympathizer, Ken Blanchard, says Jesus is a perfect model to follow.  BlanchardÂ’s website explains;

Â“Ken saw Jesus as the greatest leadership role model and co-founded Lead Like Jesus in 1999 with the mission Â“to i
nspire and equip people to lead like Jesus.Â”

While Jesus was and is a model, that wasnÂ’t His primary mission.  And when people refer to Him as a model, it is often
because they see Him as a model for higher consciousness rather than the unique Son of God, Emmanuel (God with us
) who came to die for us and be our Savior.  In an eastern religion like Buddhism, Buddha was a model where his follow
ers were imitators of him.  But in Christianity, the Spirit of Christ indwells us through faith.  So Jesus becomes more than
a model; He is a living presence in us.  

The reason meditation has to play such an important role in the emerging church is because without the true Gospel me
ssage being preached (faith comes by hearing the Word),  so many within the movement do not have the indwelling Chri
st, but they sincerely long to be like Him and to feel His presence.  Thus, the energy to do that has to come from somew
here.  Meditation appears to be that answer.  However, mantra meditation does not conjure up the presence of God, but 
rather demonic entities that deceptively look like Christ at first.  So these emerging Christ-followers are learning to be lik
e Christ but may not ever have received Him as Lord and Savior and thus donÂ’t have Him living inside them.

So anyone at all, from any walk of life, from any religion, can be a Christ-follower.  They may come to believe they have 
a Christ-consciousness and are Christ-like, yet they do not have the actual power of Christ within, that can only come fro
m the indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit.  The Bible is clear where the true power of God comes from:

Â“But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his na
me.Â”  (John 1:12)

Â“For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth; to th
e Jew first, and also to the Greek.Â”  (Romans 1:16)

Â“For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish foolishness, but unto us which are saved it is the power of God.Â”
 (1 Corinthians 1:18)

(end of insert from book)

I am hearing this "Christ-follower" stuff from many of the local churches....
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Your brother in Christ 
Jeff

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/5 13:36

Quote:
-------------------------The idea behind being a Christ-follower as opposed to a Christian can be seen in the spiritual formation movement (i.e., contemplati
ve prayer movement). 
-------------------------
 

Oh, dear, I have been using the term Â“Christ-follower", hoping to define a more accurate description of my position than
the generic term Â‘Christian.Â’ AlasÂ…. canÂ’t use that one either. It comes to this: We have nothing to define ourselve
s except what others see of Christ in us. 

Christ had a good reason for not dispensing any term to define his followers:  Terms quickly become idolatrous, and  Ch
ristÂ’s name is used to support a works-based faithÂ…Â…  
 
Â“Thou shalt not take the name of the LORD thy God in vain; for the LORD will not hold him guiltless that taketh his nam
e in vain.Â” 

Diane 

Re:, on: 2008/1/5 14:10
Mar 13:22  For false Christs and false prophets shall rise, and shall show signs and wonders, to seduce, if it were
possible, even the elect. 

Mat 24:24  For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall show great signs and wonders; insomuch
that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect. 

Quote:
------------------------- We have nothing to define ourselves except what others see of Christ in us.
-------------------------

Hi Diane.  I quoted just that sentence because it isn't what defines us.
The Theosophists are more "loving" than we are. The New Agers are more "loving" than we are - just for two, who use th
e name "Christ".

Here are just a very few examples of those who are waiting for "the coming of Christ" ...

http://www.spiritofgoodwill.org/divine_love.asp

http://www.anandavala.info/TASTMOTNOR/TCOTCC.html#word

http://www.bizcharts.com/stoa_del_sol/logos/logos_5.html

What will ultimately define 'us' eventually, will be our Eschatology.   
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Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/5 14:52
 
Quote:
-------------------------

    We have nothing to define ourselves except what others see of Christ in us.

Hi Diane. I quoted just that sentence because it isn't what defines us.
-------------------------
 
Annie, I hear ya! We canÂ’t generalize. This reminds me of a question I posed recently at my church: Â“Are we authenti
c about our faith in Christ?Â” There is a difference between the fabricated life and the authentic life -  that is Christ within
through regeneration. Interestingly I have heard the term Â“authenticÂ” referred to me a few times in non-evangelical cir
cles, and yet, I myself see nothing unusually virtuous that could cause them to say that. I see a bumbling fool, usually.  It
Â’s a mystery that I find difficult to define. What DO they see?  

Â….an observation I failed to address earlier re MCÂ’s post: 

Quote:
------------------------- understand these verses solely in terms of personal victory is to stop short of the full proclamations of the Gospel. Satan is going to
be crushed...we not only overcome this world spiritually as we abide in Christ, but in the end Christ will overcome this world physically 
-------------------------
 
   MC,  I think you are defining the essence of the Biblical metanarrative Â– the Big Story.  ItÂ’s about GodÂ’s ultimate vi
ctory over Satan and his domain, by rescuing us from our former master, Satan. It is the great universal, eschatological t
ruth, and it is the foundation of personal salvation: We are transferred to a new kingdom via a new life in Christ. And tog
ether the saved live in ChristÂ’s kingdom reign Â– above all rule and authority Â– to be fully actualized at the second co
ming. 

I wonder: Could it be that a failure to recognize personal salvation on this level (ie, rescue from Satan)   leads to a distort
ion of the big picture Â– our place in relationship to this world? 

Quote:
------------------------- Yet, besides a call of seperation from the Old Man, the Gospel is also a call of seperation from the World 
-------------------------

Diane  
 

   

Re:, on: 2008/1/5 23:35
Hi Diane - I think asking the Lord, what does He see, is safest.  Sometimes He'll use a good friend to help also.

If I may borrow your phrase, "What do they see?" ..... 
I just read a post at RS that finished me off for feeling sick tonite. 

Actually, if the person wasn't wise enough to put a disclaimer in the beginning of it - I fear some would get all happy over
some of these  quotes. 
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Anyhow, Moderator-Lynn posted this for good reasons, but it did actually make me want to call it a day. Though the endi
ng by Philpot was very good, of course.

Yet still, after seeing the rest of it, as the old folks would say, "I've had it up to here now." ... whatever that meant.  :-?

http://revivalschool.com/modules.php?name=Forums&file=viewtopic&t=8738

Have a Great Sunday!
With His Love.

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2008/1/6 2:25

Quote:
-------------------------I wonder: Could it be that a failure to recognize personal salvation on this level (ie, rescue from Satan) leads to a distortion of the bi
g picture Â– our place in relationship to this world?
-------------------------

I think it's a good point you make, and can see how it would work both ways. If we dismiss the problem of personal mora
l guilt that offends God (as some kind of relativistic modern pyscological problem to work through), and frame the Gospel
as a kind of eschatological conflict between two cosmic kingdoms, we will certainly lose the plot. I think this is very close 
to some of the liberal theology I hear coming from Emergent circles where "redemption" is only understood in terms of s
ocial justice. I feel this error is an over-reaction to the contrasting error within many evangelical circles where the Gospel
is seen only in personal terms of justification and relationship, while ignoring the larger picture. As you suggest in either 
case, whether we are preoccupied with the needs of mankind, or preoccupied with the needs of a man, we fail to recogni
ze and live according to the central preoccupation of the Gospel: ...with a loud voice, saying, Salvation to our God which 
sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb.

As Luther observed, a man will eagerly climb aboard his horse on the right side, only to fall off on the left. (And then ther
e's me, who repeats the effort from the left as well...)

Blessings everyone,

MC

edit: By the way, I appreciate Rookie posting that excellent look at the term "Christ-follower". Any time I've seen this tren
dy term used, it is loaded with fundamental, if not deliberate ambiguity. Rather then abandoning the name 'Christian', I th
ink William Wilberforce's term "Cultural Christianity" better describes the practice of a merely outward religous system. 

Re:, on: 2008/1/6 12:44
Hi Brother Mike, if you wouldn't mind, I'd like to bounce off of a part of what you've said last.
This "eschatological cosmic conflict".

If we could just change that word cosmic, to heavenly - I'd like to use your words.
Basically just in outline form.

There are three scenes in my mind....   Chronologically - Eden, Job and Abraham. 

First, the choice they had between the tree of knowledge and the tree of Life (representative of Christ)
That was battle #1.
Then the promise of the seed of the woman.
From Eve came Cain and Abel.   Again the choice to do it God's way or man's own way.

Then Chpt. 1 of Job - a man who followed God in every way - "righteous".
Satan came to GOD and tries to make bets with God over Job. 
By Job's own choice, God won through Job.  
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So far, all men's choice, to Love Redeemer God or not.

Thirdly - Abraham.  The LORD promises through Abraham the seed - Christ.
And that Abraham's offspring  shall be His people.  The people of promise and by faith.

The time that He will 'have' those people as intended; who loved Him by choice - will be at The End.  

So yes, it's not over until it's over.  The battles of these stories above will continue until Then.  
Eph 6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. 

We are in that battle and will be until we see Him.  That is the whole point of the entire Book ~ The Ending ~ The Grand
Finale.  

Synopsis ~

Rev 10:7 But in the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he shall begin to sound, the mystery of God should be f
inished, as he hath declared to his servants the prophets. 

Rev 11:15 And the seventh angel sounded; and there were great voices in heaven, saying, The kingdoms of this world a
re become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ; and He shall reign forever and ever. 
Rev 11:16 And the four and twenty elders, which sat before God on their seats, fell upon their faces, and worshiped God
, 
Rev 11:17 Saying, We give thee thanks, O Lord God Almighty, which art, and wast, and art to come; because thou hast 
taken to thee thy great power, and hast reigned. 
Rev 11:18 And the nations were angry, and thy wrath is come, and the time of the dead, that they should be judged, and
that thou shouldest give reward unto thy servants the prophets, and to the saints, and them that fear thy name, small an
d great; and shouldest destroy them which destroy the earth. 
Rev 11:19 And the temple of God was opened in heaven, and there was seen in his temple the ark of his testament: and
there were lightnings, and voices, and thunderings, and an earthquake, and great hail. 

Rev 12:9 And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole wo
rld: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him. 
Rev 12:10 And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of our God,
and the power of his Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused them before our God day and ni
ght. 
Rev 12:11 And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their
lives unto the death. 
Rev 12:12 Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabitants of the earth and of the sea,  f
or the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time. 

Rev 12:17 And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep t
he commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ. 

Rev 17:13 These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast. 
Rev 17:14 These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them: for he is Lord of lords, and King of 
kings: and they that are with him are called, and chosen, and faithful. 

Rev 19:5 And a voice came out of the throne, saying, Praise our God, all ye his servants, and ye that fear him, both sma
ll and great. 
Rev 19:6 And I heard as it were the voice of a great multitude, and as the voice of many waters, and as the voice of mig
hty thunderings, saying, Alleluia: for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth. 
Rev 19:7 Let us be glad and rejoice, and give honor to him: for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath mad
e herself ready. 
Rev 19:8 And to her was granted that she should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white: for the fine linen is the righteo
usness of saints. 
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Rev 19:9 And he saith unto me, Write, Blessed are they which are called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb. And he 
saith unto me, These are the true sayings of God. 
Rev 19:10 And I fell at his feet to worship him. And he said unto me, See thou do it not: I am thy fellow servant, and of th
y brethren that have the testimony of Jesus: worship God: for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. 

Rev 19:11 And I saw heaven opened ........................................................................

Rev 20:10 And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone ......

Rev 20:14 And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire............................

Rev 21:1 And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away; and there 
was no more sea. 
Rev 21:2 And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorn
ed for her husband. 
Rev 21:3 And I heard a great voice out of heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and he will dwell wi
th them, and they shall be his people, and God himself shall be with them, and be their God. 
Rev 21:4 And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying
, neither shall there be any more pain: for the former things are passed away. 
Rev 21:5 And He that sat upon the throne said, Behold, I make all things new. And He said unto me, Write: for these wor
ds are true and faithful. 
Rev 21:6 And He said unto me, It is done. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give unto him that is 
athirst of the fountain of the water of life freely. 
Rev 21:7 He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will be his God, and he shall be my son. 

The End is when the purpose of why He created man, will be fulfilled. 
When He and we conquer in this battle, that began in the heavenlies. 
 We'll be His and He with us, for all eternity from that point on.  
That is why there are three times as many Scriptures about His Second Coming as there were about His First. then. 

   The End is what is on His mind.  For the Joy set before Him.   For and until That Day - we and the forces against us, w
age this battle - until His Return.  Even those seen under the Alter - pray for this End. And also, all of creation groans an
d travails in pain for that Day.  When all things will be restored and completed.

That is why Satan hates eschatology so badly. And those who change this story {Dominionism, Etc.} - fear this final battl
e.

1Jn 4:18 There is no fear in love; but perfect love  casteth out fear: because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not ma
de perfect in love. 

Re:, on: 2008/1/6 13:22
http://cnview.com/on_line_resources/all_that_glitters_is_not_gold.htm

Here's an article and a movement we may have all forgotten. Where and what are these today?

Ism's cause schisms,
And Movements shall pass
But the Word of the Lord will endure forever!
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Love in Christ
Katy

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2008/1/6 14:24
Hi Annie,

Quote:
-------------------------If we could just change that word cosmic, to heavenly
-------------------------

I feel you on this, :-) and agree with your great overview. I was using the word "cosmic" to help render how I see the Em
ergent Church handling the concept of two kingdoms. To most of them heaven isn't even a real place, and when Jesus t
alked about heaven or hell he meant something like a karmic state of consciousness that all people enter into according 
to their commitment to social justice. (Roughly) So I used cosmic to capture the way they take very real specific events a
nd places and abstract them. 

In a way you are demonstrating what you mentioned earlier, how eschatology does indeed play a vital role in defining bi
blical faith from these humanistic or mystical imitations. For you cosmic just won't do at all...heaven is a very real place. 

Though I don't always agree with CS Lewis, he once said something very interesting about how in the end times that all 
religion will boil down to two great faith schemes opposing each other; one will be true Christianity and the other we ever
y other religious and philosophic system held together through some kind of Hinduistic world view. He was anticipating t
he Global Village before the concept was common coin. I wonder what Lewis would say about the Emergent Church, as 
they work to create a type of Christian world view more fit for the Global village then for Heaven.

Blessings sister.

MC

Re:, on: 2008/1/6 14:41
Excellent thoughts Brother.  I knew what you were saying, and wanted to borrow from them.
The links on the last page speak of this "cosmic christ" and what you have said, of where all of this is leading.

Lewis was correct.  I listen to NPR and the BBC comes on there at nite.
They don't fluff the Christians on there - so I like to hear the "in your face - this is what we're doing" type News and views
they give.

Thursday, I believe it was, they had a round table discussion with representatives of several major religions and one fro
m  the atheistic persuasion.
They were discussing (as on Clinton's Initiative and the "Faith House" sites), the role and future of religion in our future.

The question that stood out to me towards the end was, "Where does atheism stand in our future?"  - The atheist didn't g
et a chance to answer - it was given to the one lady and ended with her answer - 'that man must satisfy that "transcende
ntal" side of his make-up and that is how we will have to go.' Bingo! None of the others disagreed.

I've wondered the same thing consistently - How would any of those who are Authors on here, who are now in Heaven, r
eact to this merge?

Thank you Brother and Thank you Katy for adding that link. 

Blessings back at ya's!
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Re:  The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/1/8 2:26
 (http://herescope.blogspot.com/) UPDATE on Oprah Winfrey,
 Marianne Williamson and A Course in Miracles*

On New YearÂ’s Day, New Age leader Marianne Williamson got the new year off to a rousing start on Oprah & Friends 
XM Radio as she began to systematically teach the New Age principles of A Course in Miracles. While most of the Chris
tian world was relaxing, Williamson was hard at work teaching A Course in Miracles on her radio show. Her program, wh
ich now airs each weekday for an hour, is completely devoted to teaching A Course in Miracles. Both Oprah Winfrey and
Marianne Williamson have openly stated that they believe the principles of A Course in Miracles can change the world.(1
)

As previously posted on this site, A Course in Miracles is reputedly Â“new revelationÂ” from Â“Jesus,Â” channeled throu
gh a university professor in New York City by the name of Helen Schucman. A Course in Miracles is actually the Bible tu
rned upside-down, as it teaches that Â“a slain Christ has no meaningÂ” and that Â“the journey to the cross should be th
e last useless journey.Â” Its teachings state that Â“there is no sinÂ” and that Â“the recognition of God is the recognition 
of yourself.Â”

Kicking off the new year in high gear, Williamson cleverly avoided any direct reference to biblical Christianity when she s
tated that over the coming months on her program she would be methodically Â“dismantling a thought system based on 
fear.Â” She emphasized that the dismantled thought system would be replaced by Â“a thought system based on loveÂ” 
Â– a thought system that would be inspired by the New Age teachings of A Course in Miracles.

In introducing A Course in Miracles to her Oprah & Friends listeners, Williamson was careful not to alienate anyone as s
he skillfully avoided discussing the origin of A Course in Miracles: how it was dictated to Helen Schucman from an Â“inn
er voiceÂ” claiming to be "Jesus.Â” Nor did Williamson describe how the ambivalent Schucman never fully believed in th
e teachings she channeled. Schucman confessed, Â“I resented the material I was taking down, and was strongly impelle
d to attack it and prove it wrongÂ” and Â“I do not understand the events that led up to the writing. I do not understand th
e process and I certainly donÂ’t understand the authorship.(2)

Most faith-contending Christians are familiar with JesusÂ’ warnings in the Bible that describe how a powerful end-times 
deception will arise from false prophets and false christs that come in JesusÂ’ name and shall deceive many:

Unfortunately, Marianne Williamson and Oprah Winfrey are either unaware of, or choose to disregard, JesusÂ’ warnings
in the Bible. They also overlook other scriptures like 2 Corinthians 11:4 that warn about spiritual imposters who call them
selves Â“Jesus,Â” yet teach Â“another gospelÂ” and have Â“another spirit.Â” Williamson and Winfrey apparently do not 
know or take seriously the 1 Timothy 4:1 warning that in the last days Â“seducing spiritsÂ” will introduce false doctrines 
Â– like A Course in Miracles Â– that are described as Â“doctrines of devils.Â”

When Marianne Williamson stated on her New YearÂ’s Day program that the chief purpose of A Course in Miracles Â“is 
the dismantling of a thought system based on fear,Â” she was clearly referring to dismantling the traditional teachings of 
biblical Christianity. 
According to A Course in Miracles and the New Age/New Spirituality, the Bible is a fear-based thought system because i
t preaches an "angry" and "wrathful God.Â” 
 Also, in the upside-down worldview of the New Age, it is Â“fearfulÂ” and Â“unlovingÂ” to deny the divinity of humanity a
nd to not see everyone as Â“GodÂ” and Â“Christ.Â”

But, while the Bible states that we are to always love and forgive others, it also states that God is God and we are not Hi
m or a part of Him. The recognition of God is not the recognition of yourself. Contrary to the teachings of the New Age a
nd A Course in Miracles Â– and even some Christian leaders Â– God is not Â“inÂ” everything.

Besides authoring books and hosting a radio program for Oprah Winfrey, Marianne Williamson also co-founded the Glob
al Renaissance Alliance with Conversations with God author Neale Donald Walsch Â– a man who claims he has had dir
ect communications from Â“God.Â” Their former organization of New Age leaders is now called the Peace Alliance. Wal
sch indirectly stated that the only thing hindering the Â“paradigm shiftÂ” to their New Age worldview and the attainment 
of world peace are those people still subscribing to a fear-based worldview. WalschÂ’s Â“GodÂ” states that this fear-bas
ed thought system is humanityÂ’s Â“greatest enemy.Â” Cleverly avoiding the use of anything directly denoting Christian 
believers, WalschÂ’s Â“GodÂ” defines Â“fearÂ” as the thought system of those who collectively oppose his New Age co
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ncepts:

"But the paradigm shift will take great wisdom, great courage, and massive determination. For Fear will strike at the hear
t of these concepts and call them false. Fear will eat at the core of these magnificent truths and make them appear hollo
w. Fear will distort, disdain, destroy. And so Fear will be your greatest enemy.
Neale Donald Walsch, Conversations with God: Book 2, page 242.

As Marianne Williamson uses A Course in Miracles to teach her Oprah & Friends listeners how to 
systematically dismantle the supposedly fear-based worldview of biblical Christianity in 2008, the big question is this: will
Christian leaders contend for their faith as passionately as Marianne Williamson,Oprah Winfrey, and other New Age lead
ers are contending for their New Age beliefs? 
With Marianne Williamson and Oprah & Friends widely trumpeting the teachings of A Course in Miracles, the New Age h
as laid down its gauntlet for the new year. IsnÂ’t it about time for Christian leaders to move out of their denial concerning
the New Age? Isn't it about time for Christian leaders to start contending for the faith?

In the meantime, put on the whole armour of God and stand fast in the truth as you defend your faith in what promises to
be a challenging new year.

*Today's post is authored by Warren Smith. For more information on the topics covered in today's post, see Warren Smit
h's book Deceived on Purpose, especially chapter 8, which explains the errors of the New Age doctrine that God is "in" e
verything. For a better understanding of the dangers of the teachings of A Course in Miracles, read about Warren Smith'
s experiences while studying the Course in his personal testimony The Light that was Dark. 
For background information on Oprah Winfrey, Marianne Williamson, A Course in Miracles, their New Age friends and 
(http://www.thepeacealliance.org/) Global PEACE agendas, read -
  (http://www.reinventingjesuschrist.com/) Reinventing Jesus Christ which is posted online.

 (http://mfp-dop.org/pipermail/newsletter_mfp-dop.org/2007-July/000000.html) Peace - 
Alliances and Initiatives merged with U.N..
_____________________________________________________________________________________

"Reconciliation"

Rick Warren, Robert Schuller, Tony Jones, Brian McLaren, Leith Anderson, Jim Wallis, and other evangelical leaders ha
ve signed onto a common ground document to work with Muslims for world peace.
This fact sheds considerable light on the potential agenda of Robert Schuller's upcoming 
 (http://www.rethinkconference.com/) Rethink Conference. 
And it may explain Rick Warren's 
 (http://herescope.blogspot.com/2006/11/obama-at-saddleback-new-politics.html) strange foray into Syria.

For the world's major religions to find "common ground" or 
(http://herescope.blogspot.com/2007/10/latest-p-reconciliation.html) "reconciliation"
 with one another requires a substantial rethinking on the part of evangelical Christians. 
And finding "common ground" requires building consensus: i.e., syncretism and ecumenism.

The background for this breaking story is
 summarized  (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Common_Word) here. 
Last weekend (November 18th) a statement was run in the New York Times, bringing this common ground document to 
the attention of the public at large. 
A November 18th press release about this event can be found at the Yale Divinity School's 
 (http://www.yale.edu/faith/) Center for Faith & Culture, which has masterminded this effort to
 promote reconciliation between faiths "in all  (http://herescope.blogspot.com/2007/06/neo-kuyperian-spheres.html) sphe
res of life." 

Now, Warren is building a PEACE Coalition of partners that includes the government and NGOs and businesses in addit
ion to churches. The "P" in PEACE 2.0 now stands for "Promote reconciliation" while churches will continue to focus on 
planting churches.
--Lillian Kwon, "Rick Warren Launches New Plan to Multiply Impact Worldwide," Christian Post, 10/17/07 
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McLaren devotes an entire chapter to this "reconciliation" concept (Chapter 12: "Hiding the Message in New Places"). H
e describes the shed blood of Christ as achieving "lasting reconciliation between humanity and God," but then goes a st
ep further to apply it to "all the at-odds individuals and groups that comprise humanity." The focus shifts from Christ to re
conciling relationships between "at-odds" groups of people.  "Today, he  might speak of reconciliation of the war veteran 
with the pacifist protester. The tattooed and pierced granddaughter with her prim and proper grandmother. The Orthodox
with the Catholics, and Pentecostals with Baptists. Christians with Jews and Muslims and Hindus. Tutsi with Hutu and b
oth with Twa. Right-wing Republicans with left-wing Democrats. Believers with doubters." (pp. 99-100)

The church must show the world the true path to peace.
The planet's power elite will never find it on their own.
How do open church people find peace?
Through reconciliation to the triune God of peace and to each other.

--James Rutz, Megashift: Igniting Spiritual Power (Empowerment Press, 2005), p. 163

"In fact, reconciliation is now happening on a large scale between historic factions in the church. 
At reconciliation gatherings cross the U.S., repentance and confession of past wrongs has occurred between whites and
blacks, anglos and native Americans, men and women, etc. 
These events are major building blocks in the coming U.S. revival." 

--James Rutz, Megashift: Igniting Spiritual Power (Empowerment Press, 2005), p. 163

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/1/8 14:07
Found another article worth the read and another good on-line book. 

 (http://herescope.blogspot.com/2006/08/one-world-one-faith-one-plan.html) "One World-One Faith - One Plan" 

  (http://www.inthenameofpurpose.org/page2.html) On-line book - "In the name of Purpose"

Edit: Make that two articles - Update - not good news - from - http://www.understandthetimes.org/

The Collapse Of The Emerging Church And The Kingdom Of God
   
Comment From Understand The Times:
 
Expect to see another new wave of deception on the spiritual horizon. A concealed iceberg is about to surface. 
(http://blog.beliefnet.com/godspolitics/2008/01/in-search-of-a-label-by-brian.html) BeliefNet Article
(http://blog.beliefnet.com/godspolitics/2008/01/in-search-of-a-label-by-brian.html)  
 
In the upcoming campaign for a new American president, a coalition of pastors heading up social gospel megachurches,
Dominionist Pentecostals, Reconstructionists, and naive Evangelicals will surface planning to take the "kingdom" for Jes
us. 
 
These enthusiastic leaders lack spiritual discernment and have no concept of the nearness of the coming of Jesus Chris
t. They are being drawn into the idea of building the "Kingdom of God" so that Christ can return to a converted earth at s
ome future time.
 
Similar to Rick Warren's "Purpose Driven" Christianity, the social gospel will be in the forefront for this new alliance of kin
gdom builders. Those opposing such a view will be considered "narrow-minded," "old-fashioned," "crackpots" who spend
more time thinking about the "rapture" than they do about doing good unto others.
 
Also, I believe we can expect  to see the emerging church movement fragmenting and polarizing. A few leaders who hav
e been duped by emergent leaders will see the light and withdraw- others of course, will not. Those who continue down t
he emerging path will become the pied-pipers of the social gospel program that leads the unsuspecting further towards 
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Rome and Babylon. 
 
The following two items will help you to see what is coming.
 
The Great Awakening 
http://www.powells.com/biblio/9780060558291?&PID=29218
 
 
The Collapse of the Emerging Church
http://www.emergentvillage.com/weblog/2008-and-the-collapse-of-the-emerging-church 

Re:  The Emerging "Merger", on: 2008/1/9 21:12
The last posts on page 11 and a few others scattered through-out this thread, have  introduced political candidates into
this 'merger'. The only two mentioned were both, Mr. Obama and Ms. Clinton, who are pro-globalism and pro-U.N..
  I have no interest in "politics",  but I have always had this burden to watch -

Eschatology & ONE WORLD GOVERNANCE-RELIGION

 Quotes:

"We shall have World Government, whether or not we like it. The only question is whether World Government will be ach
ieved by conquest or consent." James Paul Warburg, son of Paul Warburg, who was active in the United World Federali
sts for a World Government, stated before the U.S. Senate, February 17, 1950.

 David Rockefeller
(1915- ) Internationalist billionaire, CFR, founder of the Trilateralist Commission.
"We are grateful to the Washington Post, The New York Times, Time Magazine and other great publications whose dire
ctors have attended our meetings and respected their promises of discretion for almost forty years. It would have been i
mpossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had been subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. 
But, the world is now more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational soverei
gnty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the national auto-determination practiced in past ce
nturies." David Rockefeller... Baden-Baden, Germany 1991

"This present window of opportunity, during which a truly peaceful and interdependent world order might be built, will not
be open for too long - We are on the verge of a global transformation. All we need is the right major crisis and the nation
s will accept the New World Order."
-David Rockefeller speaking at the UN, Sept. 1994.

"We are not going to achieve a new world order without paying for it in blood as well as in words and money." Arthur Sch
lesinger, Jr., in Foreign Affairs (July/August 1995) 

"Today, America would be outraged if U.N. troops entered Los Angeles to restore order . Tomorrow they will be grateful! 
This is especially true if they were told that there were an outside threat from beyond , whether real or *promulgated* , th
at threatened our very existence. It is then that all peoples of the world will plead to deliver them from this evil. The one t
hing every man fears is the unknown. When presented with this *scenario*, individual rights will be willingly relinquished 
for the guarantee of their well-being granted to them by the World Government." Dr. Henry Kissinger, Bilderberger Confe
rence, Evians, France, 1991 

"The real menace of our republic is this invisible government which like a giant octopus sprawls its slimy length over city,
state and nation. Like the octopus of real life, it operates under cover of a self created screen....At the head of this octop
us are the Rockefeller Standard Oil interests and a small group of powerful banking houses generally referred to as inter
national bankers. The little coterie of powerful international bankers virtually run the United States government for their o
wn selfish purposes. They practically control both political parties." New York City Mayor John F. Hylan, 1922 

"We shall have World Government, whether or not we like it. The only question is whether World Government will be ach
ieved by conquest or consent." James Paul Warburg, son of Paul Warburg, who was active in the United World Federali
sts for a World Government, stated before the U.S. Senate, February 17, 1950.
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"Humanity needs world order. The fully sovereign nation is incapable of dealing with the poisoning of the environment... 
The management of the planet...requires a world government." Norman Cousins (CRF), long-time president of the Unite
d World Federalists (not the World Federalist Association), on Earth Day, April 22, 70.

"By the end of this decade  we will live under the first One World Government that has ever existed in the society of nati
ons ... a government with the absolute authority to decide the basic issues of human survival. One world government is i
nevitable." Pope John Paul II as quoted by Malachi Martin, a Roman Catholic priest in his book, The Keys To This Blood
.

"We are on the verge of global transformation. All we need is the right major crises and the nation will accept the New W
orld Order." David Rockefeller.

From a Preliminary Draft of a World Constitution, 1950, authored by CFR globalists Robert M. Hutchins, Rexford G. Tug
well, and others. This world constitution, introduced in Congress by Senator Glen Taylor, declared that "iniquity and war i
nseparably spring from the competitive anarchy of the national states; that therefore the age of nations must end." It was
also held that the nations must "surrender their arms" to the proposed "Federal Republic of the World."

"The New World Order will have to be built from the bottom up rather than from the top down...but in the end run around 
national sovereignty, eroding it piece by piece will accomplish much more than the old fashioned frontal assault." CFR m
ember Richard Gardner, writing in the April l974 issue of the CFR's journal, Foreign Affairs. 
 
"The planning of UN can be traced to the 'secret steering committee' established by Secretary  Hull in January 1943. All 
of the members of this secret committee, with the exception of Hull, a Tennessee politician, were members of the Counc
il on Foreign Relations. They saw Hull regularly to plan, select, and guide the labors of the  Department's Advisory Com
mittee. It was, in effect, the coordinating agency for all the State Department's postwar planning." Professors Laurence 
H. Shoup and William Minter, writing in their study of the CFR, "Imperial Brain Trust: The CFR and United States Foreig
n Policy." (Monthly Review Press, 1977). 
 
"The most powerful clique in these (CFR) groups have one objective in common: they want to bring about the surrender 
of the sovereignty and the national independence of the U.S. They want to end national boundaries and racial and ethni
c loyalties supposedly to increase business and ensure world peace. What they strive for would inevitably lead to dictato
rship and loss of freedoms by the people. The CFR was founded for "the purpose of promoting disarmament and subme
rgence of U.S. sovereignty and national independence into an all-powerful one-world government." Harpers, July l958 
 
"The old world order changed when this war-storm broke. The old international order passed away as suddenly, as unex
pectedly, and as completely as if it had been wiped out by a gigantic flood, by a great tempest, or by a volcanic eruption.
The old world order died with the setting of that day's sun and a new world order is being born while I speak, with birth-p
angs so terrible that it seems almost incredible that life could come out of such fearful suffering and such overwhelming 
sorrow." Nicholas Murray Butler, in an address delivered before the Union League of Philadelphia, Nov. 27, 1915 
 
"The peace conference has assembled. It will make the most momentous decisions in history, and upon these decisions
will rest the stability of the new world order and the future peace of the world." M. C. Alexander, Executive Secretary of t
he American Association for International Conciliation, in a subscription letter for the periodical International Conciliation 
(1919) 
 
"If there are those who think we are to jump immediately into a new world order, actuated by complete understanding an
d brotherly love, they are doomed to disappointment. If we are ever to approach that time, it will be after patient and pers
istent effort of long duration. The present international situation of mistrust and fear can only be corrected by a formula o
f equal status, continuously applied, to every phase of international contacts, until the cobwebs of the old order are brus
hed out of the minds of the people of all lands." Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, president of the World Federation of Educatio
n Associations (August 1927), quoted in the book International Understanding: Agencies Educating for a New World (19
31) 
 
"... when the struggle seems to be drifting definitely towards a world social democracy, there may still be very great dela
ys and disappointments before it becomes an efficient and beneficent world system. Countless people ... will hate the ne
w world order ... and will die protesting against it. When we attempt to evaluate its promise, we have to bear in mind the 
distress of a generation or so of malcontents, many of them quite gallant and graceful-looking people." H. G. Wells, in hi
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s book entitled The New World Order (1939) 
 
"The term Internationalism has been popularized in recent years to cover an interlocking financial, political, and economi
c world force for the purpose of establishing a World Government. Today Internationalism is heralded from pulpit and pla
tform as a 'League of Nations' or a 'Federated Union' to which the United States must surrender a definite part of its Nati
onal Sovereignty. The World Government plan is being advocated under such alluring names as the 'New International 
Order,' 'The New World Order,' 'World Union Now,' 'World Commonwealth of Nations,' 'World Community,' etc. All the ter
ms have the same objective; however, the line of approach may be religious or political according to the taste or training 
of the individual." Excerpt from A Memorial to be Addressed to the House of Bishops and the House of Clerical and Lay 
Deputies of the Protestant Episcopal Church in General Convention (October 1940) 
 
"In the first public declaration on the Jewish question since the outbreak of the war, Arthur Greenwood, member without 
portfolio in the British War Cabinet, assured the Jews of the United States that when victory was achieved an effort woul
d be made to found a new world order based on the ideals of 'justice and peace.'" Excerpt from article entitled "New Wor
ld Order Pledged to Jews," in The New York Times (October 1940) 
 
"If totalitarianism wins this conflict, the world will be ruled by tyrants, and individuals will be slaves. If democracy wins, th
e nations of the earth will be united in a commonwealth of free peoples, and individuals, wherever found, will be the sove
reign units of the new world order." The Declaration of the Federation of the World, produced by the Congress on World 
Federation, adopted by the Legislatures of North Carolina (1941), New Jersey (1942), Pennsylvania (1943), and possibl
y other states. 
 
"New World Order Needed for Peace: State Sovereignty Must Go, Declares Notre Dame Professor"   
Title of article in The Tablet (Brooklyn) (March 1942) 
 
"Undersecretary of State Sumner Welles tonight called for the early creation of an international organization of anti-Axis 
nations to control the world during the period between the armistice at the end of the present war and the setting up of a 
new world order on a permanent basis." Text of article in The Philadelphia Inquirer (June 194 
 
"The statement went on to say that the spiritual teachings of religion must become the foundation for the new world orde
r and that national sovereignty must be subordinate to the higher moral law of God." American Institute of Judaism, exce
rpt from article in The New York Times (December 1942) 
 
"There are some plain common-sense considerations applicable to all these attempts at world planning. They can be bri
efly stated: 1. To talk of blueprints for the future or building a world order is, if properly understood, suggestive, but it is al
so dangerous. Societies grow far more truly than they are built. A constitution for a new world order is never like a bluepr
int for a skyscraper." Norman Thomas, in his book What Is Our Destiny? (1944) 
 
"He  stated directly to me that he had every reason to believe that the Governor  accepts his point of view and that he is 
personally convinced that this is the policy that he would promote with great vigor if elected. So it is fair to say that on th
e first round the Sphinx of Albany has established himself as a prima facie champion of a strong and definite new world 
order." Excerpt from article by Ralph W. Page in The Philadelphia Bulletin (May 1944) 
 
"Alchemy for a New World Order" Article by Stephen John Stedman in Foreign Affairs (May/June 1995) 
 
"The United Nations, he told an audience at Harvard University, 'has not been able--nor can it be able--to shape a new 
world order which events so compellingly demand.' ... The new world order that will answer economic, military, and politi
cal problems, he said, 'urgently requires, I believe, that the United States take the leadership among all free peoples to 
make the underlying concepts and aspirations of national sovereignty truly meaningful through the federal approach.'" G
ov. Nelson Rockefeller of New York, in an article entitled "Rockefeller Bids Free Lands Unite: Calls at Harvard for Drive t
o Build New World Order" -- The New York Times (February 1962) 
 
"The developing coherence of Asian regional thinking is reflected in a disposition to consider problems and loyalties in re
gional terms, and to evolve regional approaches to development needs and to the evolution of a new world order." Richa
rd Nixon, in Foreign Affairs (October 1967) 
 
"He  spoke of the talks as a beginning, saying nothing more about the prospects for future contacts and merely reiteratin
g the belief he brought to China that both nations share an interest in peace and building 'a new world order.'" Excerpt fr
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om an article in The New York Times (February 1972) 
 
"If instant world government, Charter review, and a greatly strengthened International Court do not provide the answers, 
what hope for progress is there? The answer will not satisfy those who seek simple solutions to complex problems, but it
comes down essentially to this: The hope for the foreseeable lies, not in building up a few ambitious central institutions o
f universal membership and general jurisdiction as was envisaged at the end of the last war, but rather in the much more
decentralized, disorderly and pragmatic process of inventing or adapting institutions of limited jurisdiction and selected m
embership to deal with specific problems on a case-by-case basis ... In short, the 'house of world order' will have to be b
uilt from the bottom up rather than from the top down. It will look like a great 'booming, buzzing confusion,' to use William
James' famous description of reality, but an end run around national sovereignty, eroding it piece by piece, will accompli
sh much more than the old-fashioned frontal assault." Richard N. Gardner, in Foreign Affairs (April 1974) 
 
"The existing order is breaking down at a very rapid rate, and the main uncertainty is whether mankind can exert a positi
ve role in shaping a new world order or is doomed to await collapse in a passive posture. We believe a new order will be
born no later than early in the next century and that the death throes of the old and the birth pangs of the new will be a te
sting time for the human species." Richard A. Falk, in an article entitled "Toward a New World Order: Modest Methods a
nd Drastic Visions," in the book On the Creation of a Just World Order (1975) 
 
"My country's history, Mr. President, tells us that it is possible to fashion unity while cherishing diversity, that common act
ion is possible despite the variety of races, interests, and beliefs we see here in this chamber. Progress and peace and j
ustice are attainable. So we say to all peoples and governments: Let us fashion together a new world order." Henry Kissi
nger, in address before the General Assembly of the United Nations, October 1975) 
 
"At the old Inter-American Office in the Commerce Building here in Roosevelt's time, as Assistant Secretary of State for 
Latin American Affairs under President Truman, as chief whip with Adlai Stevenson and Tom Finletter at the founding of 
the United Nations in San Francisco, Nelson Rockefeller was in the forefront of the struggle to establish not only an Ame
rican system of political and economic security but a new world order." Part of article in The New York Times (November
1975) 
 
"A New World Order" Title of article on commencement address at the University of Pennsylvania by Hubert H. Humphre
y, printed in the Pennsylvania Gazette (June 1977) 
 
"Further global progress is now possible only through a quest for universal consensus in the movement towards a new w
orld order." Mikhail Gorbachev, in an address at the United Nations (December 1988) 
 
"We believe we are creating the beginning of a new world order coming out of the collapse of the U.S.-Soviet antagonis
ms." Brent Scowcroft (August 1990), quoted in The Washington Post (May 1991) 
 
"We can see beyond the present shadows of war in the Middle East to a new world order where the strong work togethe
r to deter and stop aggression. This was precisely Franklin Roosevelt's and Winston Churchill's vision for peace for the p
ost-war period." Richard Gephardt, in The Wall Street Journal (September 1990) 
 
"If we do not follow the dictates of our inner moral compass and stand up for human life, then his lawlessness will threat
en the peace and democracy of the emerging new world order we now see, this long dreamed-of vision we've all worked
toward for so long." President George Bush (January 1991) 
 
"But it became clear as time went on that in Mr. Bush's mind the New World Order was founded on a convergence of go
als and interests between the U.S. and the Soviet Union, so strong and permanent that they would work as a team throu
gh the U.N. Security Council." Excerpt from A. M. Rosenthal, in The New York Times (January 1991) 
 
"I would support a Presidential candidate who pledged to take the following steps: ... At the end of the war in the Persian
Gulf, press for a comprehensive Middle East settlement and for a 'new world order' based not on Pax Americana but on 
peace through law with a stronger U.N. and World Court." George McGovern, in The New York Times (February 199 
 
"... it's Bush's baby, even if he shares its popularization with Gorbachev. Forget the Hitler 'new order' root; F.D.R. used t
he phrase earlier." William Safire, in The New York Times (February 1991) 
 
"How I Learned to Love the New World Order" Article by Sen. Joseph R. Biden, Jr. in The Wall Street Journal (April 199
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2) 
 
"How to Achieve The New World Order" Title of book excerpt by Henry Kissinger, in Time magazine (March 1994) 
 
"The Final Act of the Uruguay Round, marking the conclusion of the most ambitious trade negotiation of our century, will 
give birth - in Morocco - to the World Trade Organization, the third pillar of the New World Order, along with the United N
ations and the International Monetary Fund." Part of full-page advertisement by the government of Morocco in The New 
York Times (April 1994) 
 
"New World Order: The Rise of the Region-State" Title of article by Kenichi Ohmae, political reform leader in Japan, in T
he Wall Street Journal (August 1994) 
 
"The new world order that is in the making must focus on the creation of a world of democracy, peace and prosperity for 
all." Nelson Mandela, in The Philadelphia Inquirer (October 1994) 
 
"The renewal of the nonproliferation treaty was described as important "for the welfare of the whole world and the new w
orld order." President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt, in The New York Times (April 1995) 
In 1960, Rhodes Scholar Walt Whitman Rostow (CFR) declared that urgent imperatives "argue strongly for movement in
the direction of federalized world organization under effective international law" and for "effective international control of 
military power." The real world problem , said Rostow, is "national sovereignty," and "it is therefore an American interest 
to see an end to nationhood as it has been historically defined." Rostow held a top spot in the Kennedy State Departmen
t.

"Flee out of the midst of Babylon, and deliver every man his soul: be not cut off in her iniquity.... Babylon is suddenly fall
en and destroyed...." Jeremiah 51:6, 8. 

"The overt and covert organs of the Vatican and British Empires are locked in mortal combat for control of the world." Th
e Project, A-Albionic Research.

"The Rothschild-Rockefeller conflict is over who will be boss in the New World Order, not what the parameters of that Or
der will be. The New World Order cannot be realized until their relative positions in the hierarchy are decided. Conspirac
y Digest, Summer 76, p. 8.

"The Trilateral Commission is intended to be the vehicle for multinational consolidation of the commercial and banking in
terests by seizing control of the political government of the United States. The Trilateral Commission represents a skillful
, coordinated effort to seize control and consolidate the four centers of power political, monetary, intellectual and ecclesi
astical. What the Trilateral Commission intends is to create a worldwide economic power superior to the political govern
ments of the nationstates involved. As managers and creators of the system, they will rule the future." U.S. Senator Barr
y Goldwater in his l964 book: With No Apologies. 
 
"The powers of financial capitalism had another far reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial 
control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole. 
This system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agre
ements, arrived at in frequent private meetings and conferences. The apex of the system was the Bank for International 
Settlements in Basle, Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled by the worlds' central banks which were themsel
ves private corporations. The growth of financial capitalism made possible a centralization of world economic control and
use of this power for the direct benefit of financiers and the indirect injury of all other economic groups." Tragedy and Ho
pe: A History of The World in Our Time (Macmillan Company, 1966,) Professor Carroll Quigley of Georgetown University
, highly esteemed by his former student, William Jefferson Blythe Clinton. 
 
"The Council on Foreign Relations is "the establishment." Not only does it have influence and power in key decision-mak
ing positions at the highest levels of government to apply pressure from above, but it also announces and uses individua
ls and groups to bring pressure from below, to justify the high level decisions for converting the U.S. from a sovereign C
onstitutional Republic into a servile member state of a one-world dictatorship." Former Congressman John Rarick 1971 
'In our dreams we have limitless resources and the people yield themselves with perfect docility to our molding hands. T
he present educational conventions fade from our minds, and unhampered by tradition, we work our own good will upon 
a grateful and responsive rural folk.... The task we set before ourselves is a very beautiful one, to train these people as 
we find them to a perfectly ideal life just where they are. So we will organize our children into a little community and teac
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h them to do in a perfect way the things their fathers and mothers are doing in an imperfect way, in the home, in the sho
p, and on the farm....'" "The Project," Jan-Feb 85, p. 1, quoting from Dr. Emanuel Josephson's Rockefeller Internationalis
t. 

"The State of the World Forum is the launching of a multi-year global initiative to focus on the fundamental challenges an
d opportunities confronting humanity as we enter the next phase of human development. It is being held in the belief that
at this momentous juncture in history -- between the ending of the Cold War and the dawn of the new century -- we are e
xperiencing the birth of the first global civilization." Gorbachev Conference Mission Statement (p. 3), September, 1995.

"Human interdependence must now become our watchword, as we move into the global civilization which lies ahead; int
erdependence with each other, interdependence with the Earth, interdependence with the Spirit which perennially guide
s the affairs of humankind." Gorbachev Foundation President Jim Garrison. September, 1995.

"What Boutros-Ghali proposes is closer than anyone on the planet should ever want to get to a transnational military forc
e that could override and eventually abolish national sovereignty altogether and in the process set up the United Nations
itself as the power apparatus of an unelected global elite." Samuel Francis, Human Events, August 22, 1992.

In 1961, the Kennedy State Department brought forth an official policy entitled Freedom From War: The United States Pr
ogram for General and Complete Disarmament in a Peaceful World (Department of State Publication 7277). This dismal 
document proposed a plan of "progressive controlled disarmament" in which all national armaments, including those of t
he United States, would be transferred to the United Nations. This disarmament "would proceed to a point where no stat
e would have the military power to challenge the progressively strengthened U.N. Peace Force."

"..The precondition for eventual and genuine globalization is progressive regionalization because by that we move towar
ds larger, more stable, more cooperative units." Zbigniew Brzezinski, speaking at the Gorbachev Conference, Septembe
r, 1995.

"NAFTA is a major stepping stone to the New World Order." Henry Kissinger.

"We are not going to change Soviet power, of course, or abandon its fundamental principles, but we acknowledge the ne
ed for changes that will strengthen socialism." Gorbachev, from his book Perestroika.

"We are for a Lenin who is alive... In building our future, we are basing ourselves upon the gigantic intellectual and moral
potential of the socialist idea linked with the theory of Marxism-Leninism... We see no rational grounds to give up the spir
itual richness contained in Marxism.

"Through restructuring (perestroika), we want to give Socialism a second wind and unveil in all its plentitude the vast hu
manist potential of the socialist system.... Our Party was and remains the Party of Lenin.... We must seek these answers
guided by the spirit of Lenin, the style of Lenin's thinking, and the method of dialectic cognition." Gorbachev, from a Nov
ember 15, 1989 speech to Soviet students.

"When Gorbachev talked at the Forum about the 'synthesis' of Eastern and Western culture and ideology, he was followi
ng traditional Communist doctrine. He said that the ongoing conflict between the two contradictory systems -- capitalism 
and socialism (i.e., thesis and antithesis) -- will result in 'synthesis.' The 'synthesis' which the true Marxist believes will ev
entuate is world-wide Communism,, which will solve all man's problems and produce a new, changed man. In a private d
iscussion during the conference, Gorbachev confirmed that he has not repudiated any of his Marxist beliefs or positions, 
as set forth in Perestrioka or his other writings or speeches." John Stormer, "Understanding the Times," a newsletter.

"Gentlemen, comrades, do not be concerned about all you hear about glasnost and perestroika and democracy in the co
ming years. These are primarily for outward consumption. There will be no significant internal change within the Soviet U
nion, other than for cosmetic purposes. Our purpose is to disarm the Americans and let them fall asleep. We want to acc
omplish three things: One, we want the Americans to withdraw conventional forces from Europe. Two, we want them to 
withdraw nuclear forces from Europe. Three, we want the Americans to stop proceeding with the Strategic Defense Initia
tive." Michail Gorbachev, November 87 Statement to Politburo

On United Nations Day, October 24, 1975, the World Affairs Council unveiled "A Declaration of Interdependence," which
in part states, "Two centuries ago our forefathers brought forth a new nation; now we must join with others to bring forth 
a new world order."
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"The drive of the Rockefellers and their allies is to create a one-world government combining supercapitalism and Comm
unism under the same tent, all under their control.... Do I mean conspiracy? Yes I do. I am convinced there is such a plot
, international in scope, generations old in planning, and incredibly evil in intent." Congressman Larry P. McDonald, 1976
, killed in the Korean Airlines 747 that was shot down by the Soviets 

The..."New World Order" is also called "The Plan" and is being pushed by the world's most powerful socialists, marxists, 
internationalists, and occult and New Age leaders. They plan the following:

1. A world court

2. A world army

3. A world central bank and world currency

4. A world welfare state

5. Centralized economic planning

6. A global taxation system

7. Abolition of private firearms

8. Forced population control

9. Stringent environmental regulations

10. Centralized control of all education

11. Loss of freedom of speech and freedom of the press

12. Abolition of all religions except New Age worship - including Gaia or Mother Earth worship

13. Abolition of national identity and sovereignty, division of the world into ten political/economic governments.

"The United Nations is the greatest fraud in all history. Its purpose is to destroy the United States." John E. Rankin, U.S. 
Congressman.

"My vision of a New World Order foresees a United Nations with a revitalized peacekeeping function." George Bush, Ne
w York, 1991.

And another quote from former president Bush: "It is the sacred principles enshrined in the UN Charter to which we will h
enceforth pledge our allegiance." UN Building, February 1, 1992.

United Nations' World Constitution: "...The age of nations must end...The governments of the nations have decided to or
der their separate sovereignties into one government to which they surrender their arms." 

The UN Security Council has fifteen members.  Five of them, The United States, Britain, France, Russia and China, are 
permanent members.

"Since the UN was created in 1945, there have been twelve Undersecretaries for Political and Security Council Affairs. I
n every case, these men have been Communists; and in all but one case they have been Soviet Communists. They are:

1946-1949 Arkady Sobolev (USSR)
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1949-1953 Konstantin Zinchenko (USSR)

1953-1954 Ilya Tchernychev (USSR)

1954-1957 Dragoslav Protitch (Yugoslavia)

1958-1960 Anatoly Dobrynin (USSR)

1960-1962 Georgy Arkadev (USSR)

1962-1963 E.D. Kiselev (USSR)

1963-1965 V.P. Suslov (USSR)

1965-1968 Alexei E. Nesterenko (USSR)

1968-1973 Leonid N. Kutakov (USSR)

1973-1978 Arkady N. Shevchenko (USSR)

1978-1981 Mikhail D. SytenkoÂ—USSR 

1981-1986 Viacheslav A. UstinovÂ—USSR 

1987-1992 Uasiliy S. SafronchukÂ—USSR 

1992- Vladimir PetrovskyÂ—Russia , "former USSR 

"Is there a number of mark planned for the hand or forehead in a new cashless society? Yes, and I have seen the machi
nes that are now ready to put it into operation." Ralph Nader.

Alexis De Togueville upon visiting America in the early 19th century, this French historian observed: "America is great be
cause America is good. If American ever ceases to be good it will cease to be great."

"Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues. For her sins ha
ve reached unto heaven, and God remembered her iniquities." Revelation 18:4-5

"No one will enter the New World Order unless he or she will make a pledge to worship Lucifer. No one will enter the Ne
w Age unless he will take a Luciferian Initiation." David Spangler, Director of Planetary Initiative, United Nations 

Re: - posted by Miccah (), on: 2008/1/10 0:35
HE_Reigns wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------
"Is there a number of mark planned for the hand or forehead in a new cashless society? Yes, and I have seen the machines that are now ready to put i
t into operation." Ralph Nader.

-------------------------

 :-D   You quoted Ralph Nader hehe.  Why isn't he running for President this year?  He always gets about 2 votes. 8-)  I 
grew up listening to him and his stuff.  In my opinion, he is pretty far out in left field.  I think the Onion ran with one of his 
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stories years ago :-) 

Re:  The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/1/10 20:33

Thought these interesting...

Quote:
-------------------------"The New World Order will have to be built from the bottom up rather than from the top down...but in the end run around national so
vereignty, eroding it piece by piece will accomplish much more than the old fashioned frontal assault." CFR member Richard Gardner, writing in the Ap
ril l974 issue of the CFR's journal, Foreign Affairs. 
-------------------------

Quote:
-------------------------"The most powerful clique in these (CFR) groups have one objective in common: they want to bring about the surrender of the sove
reignty and the national independence of the U.S....The CFR was founded for "the purpose of promoting disarmament and submergence of U.S. sover
eignty and national independence into an all-powerful one-world government."  Harpers, July 1958 
-------------------------

Quote:
-------------------------"The term Internationalism has been popularized in recent years to cover an interlocking financial, political, and economic world forc
e for the purpose of establishing a World Government. Today Internationalism is heralded from pulpit and platform as a 'League of Nations' or a 'Fede
rated Union' to which the United States must surrender a definite part of its National Sovereignty. The World Government plan is being advocated und
er such alluring names as the 'New International Order,' 'The New World Order,' 'World Union Now,' 'World Commonwealth of Nations,' 'World Commu
nity,' etc. All the terms have the same objective; however, the line of approach may be religious or political according to the taste or training of 
the individual." Excerpt from A Memorial to be Addressed to the House of Bishops and the House of Clerical and Lay Deputies of the Protestant Epis
copal Church in General Convention (October 1940) emphasis mine
-------------------------
I'll stop there.  Thank you for the amazing collection you presented.

Re:, on: 2008/1/11 1:02
Sis, I feel I'm being sort of redundant now. Everyone has Google or something like it, right? 
 We've been around this block before and was just reminded of it.  
Went through 
(https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?modeviewtopic&topic_id10336&forum35&start0&viewmod
eflat&order0) downloaded threads to pass time and distract from other things.  
The way it's gone since then though - Wow - and - time will tell, sure enough.
I don't want to offend anyone with my posts. I don't like seeing us all ripping at the seams here. 
This was just what I thought the Lord meant by "watch".  
I plan to continue to watch - but I'd like to go further into A Hunger for The Word type threads.  
But I do believe there will still be those who are sharper than me and keener to events, that can be the watchmen on the
wall for the church - though now, I know we're told by the Lord, that we are to watch for ourselves.

How can we make everybody happy?  I just don't know Sis.
I just keep watching all the threads and praying.
Praying John 17 actually. Thinking about my hippie days. 
Sounds funny, but I actually have.  I never did it - but back then they spoke about "contemplating your navel."
Well, sometimes, as I look around at all the threads, I wonder if the Body of Christ HERE, aren't doing just that.
What I'm trying to say is - we sometimes focus so much upon each other - rather than fight the good fight as one, agains
t incoming missiles or at the least, building each other up enough, that it is like the Body of Christ, contemplating it's own
navel. Looking at each other rather than jointly at HIM.

Hey, this is what my Pastor sent out in the Newsletter today.  
It blessed me quite a bit.

Quote:
Ecc 4:10 For if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow: but woe to him that is alone when he falleth; for he hath not another
to help him up.  
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We were admiring the Aspen forests of the Rocky Mountain region for their beauty when we learned that there is anothe
r reason for admiring this, the most widely distributed tree in America. Aspens aren't big trees, and they don't put down d
eep roots; in fact their roots run just under the surface of the ground. But Aspens withstand high winds when other trees 
around them are falling.  The reason? They hold one another up with matted roots. In fact, an entire forest of Aspens ca
n be connected by a common root system. One tree supports another which supports another which supports another - 
and this can go on for miles.

There are many benefits to being connected. It's not for nothing that the church is defined in Scripture as the Body of Ch
rist - a body whose parts are all organically joined.

Make it a New Year's goal to take part in at least one function which will promote your own connection with your fellow m
embers. Who knows when the winds may blow your way?
_______________________________________________

The Body punching itself, is what I see.
At least just here - I wish we could just give each other some room to be individual body parts and not expect an arm to 
do what a leg would do or a kidney to do what a gallbladder would do.  
If one is a kidney and another is a gallbladder - would the kidney jump up and fight with the gallbladder for not functionin
g like a kidney?
That's something like an auto-immune response - right ?

A normal immune system, fights the outside threats to the body - together.

When my body doesn't do that, I rest until things straighten themselves out.  Rest and Pray. 
 And if needed - go to the hospital. :-?
Actually, coincidently, I have both immune dysfunctions, so ...

John 17 - God Bless and Good Night!  

:-)
 

Re: Body of Christ - posted by pastorfrin, on: 2008/1/11 9:00

Quote:
-------------------------There are many benefits to being connected. It's not for nothing that the church is defined in Scripture as the Body of Christ - a body
whose parts are all organically joined.
-------------------------

Quote:
-------------------------A normal immune system, fights the outside threats to the body - together.
-------------------------

Hi Annie,

Thank you for this post, this is so true and what a blessing it is to study in God's word, the body of Christ.

Romans 7:4 
    Wherefore, my brethren, ye also are become dead to the law by the body of Christ; that ye should be married to anoth
er, even to him who is raised from the dead, that we should bring forth fruit unto God.  

1 Cor. 12:27 
     Now ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular. 

Ephes. 4:12 
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    For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ: 

These scriptures and those surrounding them tell us the purpose and how the body is to function.

Maybe a study on the body of Christ would be in order, any volunteers. :-) 

I to am having a problem with " immune dysfunctions" so it is easy to understand what happens when the body decides t
o reject a part here or a part there, or let a foreign part that does not belong stay and grow and take strength away fro th
e real body: as you know, not conducive to a healthy body.

 "Now ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular."

Oh, to let HIM...

Thank you again Dear Sister for this, and please
continue the good work of our Lord.

In His Love
pastorfrin 

Re: The Emerging Merger - posted by UniqueWebRev (), on: 2008/1/11 9:29

Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:
Found another article worth the read and another good on-line book. 

 (http://herescope.blogspot.com/2006/08/one-world-one-faith-one-plan.html) "One World-One Faith - One Plan" 

  (http://www.inthenameofpurpose.org/page2.html) On-line book - "In the name of Purpose"

Edit: Make that two articles - Update - not good news - from - http://www.understandthetimes.org/

The Collapse Of The Emerging Church And The Kingdom Of God
   

The Great Awakening 
http://www.powells.com/biblio/9780060558291?&PID=29218
 
 
The Collapse of the Emerging Church
http://www.emergentvillage.com/weblog/2008-and-the-collapse-of-the-emerging-church 

-------------------------

Sis,

Had great fun reading the blog at the last link...and to set them straight, since no one seemed to be AWARE that the em
ergent church is the Luciferian endtime world religion...I told them what it was, and reminded them to do their research.

I believe my remarks are the last on the page, under UniqueWebRev!

Now on to the second to last link!

And thanks for keeping on top of all of this for us!

Blessings,
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Forrest

Re:, on: 2008/1/11 15:45
pastorfrin, God Bless You!
 About the Body -
I have just the book. Read it when I first got saved.  I was Nee-freak. :-D

This book is now on-line - I'm not sure whether to post the book or just leave the link - so I'll just leave the link and any of
us can post it, if they'd like to.
It would be a Very Good Read.

http://www.voidspace.org.uk/spiritual/nee/tboc01.htm

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/1/11 20:43

Today, unexpectedly, I came across a little old booklet, probably written and published in the late 1930s or 1940s at
latest.  The introductory paragraph reads like this:

'At the present crisis in the world's history, when the destinies of all nations are, so to speak, in the melting-pot, it is of
the utmost importance that Christians should have a clear perception of the nature and identity of the Church, and its
place in the Divine order.  Whether "the Church" is a body subject to the Bishop of Rome, outisde of which there is no
salavation, and to which all earthly kings and governments owe servile obedience; whether it is a body identified with
any particular nation, as the "Church of England" or the " Church of Scotland"; or whether it is purely and solely the
mystic body of Christ, having no concern with mundane things and no interest in any one nation more than another;
these are questions that are bound to force themselves more and more to the front as the projected new World Order
begins to take shape.  Who or what is the Church and where does it come in the Divine scheme of things?'  Rev D. McD
ougall in 'The Church and Its Relation to The Jew'

It's really hard to believe the New World Order was a 'secret' back then, like it is now in certain circles.  Seems that thing
s are now well advanced, and many have known of the process which has been going on - including various wars - to m
ake people grateful for aid afterwards, and therefore dependent and less powerful and knowing not that they are wretche
d, miserable, poor, blind and naked. 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/1/11 22:34
Hi Annie...
Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:
The last posts on page 11 and a few others scattered through-out this thread, have  introduced political candidates into this 'merger'. The only two men
tioned were both, Mr. Obama and Ms. Clinton, who are pro-globalism and pro-U.N..
  I have no interest in "politics",  but I have always had this burden to watch -

Eschatology & ONE WORLD GOVERNANCE-RELIGION

 Quotes:

"We shall have World Government, whether or not we like it. The only question is whether World Government will be achieved by conquest or consent.
" James Paul Warburg, son of Paul Warburg, who was active in the United World Federalists for a World Government, stated before the U.S. Senate, 
February 17, 1950.

 David Rockefeller
(1915- ) Internationalist billionaire, CFR, founder of the Trilateralist Commission.
"We are grateful to the Washington Post, The New York Times, Time Magazine and other great publications whose directors have attended our meetin
gs and respected their promises of discretion for almost forty years. It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had be
en subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is now more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government.
The supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the national auto-determination practiced in past centuri
es." David Rockefeller... Baden-Baden, Germany 1991
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"This present window of opportunity, during which a truly peaceful and interdependent world order might be built, will not be open for too long - We are 
on the verge of a global transformation. All we need is the right major crisis and the nations will accept the New World Order."
-David Rockefeller speaking at the UN, Sept. 1994.

"We are not going to achieve a new world order without paying for it in blood as well as in words and money." Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., in Foreign Affairs
(July/August 1995) 

"Today, America would be outraged if U.N. troops entered Los Angeles to restore order . Tomorrow they will be grateful! This is especially true if they 
were told that there were an outside threat from beyond , whether real or *promulgated* , that threatened our very existence. It is then that all peoples 
of the world will plead to deliver them from this evil. The one thing every man fears is the unknown. When presented with this *scenario*, individual rig
hts will be willingly relinquished for the guarantee of their well-being granted to them by the World Government." Dr. Henry Kissinger, Bilderberger Con
ference, Evians, France, 1991 

"The real menace of our republic is this invisible government which like a giant octopus sprawls its slimy length over city, state and nation. Like the oct
opus of real life, it operates under cover of a self created screen....At the head of this octopus are the Rockefeller Standard Oil interests and a small gr
oup of powerful banking houses generally referred to as international bankers. The little coterie of powerful international bankers virtually run the Unite
d States government for their own selfish purposes. They practically control both political parties." New York City Mayor John F. Hylan, 1922 

"We shall have World Government, whether or not we like it. The only question is whether World Government will be achieved by conquest or consent.
" James Paul Warburg, son of Paul Warburg, who was active in the United World Federalists for a World Government, stated before the U.S. Senate, 
February 17, 1950.

"Humanity needs world order. The fully sovereign nation is incapable of dealing with the poisoning of the environment... The management of the planet
...requires a world government." Norman Cousins (CRF), long-time president of the United World Federalists (not the World Federalist Association), on
Earth Day, April 22, 70.

"By the end of this decade  we will live under the first One World Government that has ever existed in the society of nations ... a government with the a
bsolute authority to decide the basic issues of human survival. One world government is inevitable." Pope John Paul II as quoted by Malachi Martin, a 
Roman Catholic priest in his book, The Keys To This Blood.

"We are on the verge of global transformation. All we need is the right major crises and the nation will accept the New World Order." David Rockefeller
.

From a Preliminary Draft of a World Constitution, 1950, authored by CFR globalists Robert M. Hutchins, Rexford G. Tugwell, and others. This world co
nstitution, introduced in Congress by Senator Glen Taylor, declared that "iniquity and war inseparably spring from the competitive anarchy of the nation
al states; that therefore the age of nations must end." It was also held that the nations must "surrender their arms" to the proposed "Federal Republic o
f the World."

"The New World Order will have to be built from the bottom up rather than from the top down...but in the end run around national sovereignty, eroding i
t piece by piece will accomplish much more than the old fashioned frontal assault." CFR member Richard Gardner, writing in the April l974 issue of the
CFR's journal, Foreign Affairs. 
 
"The planning of UN can be traced to the 'secret steering committee' established by Secretary  Hull in January 1943. All of the members of this secret 
committee, with the exception of Hull, a Tennessee politician, were members of the Council on Foreign Relations. They saw Hull regularly to plan, sele
ct, and guide the labors of the  Department's Advisory Committee. It was, in effect, the coordinating agency for all the State Department's postwar plan
ning." Professors Laurence H. Shoup and William Minter, writing in their study of the CFR, "Imperial Brain Trust: The CFR and United States Foreign P
olicy." (Monthly Review Press, 1977). 
 
"The most powerful clique in these (CFR) groups have one objective in common: they want to bring about the surrender of the sovereignty and the nati
onal independence of the U.S. They want to end national boundaries and racial and ethnic loyalties supposedly to increase business and ensure world
peace. What they strive for would inevitably lead to dictatorship and loss of freedoms by the people. The CFR was founded for "the purpose of promoti
ng disarmament and submergence of U.S. sovereignty and national independence into an all-powerful one-world government." Harpers, July l958 
 
"The old world order changed when this war-storm broke. The old international order passed away as suddenly, as unexpectedly, and as completely a
s if it had been wiped out by a gigantic flood, by a great tempest, or by a volcanic eruption. The old world order died with the setting of that day's sun a
nd a new world order is being born while I speak, with birth-pangs so terrible that it seems almost incredible that life could come out of such fearful suff
ering and such overwhelming sorrow." Nicholas Murray Butler, in an address delivered before the Union League of Philadelphia, Nov. 27, 1915 
 
"The peace conference has assembled. It will make the most momentous decisions in history, and upon these decisions will rest the stability of the ne
w world order and the future peace of the world." M. C. Alexander, Executive Secretary of the American Association for International Conciliation, in a 
subscription letter for the periodical International Conciliation (1919) 
 
"If there are those who think we are to jump immediately into a new world order, actuated by complete understanding and brotherly love, they are doo
med to disappointment. If we are ever to approach that time, it will be after patient and persistent effort of long duration. The present international situa
tion of mistrust and fear can only be corrected by a formula of equal status, continuously applied, to every phase of international contacts, until the cob
webs of the old order are brushed out of the minds of the people of all lands." Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, president of the World Federation of Education
Associations (August 1927), quoted in the book International Understanding: Agencies Educating for a New World (1931) 
 
"... when the struggle seems to be drifting definitely towards a world social democracy, there may still be very great delays and disappointments before
it becomes an efficient and beneficent world system. Countless people ... will hate the new world order ... and will die protesting against it. When we at
tempt to evaluate its promise, we have to bear in mind the distress of a generation or so of malcontents, many of them quite gallant and graceful-lookin
g people." H. G. Wells, in his book entitled The New World Order (1939) 
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"The term Internationalism has been popularized in recent years to cover an interlocking financial, political, and economic world force for the purpose o
f establishing a World Government. Today Internationalism is heralded from pulpit and platform as a 'League of Nations' or a 'Federated Union' to whic
h the United States must surrender a definite part of its National Sovereignty. The World Government plan is being advocated under such alluring nam
es as the 'New International Order,' 'The New World Order,' 'World Union Now,' 'World Commonwealth of Nations,' 'World Community,' etc. All the ter
ms have the same objective; however, the line of approach may be religious or political according to the taste or training of the individual." Excerpt fro
m A Memorial to be Addressed to the House of Bishops and the House of Clerical and Lay Deputies of the Protestant Episcopal Church in General Co
nvention (October 1940) 
 
"In the first public declaration on the Jewish question since the outbreak of the war, Arthur Greenwood, member without portfolio in the British War Cab
inet, assured the Jews of the United States that when victory was achieved an effort would be made to found a new world order based on the ideals of 
'justice and peace.'" Excerpt from article entitled "New World Order Pledged to Jews," in The New York Times (October 1940) 
 
"If totalitarianism wins this conflict, the world will be ruled by tyrants, and individuals will be slaves. If democracy wins, the nations of the earth will be u
nited in a commonwealth of free peoples, and individuals, wherever found, will be the sovereign units of the new world order." The Declaration of the F
ederation of the World, produced by the Congress on World Federation, adopted by the Legislatures of North Carolina (1941), New Jersey (1942), Pen
nsylvania (1943), and possibly other states. 
 
"New World Order Needed for Peace: State Sovereignty Must Go, Declares Notre Dame Professor"   
Title of article in The Tablet (Brooklyn) (March 1942) 
 
"Undersecretary of State Sumner Welles tonight called for the early creation of an international organization of anti-Axis nations to control the world du
ring the period between the armistice at the end of the present war and the setting up of a new world order on a permanent basis." Text of article in Th
e Philadelphia Inquirer (June 194 
 
"The statement went on to say that the spiritual teachings of religion must become the foundation for the new world order and that national sovereignty
must be subordinate to the higher moral law of God." American Institute of Judaism, excerpt from article in The New York Times (December 1942) 
 
"There are some plain common-sense considerations applicable to all these attempts at world planning. They can be briefly stated: 1. To talk of bluepri
nts for the future or building a world order is, if properly understood, suggestive, but it is also dangerous. Societies grow far more truly than they are bu
ilt. A constitution for a new world order is never like a blueprint for a skyscraper." Norman Thomas, in his book What Is Our Destiny? (1944) 
 
"He  stated directly to me that he had every reason to believe that the Governor  accepts his point of view and that he is personally convinced that this 
is the policy that he would promote with great vigor if elected. So it is fair to say that on the first round the Sphinx of Albany has established himself as 
a prima facie champion of a strong and definite new world order." Excerpt from article by Ralph W. Page in The Philadelphia Bulletin (May 1944) 
 
"Alchemy for a New World Order" Article by Stephen John Stedman in Foreign Affairs (May/June 1995) 
 
"The United Nations, he told an audience at Harvard University, 'has not been able--nor can it be able--to shape a new world order which events so co
mpellingly demand.' ... The new world order that will answer economic, military, and political problems, he said, 'urgently requires, I believe, that the U
nited States take the leadership among all free peoples to make the underlying concepts and aspirations of national sovereignty truly meaningful throu
gh the federal approach.'" Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of New York, in an article entitled "Rockefeller Bids Free Lands Unite: Calls at Harvard for Drive to 
Build New World Order" -- The New York Times (February 1962) 
 
"The developing coherence of Asian regional thinking is reflected in a disposition to consider problems and loyalties in regional terms, and to evolve re
gional approaches to development needs and to the evolution of a new world order." Richard Nixon, in Foreign Affairs (October 1967) 
 
"He  spoke of the talks as a beginning, saying nothing more about the prospects for future contacts and merely reiterating the belief he brought to Chin
a that both nations share an interest in peace and building 'a new world order.'" Excerpt from an article in The New York Times (February 1972) 
 
"If instant world government, Charter review, and a greatly strengthened International Court do not provide the answers, what hope for progress is ther
e? The answer will not satisfy those who seek simple solutions to complex problems, but it comes down essentially to this: The hope for the foreseeabl
e lies, not in building up a few ambitious central institutions of universal membership and general jurisdiction as was envisaged at the end of the last w
ar, but rather in the much more decentralized, disorderly and pragmatic process of inventing or adapting institutions of limited jurisdiction and selected 
membership to deal with specific problems on a case-by-case basis ... In short, the 'house of world order' will have to be built from the bottom up rathe
r than from the top down. It will look like a great 'booming, buzzing confusion,' to use William James' famous description of reality, but an end run arou
nd national sovereignty, eroding it piece by piece, will accomplish much more than the old-fashioned frontal assault." Richard N. Gardner, in Foreign Af
fairs (April 1974) 
 
"The existing order is breaking down at a very rapid rate, and the main uncertainty is whether mankind can exert a positive role in shaping a new world
order or is doomed to await collapse in a passive posture. We believe a new order will be born no later than early in the next century and that the deat
h throes of the old and the birth pangs of the new will be a testing time for the human species." Richard A. Falk, in an article entitled "Toward a New W
orld Order: Modest Methods and Drastic Visions," in the book On the Creation of a Just World Order (1975) 
 
"My country's history, Mr. President, tells us that it is possible to fashion unity while cherishing diversity, that common action is possible despite the var
iety of races, interests, and beliefs we see here in this chamber. Progress and peace and justice are attainable. So we say to all peoples and governm
ents: Let us fashion together a new world order." Henry Kissinger, in address before the General Assembly of the United Nations, October 1975) 
 
"At the old Inter-American Office in the Commerce Building here in Roosevelt's time, as Assistant Secretary of State for Latin American Affairs under P
resident Truman, as chief whip with Adlai Stevenson and Tom Finletter at the founding of the United Nations in San Francisco, Nelson Rockefeller was
in the forefront of the struggle to establish not only an American system of political and economic security but a new world order." Part of article in The 
New York Times (November 1975) 
 
"A New World Order" Title of article on commencement address at the University of Pennsylvania by Hubert H. Humphrey, printed in the Pennsylvania
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Gazette (June 1977) 
 
"Further global progress is now possible only through a quest for universal consensus in the movement towards a new world order." Mikhail Gorbache
v, in an address at the United Nations (December 1988) 
 
"We believe we are creating the beginning of a new world order coming out of the collapse of the U.S.-Soviet antagonisms." Brent Scowcroft (August 1
990), quoted in The Washington Post (May 1991) 
 
"We can see beyond the present shadows of war in the Middle East to a new world order where the strong work together to deter and stop aggression.
This was precisely Franklin Roosevelt's and Winston Churchill's vision for peace for the post-war period." Richard Gephardt, in The Wall Street Journal
(September 1990) 
 
"If we do not follow the dictates of our inner moral compass and stand up for human life, then his lawlessness will threaten the peace and democracy o
f the emerging new world order we now see, this long dreamed-of vision we've all worked toward for so long." President George Bush (January 1991) 
 
"But it became clear as time went on that in Mr. Bush's mind the New World Order was founded on a convergence of goals and interests between the 
U.S. and the Soviet Union, so strong and permanent that they would work as a team through the U.N. Security Council." Excerpt from A. M. Rosenthal,
in The New York Times (January 1991) 
 
"I would support a Presidential candidate who pledged to take the following steps: ... At the end of the war in the Persian Gulf, press for a comprehensi
ve Middle East settlement and for a 'new world order' based not on Pax Americana but on peace through law with a stronger U.N. and World Court." G
eorge McGovern, in The New York Times (February 199 
 
"... it's Bush's baby, even if he shares its popularization with Gorbachev. Forget the Hitler 'new order' root; F.D.R. used the phrase earlier." William Safi
re, in The New York Times (February 1991) 
 
"How I Learned to Love the New World Order" Article by Sen. Joseph R. Biden, Jr. in The Wall Street Journal (April 1992) 
 
"How to Achieve The New World Order" Title of book excerpt by Henry Kissinger, in Time magazine (March 1994) 
 
"The Final Act of the Uruguay Round, marking the conclusion of the most ambitious trade negotiation of our century, will give birth - in Morocco - to the
World Trade Organization, the third pillar of the New World Order, along with the United Nations and the International Monetary Fund." Part of full-pag
e advertisement by the government of Morocco in The New York Times (April 1994) 
 
"New World Order: The Rise of the Region-State" Title of article by Kenichi Ohmae, political reform leader in Japan, in The Wall Street Journal (August
1994) 
 
"The new world order that is in the making must focus on the creation of a world of democracy, peace and prosperity for all." Nelson Mandela, in The P
hiladelphia Inquirer (October 1994) 
 
"The renewal of the nonproliferation treaty was described as important "for the welfare of the whole world and the new world order." President Hosni M
ubarak of Egypt, in The New York Times (April 1995) 
In 1960, Rhodes Scholar Walt Whitman Rostow (CFR) declared that urgent imperatives "argue strongly for movement in the direction of federalized w
orld organization under effective international law" and for "effective international control of military power." The real world problem , said Rostow, is "n
ational sovereignty," and "it is therefore an American interest to see an end to nationhood as it has been historically defined." Rostow held a top spot in
the Kennedy State Department.

"Flee out of the midst of Babylon, and deliver every man his soul: be not cut off in her iniquity.... Babylon is suddenly fallen and destroyed...." Jeremiah
51:6, 8. 

"The overt and covert organs of the Vatican and British Empires are locked in mortal combat for control of the world." The Project, A-Albionic Research
.

"The Rothschild-Rockefeller conflict is over who will be boss in the New World Order, not what the parameters of that Order will be. The New World Or
der cannot be realized until their relative positions in the hierarchy are decided. Conspiracy Digest, Summer 76, p. 8.

"The Trilateral Commission is intended to be the vehicle for multinational consolidation of the commercial and banking interests by seizing control of th
e political government of the United States. The Trilateral Commission represents a skillful, coordinated effort to seize control and consolidate the four 
centers of power political, monetary, intellectual and ecclesiastical. What the Trilateral Commission intends is to create a worldwide economic power s
uperior to the political governments of the nationstates involved. As managers and creators of the system, they will rule the future." U.S. Senator Barry 
Goldwater in his l964 book: With No Apologies. 
 
"The powers of financial capitalism had another far reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in private hands able to
dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole. This system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the 
central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements, arrived at in frequent private meetings and conferences. The apex of the system w
as the Bank for International Settlements in Basle, Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled by the worlds' central banks which were themselv
es private corporations. The growth of financial capitalism made possible a centralization of world economic control and use of this power for the direct
benefit of financiers and the indirect injury of all other economic groups." Tragedy and Hope: A History of The World in Our Time (Macmillan Company,
1966,) Professor Carroll Quigley of Georgetown University, highly esteemed by his former student, William Jefferson Blythe Clinton. 
 
"The Council on Foreign Relations is "the establishment." Not only does it have influence and power in key decision-making positions at the highest lev
els of government to apply pressure from above, but it also announces and uses individuals and groups to bring pressure from below, to justify the hig
h level decisions for converting the U.S. from a sovereign Constitutional Republic into a servile member state of a one-world dictatorship." Former Con
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gressman John Rarick 1971 
'In our dreams we have limitless resources and the people yield themselves with perfect docility to our molding hands. The present educational conven
tions fade from our minds, and unhampered by tradition, we work our own good will upon a grateful and responsive rural folk.... The task we set before
ourselves is a very beautiful one, to train these people as we find them to a perfectly ideal life just where they are. So we will organize our children into
a little community and teach them to do in a perfect way the things their fathers and mothers are doing in an imperfect way, in the home, in the shop, a
nd on the farm....'" "The Project," Jan-Feb 85, p. 1, quoting from Dr. Emanuel Josephson's Rockefeller Internationalist. 

"The State of the World Forum is the launching of a multi-year global initiative to focus on the fundamental challenges and opportunities confronting hu
manity as we enter the next phase of human development. It is being held in the belief that at this momentous juncture in history -- between the ending
of the Cold War and the dawn of the new century -- we are experiencing the birth of the first global civilization." Gorbachev Conference Mission Statem
ent (p. 3), September, 1995.

"Human interdependence must now become our watchword, as we move into the global civilization which lies ahead; interdependence with each other
, interdependence with the Earth, interdependence with the Spirit which perennially guides the affairs of humankind." Gorbachev Foundation President
Jim Garrison. September, 1995.

"What Boutros-Ghali proposes is closer than anyone on the planet should ever want to get to a transnational military force that could override and eve
ntually abolish national sovereignty altogether and in the process set up the United Nations itself as the power apparatus of an unelected global elite." 
Samuel Francis, Human Events, August 22, 1992.

In 1961, the Kennedy State Department brought forth an official policy entitled Freedom From War: The United States Program for General and Compl
ete Disarmament in a Peaceful World (Department of State Publication 7277). This dismal document proposed a plan of "progressive controlled disar
mament" in which all national armaments, including those of the United States, would be transferred to the United Nations. This disarmament "would p
roceed to a point where no state would have the military power to challenge the progressively strengthened U.N. Peace Force."

"..The precondition for eventual and genuine globalization is progressive regionalization because by that we move towards larger, more stable, more c
ooperative units." Zbigniew Brzezinski, speaking at the Gorbachev Conference, September, 1995.

"NAFTA is a major stepping stone to the New World Order." Henry Kissinger.

"We are not going to change Soviet power, of course, or abandon its fundamental principles, but we acknowledge the need for changes that will streng
then socialism." Gorbachev, from his book Perestroika.

"We are for a Lenin who is alive... In building our future, we are basing ourselves upon the gigantic intellectual and moral potential of the socialist idea l
inked with the theory of Marxism-Leninism... We see no rational grounds to give up the spiritual richness contained in Marxism.

"Through restructuring (perestroika), we want to give Socialism a second wind and unveil in all its plentitude the vast humanist potential of the socialist 
system.... Our Party was and remains the Party of Lenin.... We must seek these answers guided by the spirit of Lenin, the style of Lenin's thinking, and
the method of dialectic cognition." Gorbachev, from a November 15, 1989 speech to Soviet students.

"When Gorbachev talked at the Forum about the 'synthesis' of Eastern and Western culture and ideology, he was following traditional Communist doct
rine. He said that the ongoing conflict between the two contradictory systems -- capitalism and socialism (i.e., thesis and antithesis) -- will result in 'synt
hesis.' The 'synthesis' which the true Marxist believes will eventuate is world-wide Communism,, which will solve all man's problems and produce a ne
w, changed man. In a private discussion during the conference, Gorbachev confirmed that he has not repudiated any of his Marxist beliefs or positions
, as set forth in Perestrioka or his other writings or speeches." John Stormer, "Understanding the Times," a newsletter.

"Gentlemen, comrades, do not be concerned about all you hear about glasnost and perestroika and democracy in the coming years. These are primari
ly for outward consumption. There will be no significant internal change within the Soviet Union, other than for cosmetic purposes. Our purpose is to di
sarm the Americans and let them fall asleep. We want to accomplish three things: One, we want the Americans to withdraw conventional forces from E
urope. Two, we want them to withdraw nuclear forces from Europe. Three, we want the Americans to stop proceeding with the Strategic Defense Initiat
ive." Michail Gorbachev, November 87 Statement to Politburo

On United Nations Day, October 24, 1975, the World Affairs Council unveiled "A Declaration of Interdependence," which in part states, "Two centuries 
ago our forefathers brought forth a new nation; now we must join with others to bring forth a new world order."

"The drive of the Rockefellers and their allies is to create a one-world government combining supercapitalism and Communism under the same tent, al
l under their control.... Do I mean conspiracy? Yes I do. I am convinced there is such a plot, international in scope, generations old in planning, and inc
redibly evil in intent." Congressman Larry P. McDonald, 1976, killed in the Korean Airlines 747 that was shot down by the Soviets 

The..."New World Order" is also called "The Plan" and is being pushed by the world's most powerful socialists, marxists, internationalists, and occult a
nd New Age leaders. They plan the following:

1. A world court

2. A world army

3. A world central bank and world currency

4. A world welfare state

5. Centralized economic planning

6. A global taxation system
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7. Abolition of private firearms

8. Forced population control

9. Stringent environmental regulations

10. Centralized control of all education

11. Loss of freedom of speech and freedom of the press

12. Abolition of all religions except New Age worship - including Gaia or Mother Earth worship

13. Abolition of national identity and sovereignty, division of the world into ten political/economic governments.

"The United Nations is the greatest fraud in all history. Its purpose is to destroy the United States." John E. Rankin, U.S. Congressman.

"My vision of a New World Order foresees a United Nations with a revitalized peacekeeping function." George Bush, New York, 1991.

And another quote from former president Bush: "It is the sacred principles enshrined in the UN Charter to which we will henceforth pledge our allegian
ce." UN Building, February 1, 1992.

United Nations' World Constitution: "...The age of nations must end...The governments of the nations have decided to order their separate sovereigntie
s into one government to which they surrender their arms." 

The UN Security Council has fifteen members.  Five of them, The United States, Britain, France, Russia and China, are permanent members.

"Since the UN was created in 1945, there have been twelve Undersecretaries for Political and Security Council Affairs. In every case, these men have 
been Communists; and in all but one case they have been Soviet Communists. They are:

1946-1949 Arkady Sobolev (USSR)

1949-1953 Konstantin Zinchenko (USSR)

1953-1954 Ilya Tchernychev (USSR)

1954-1957 Dragoslav Protitch (Yugoslavia)

1958-1960 Anatoly Dobrynin (USSR)

1960-1962 Georgy Arkadev (USSR)

1962-1963 E.D. Kiselev (USSR)

1963-1965 V.P. Suslov (USSR)

1965-1968 Alexei E. Nesterenko (USSR)

1968-1973 Leonid N. Kutakov (USSR)

1973-1978 Arkady N. Shevchenko (USSR)

1978-1981 Mikhail D. SytenkoÂ—USSR 

1981-1986 Viacheslav A. UstinovÂ—USSR 

1987-1992 Uasiliy S. SafronchukÂ—USSR 

1992- Vladimir PetrovskyÂ—Russia , "former USSR 

"Is there a number of mark planned for the hand or forehead in a new cashless society? Yes, and I have seen the machines that are now ready to put i
t into operation." Ralph Nader.

Alexis De Togueville upon visiting America in the early 19th century, this French historian observed: "America is great because America is good. If Am
erican ever ceases to be good it will cease to be great."
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"Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues. For her sins have reached unto heaven, and 
God remembered her iniquities." Revelation 18:4-5

"No one will enter the New World Order unless he or she will make a pledge to worship Lucifer. No one will enter the New Age unless he will take a Lu
ciferian Initiation." David Spangler, Director of Planetary Initiative, United Nations 

-------------------------
Is it possible that I could see some of the sources for the quotes that you provided?  Did you get these from a book, a w
ebsite, journals, etc...?  I'm just curious (since Dorcas directed me to this thread), and I would like to research some of th
ese quotes for myself.

Thanks!

 :-) 

Re:, on: 2008/1/12 1:44
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2006/08/one-world-one-faith-one-plan.html

Quote:
-------------------------I would like to research some of these quotes for myself.
-------------------------

Don't you have Google Chris?

Just to help further - one quote at a time into google works well.

Please remember - this thread is still about the so-called Emerging Folks who claim political ties to some of these group
s and not about politics by itself.
Thank you!

http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=cfr
 The Discernment Research Group is a project of Discernment Ministries, Inc. http://www.discernment-ministries.org. E-
mail: herescope@gmail.com

_________________________________________________
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_on_Foreign_Relations
Rick Warren on membership list.

Edited to add

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/1/12 14:36
Hi Annie...

Quote:
-------------------------
Quote:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I would like to research some of these quotes for myself.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Don't you have Google Chris?

Just to help further - one quote at a time into google works well.
-------------------------
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Yes, I do have Google.  I actually tried looking up some of them (one at a time), but I only found links that went to other (
mostly "discernment") websites that do not provide actual citations.  I was just trying to find some firsthand (or even seco
ndhand) sources for these quotes and allegations.  I was wondering whether or not you had gathered these quotes inde
pendently, or whether you found them (singularly or collectively) in a particular set of books, websites, journals, etc...  Th
at way, I could ascertain proper citations and then determine the credibility of what has been alleged.  

Quote:
-------------------------Please remember - this thread is still about the so-called Emerging Folks who claim political ties to some of these groups and not a
bout politics by itself.
Thank you!
-------------------------

Please don't think that I am attempting to "hijack" this conversation.  That isn't my intention.  Some of these are some str
ong allegations, and it would be important to investigate the credibility of them.  

Quote:
-------------------------http://herescope.blogspot.com/search?q=cfr
The Discernment Research Group is a project of Discernment Ministries, Inc. http://www.discernment-ministries.org. E-mail: herescope@gmail.com

_________________________________________________
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_on_Foreign_Relations
Rick Warren on membership list.

Edited to add
-------------------------

???

I don't understand your purpose for including these links.  I don't care for Rick Warren's theology (or "Emergent" theolog
y) in the least, and I don't know whether or not he is a member of the CFR (or a member of any other organization for th
at matter).  I certainly wouldn't trust the Wikipedia for such information.  Of greater importance, in my view, is the degree 
of credibility placed upon rumors about the CFR.  

I don't agree with most of the allegations about the CFR (or how one of those links describes it as the "controversial and 
conspiratorial CFR").  From my personal experience and research, the "conspiracy" allegations made about the CFR are
not only unsubstantiated -- some are flat out lies being perpetually presented (through rumors and gossip) as fact.  Whil
e an allegation is often made and then enhanced with a single quote, the initial allegation in itself often goes unaddresse
d (i.e. - the "CFR desires and is working for a one-world government").  

In my perspective, this is incredibly dangerous.  If these rumors are not all true (as I believe that they are NOT), then the
people who spread them are guilty of sinning in the name of Biblical Eschatology and very ineffective in their ministry of "
discernment."

 :-( 

Re:, on: 2008/1/12 15:42
Hi Chris.

I shall have to start from the beginning now. First to say, this thread is linked to a few other places, so I do intend to keep
it on topic.

Your "research" leads you to one conclusion, mine began in 1980 with an Ed Decker, who was then on the radio. The
first book I read was None Dare Call It Conspiracy, which he recommended 28 years ago.

The quotes are just a small part of those I have collected since 1980.  Why ? Because the nwo is something we see as
part of Eschatology.

I have read the thread from last night on the News section - so I will keep that locked thread in mind here also.
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I left the discernment-ministry email address and I would advise you email them with your allegations, if they cause you
that much concern.

I would be more concerned with accusing Brethren, that ministry included, then secular Political Entities.

The Wikipedia page I posted was rated 100% and was posted just to show Rick Warren being on their list also.

You are entitled to form your own opinion on Political Org.s and I do not see where that would change the topic that this
thread is attempting to cover.

If you would like to start your own thread on de-bunking the CFR info, please do.

There are thousands of quotes on-line and I cannot believe you are not finding these or those others.  Other folks are
not having that problem.

This will lead no where but to both of us accusing the other of having our own "bias" and "sources" and I find it will take
this thread way off course and find the tension of that truly unnecessary.

To answer your other question -- the purpose of those links was to keep this thread on topic.  They touched on the org.s
mentioned  and who is involved with those org.s from this emerging/converging religious system.  I thought that was obvi
ous.  If you had searched at all, there was a whole series of discussions from several websites about Warren claiming to
be in the CFR and working with the U.N..

If you can see Paul or Peter in the CFR or U.N. - then, well, that's my point and theirs.

You and I will never agree on "sources", so I cannot take this any further than just seeing folks called "Christians" being 
so deeply involved with Global Politics and defending it and moving the Church into this one world Merger, by activism o
r defense of these political agents of that agenda.

 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/1/12 16:06
Hi HE_Reigns...

Please don't take this wrong, but I am worried about many of those who grasp to conspiracy theories.  Even in this
thread, you never answered the question.  You haven't pointed me to ANY sources or citations from which you have
gathered or concluded your allegations.  Do you not see a problem with this?  I have seen many anti-CFR websites that
allege such a conspiracy, but NO EVIDENCE HAS EVER BEEN PRODUCED that would substantiate those rumors. 
And is this what God has called us to do -- spread rumors about particular eschatological doctrines?  
Quote:
-------------------------If you would like to start your own thread on de-bunking the CFR info, please do.
-------------------------
The burden of proof does not rest with me, the CFR or the Trilateral Commission.  The burden of proof lay completely wi
th those who make such allegations in public.  They are either spreading truth or spreading lies when they utter these co
nspiracy theories.

If I alleged that Halley's Comet is made up of green cheese, shouldn't I be the one who is required to validate my allegati
on with facts?  Why should I want to force others to prove otherwise?  In this case, I know that the CFR is simply a think-
tank of people from various individuals from politics, business, government and society.  They discuss issues, create po
ssible scenarios of proposals, and talk (usually argue) the validity of one another's opinions.  Nothing that they talk about
is binding, and there is no common "agenda" that they are working for.  This is found in the literature, website and public
ations of the CFR.  Yes, there are some individual members who might have weird ideas about certain possibilities in go
vernment.  But nothing that each members says, does or writes is reflective of the organization's goals -- because they h
ave NO GOALS.  They are simply a "think tank." 
Quote:
-------------------------There are thousands of quotes on-line and I cannot believe you are not finding these or those others. Other folks are not having that
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problem.

-------------------------
Then, if you would, have someone else point me to a FIRSTHAND, non-conspiracy theory website that includes either th
ese quotes of the allegations that these quotes are supposed to validate.  
Quote:
-------------------------This will lead no where but to both of us accusing the other of having our own "bias" and "sources" and I find it will take this thread 
way off course and find the tension of that truly unnecessary.
-------------------------
Sources?  You have NEVER presented any sources that would validate an argument about the CFR working to create a
"one world government."  What sources are you speaking of?  
Quote:
-------------------------If you can see Paul or Peter in the CFR or U.N. - then, well, that's my point and theirs.
-------------------------

No, but I don't think that Paul and Peter would spend their lives alleging theories about certain organization that are base
d upon no credible evidence that seemingly cause paranoia either.  

Quote:
-------------------------You and I will never agree on "sources", so I cannot take this any further than just seeing folks called "Christians" being so deeply in
volved with Global Politics and defending it and moving the Church into this one world Merger, by activism or defense of these political agents of that a
genda.

-------------------------
We probably will not agree on "sources" because I don't see any sources at all in regard to these strong allegations abo
ut the CFR.  Please do not allege that I want a one world government or am defending people who want a one world gov
ernment.  I am simply trying to verify the accusations and conspiracy theories that are being presented like fact that just 
haven't passed the "test" of factual scrutiny.  

Annie, I don't mean anything disrespectful by this (to either you or anyone else who embraces such things).  You are a w
onderful woman of God and you have been a personal encouragement on more than one occasion.  I just hope that we 
might reach an understanding that we (as believers) cannot afford to make allegations that aren't provided with certain tr
uth.   

 :-( 

Re:, on: 2008/1/12 16:11
I left you the link to None Dare Call it Conspiracy on another thread and since 7/05 have posted other links for you
personally that you have not regarded.

You are missing the whole point of this thread and I think I know why and so would other Ministries now understand ....

Quote:
-------------------------Chris wrote on another thread today -
"There is still hope for America and the world. We are praying a next "Great Awakening" in which men and women will realize all that you have stated."
-------------------------

Our Eschatology differs Chris. That's our problem/bias/slant/different colored glasses.
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Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/1/12 16:15

Quote:
-------------------------You are missing the whole point of this thread and I think I know why and so would other Ministries now understand ....

Chris wrote on another thread today -
"There is still hope for America and the world. We are praying a next "Great Awakening" in which men and women will realize all that you have stated."
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our Eschatology differs Chris. That's our problem/bias/slant/different colored glasses.
-------------------------

???

So just how do you pray for the people of this nation?  Please understand (what I think should be obvious), I don't have 
hope IN America.   I have hope FOR America.  His Name is Jesus.

 :-( 

Re:, on: 2008/1/12 17:44
Also posted today -

Quote:
-------------------------Ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
Like I said earlier, I agree that the Masons are a cultish sect with sinister traditions. But today? Most Masons are just a group of lonely old guys wantin
g to be a part of something that they feel is "bigger than themselves." They meet at their lodge (or "Temple"), perform their sinister looking "rituals," co
mmence their business meeting -- and then they relax and talk about football and grandkids. They aren't plotting to overtake the world for Satan, the A
ntichrist or even the Masons. Like the Catholic Church's "Knights of Columbus," these guys are more worried about their next BBQ fundraiser than the 
affairs of the world.
-------------------------

I'm learning more everyday.

Thanks!

 
 

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/1/12 18:12
Hi Annie...
Quote:
-------------------------Ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
"Like I said earlier, I agree that the Masons are a cultish sect with sinister traditions. But today? Most Masons are just a group of lonely old guys wantin
g to be a part of something that they feel is "bigger than themselves." They meet at their lodge (or "Temple"), perform their sinister looking "rituals," co
mmence their business meeting -- and then they relax and talk about football and grandkids. They aren't plotting to overtake the world for Satan, the A
ntichrist or even the Masons. Like the Catholic Church's "Knights of Columbus," these guys are more worried about their next BBQ fundraiser than the 
affairs of the world."
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I'm learning more everyday.

Thanks!

-------------------------

You're very welcome!  

This information was told to me by a former Master Mason who served as the "Worshipful Master" (president) of his lodg
e who met the Lord and subsequently quit his lodge and the organization.  He showed me quite a few internal document
s in regard to the rituals and initiation traditions.  The practices and history of freemasonry are undoubtedly disturbing.  
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Interestingly, this man "laughs" at the paranoia caused by "conspiracy searching" individuals who think that the Masons 
are now more than just a social fraternity.  While he is the first to admit and expose the disturbing practices of the group,
he told me that most people join the organization out of a desire to "belong" or for networking purposes.

 (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/18136/18136-h/18136-h.htm) HERE is an old book from Project Gutenberg that exposes
some of the cultish principles and practices upon which freemasonry was built.  I've been told that while some of the ritu
als are still followed, the organization doesn't really discuss these things in their meetings (as is true with most old colleg
e fraternities and "secret societies").  They prefer to talk about football.  

 ;-) 

Re: - posted by roadsign (), on: 2008/1/12 18:30

Quote:
-------------------------most people join the organization out of a desire to "belong"
-------------------------

Chris, I  appreciate your comments about present-day trends in Freemasonry.   From my experence with a  Freemason'
s Banquet it seemed much like that of a warn-out mainline church dinner. These were older people who mainly have soc
ials and fundraisers. The couple sitting beside me were bemoaning the fact that young men won't join anymore these da
ys. (sort of like the way they probably talk in their church). 

 They, like anyone, need to find their sense of belonging in God, not in the organization. And they will never find him as l
ong as they cling to their identity in the organization, I believe. 

Diane 

Re: Conspiracy theories?, on: 2008/1/12 18:32
I am just wondering why there is so much fuss on this thread at the moment about whether there are "conspiracies" or
not.  Especially by Ccchhhrrriiisss's seeking to debunk a few, such as Freemasonary, or some of the discernment
websites, as being either wrong or no longer any threat.

Of course it is important to check one's sources, and not get out of balance or fearful re the things that are coming on
the earth, but that they are coming there is no doubt whatsoever.

And that, I believe is the point of this thread?

Is that correct, Annie?

in Him

Jeannette

Re:, on: 2008/1/12 18:41
Sis, when I post Quotes that have their "Source" after each quote and am accused of posting "allegations" - that's when 
I just sit back and watch, as Jesus said we should. :-D

About what this thread 'was' about - it's yet to be seen if it can be brought back on course or if it is playing itself out, right
before our eyes. 

Bless your heart Sister.
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Re:, on: 2008/1/12 18:42

Quote:
-------------------------
LittleGift wrote:

Of course it is important to check one's sources, and not get out of balance or fearful re the things that are coming on the earth, but that they are comi
ng there is no doubt whatsoever.
-------------------------
And more importantly the things that are coming, and have already come, into the Church.

Things that the Lord will have to judge.

We are seeing (as I said a while ago on this or another thread) cults rise up before our very eyes, and seduce and lead 
away captive whole flocks; especially within "mainline" Pentecostal/charismatic Churches.

And you don't need discernment sites to see them - anyone with half a spiritual eye ought to be able to see - unless they
are very young in faith!

in Him

Jeannette

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/1/12 18:48
Hi LittleGift...
Quote:
-------------------------I am just wondering why there is so much fuss on this thread at the moment about whether there are "conspiracies" or not. Especial
ly by Ccchhhrrriiisss's seeking to debunk a few, such as Freemasonary, or some of the discernment websites, as being either wrong or no longer any t
hreat.

Of course it is important to check one's sources, and not get out of balance or fearful re the things that are coming on the earth, but that they are comi
ng there is no doubt whatsoever.
-------------------------

I suppose that the point of what I am trying to say is that we should not HAVE to debunk things.  Anyone who spreads a 
damaging allegation (including things about Bible prophecy when the mention specific individuals or organizations) shoul
d provide a citation that validates the accusation.  Lately, it seems that there have been quite a few topics in regard to pr
ophecy and the last days that haven't lived up to proper scrutiny.  

Yes, the end is coming (and there is no doubt about it), but how certain are we about the specific manners in which it will
come (especially in regard to specific people and organizations)?  We shouldn't give ear or credence to gossip, rumors a
nd allegations that might not be accurate or are mostly unsubstantiated.  I suppose that the thing that I am trying to sugg
est is that we TEST EVERYTHING.  I am also suggesting that it might not be beneficial to SEARCH for hypothetical con
spiracies, because we are all fully aware of the ancient conspiracy of Satan.  

I suppose that I should excuse myself from this thread, as it wasn't my intention to "hijack" it.  Dorcas pointed me this wa
y from another thread in regard to the links that Annie (HE_Reigns) was using.  I simply wanted some information about 
some damaging allegations that Annie (and others in other threads) included that seem to have gone unchecked.  

 :-) 

Annie...
Quote:
-------------------------Sis, when I post Quotes that have their "Source" after each quote and am accused of posting "allegations" - that's when I just sit ba
ck and watch, as Jesus said we should.
-------------------------
Your allegations that you have repeated about the CFR (...and the Trilateral Commission, etc...) did not include sources 
(except links to other websites that embrace such claims).  A proper citation is not just a quote with a name following it.  
That is an "alleged" quote.  A citation should include the source from which that quote was derived. 
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I'm not trying to be divisive, disrespectful or point you out.  And it is certainly not my intention to cause any annoying feeli
ngs within you.  Forgive me if you somehow thought that was the case.

Re: Amen, on: 2008/1/12 18:59

Quote:
-------------------------
LittleGift wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------
LittleGift wrote:

Of course it is important to check one's sources, and not get out of balance or fearful re the things that are coming on the earth, but that they are comi
ng there is no doubt whatsoever.
-------------------------
And more importantly the things that are coming, and have already come, into the Church.

Things that the Lord will have to judge.

We are seeing (as I said a while ago on this or another thread) cults rise up before our very eyes, and seduce and lead away captive whole flocks; esp
ecially within "mainline" Pentecostal/charismatic Churches.

And you don't need discernment sites to see them - anyone with half a spiritual eye ought to be able to see - unless they are very young in faith!

in Him

Jeannette
-------------------------

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/1/12 19:01

Hi Chris,

I'm trying to understand your desire for 'proof's, as in Annie's long post, using the search function I counted 47 or 48
mentions of 'new world order'.  Do you wish to find other references which Annie does not have or, another 40 quotes w
ouldn't convince you of either its existence or the level of co-ordination of those working towards it?  

Do you need to go and read the articles and speeches for yourself, to believe that 'new world order' was mentioned ther
e?

I agree it seems curious that everything which has been quoted, and even a reverend minister's reference to 'new World
Order' doesn't satisfy you as to its existence.  It seems this with which you are grappling, if I'm not mistaken.  Please tell 
me.

Or, are you interested to understand more of what's involved in the proposed nwo, rather than to dispute its existence?  I
'm trying to understand - and you know I have not been involved in these threads much - because there is nothing intelle
ctually unrespectable about being informed about these things.  In fact, it is line with Paul's repetitions of 'I would not hav
e you ignorant, brethren'.

Until you find out more about where freemasonry leads and what it does, you will be missing the castle key to this whole 
topic.  Also, this interview was broadcast today with the author of a new book on the assassination of Abraham Lincoln.  
Here is the historian's own website.

 (www.ctwilcox.com) www.ctwilcox.com

Here is the interview link:

 (http://www.trunews.com/listen_now.htm) The Transformation of the Republic
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I don't know if the following link has been posted on SI, but, this clip also is relevant to this thread, showing footage of G
W Bush's father, a tv correspondent mentioning the CFR, and one Gary Hart (not sure which), all of whom I hope you wil
l recognise from their faces.

(http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid-1319745137496669030&qbush+new+world+order&total3538&start0&num10&
so0&typesearch&plindex1) Verbal references to new world (order)  

Re:, on: 2008/1/12 19:23
Hia Sis Dorcas, like I said on the previous page - each quote had it's source neatly connected to it.

You rang an old bell here also. While still licensed with the AoG, we had opportunity both with the District and the FGBA 
to hear from a former Mason, who warned that they were infiltrating our Churches intentionally to corrupt. That was over 
25 years ago.  Not that they are the sole evil that's come against the true Church.
Besides those from "Ivanwald" or otherwise known as The Brotherhood.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2008/1/12 19:42
Thank you, Dorcas...

Quote:
-------------------------I'm trying to understand your desire for 'proof's, as in Annie's long post, using the search function I counted 47 or 48 mentions of 'ne
w world order'. Do you wish to find other references which Annie does not have or, another 40 quotes wouldn't convince you of either its existence or t
he level of co-ordination of those working towards it? 

Do you need to go and read the articles and speeches for yourself, to believe that 'new world order' was mentioned there?
-------------------------

I've followed the links that Annie has placed within her posts, but they do not address certain allegations (like those in re
gard to specific organizations like the CFR).  To put it bluntly, I do NOT believe the allegations about the CFR -- because
I am extremely familiar and well-versed in regards to that organizational "think tank" and the "conspiracy theories" that h
ave been uttered for the past several decades.  I suppose that I know that the allegations about an organizational goal to
create a one-world government are just not true -- because the organization itself does not have any particular goals (ot
her than to provide a forum for discussion in regard to foreign relations).  The people who have alleged such a conspirac
y with the CFR just haven't provided any sources, except to prove that there is a conspiracy.  

In addition, the individual quotes that Annie provided in the long post did not include ANY citations.  They simply include
d an allegation of who supposedly said it and when (and sometimes, the name of the publication or place that the quote 
was supposedly uttered).  This came just before an allegation of a New World Order conspiracy that desires the followin
g:
Quote:
-------------------------The..."New World Order" is also called "The Plan" and is being pushed by the world's most powerful socialists, marxists, internation
alists, and occult and New Age leaders. They plan the following:

1. A world court

2. A world army

3. A world central bank and world currency

4. A world welfare state

5. Centralized economic planning

6. A global taxation system

7. Abolition of private firearms

8. Forced population control
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9. Stringent environmental regulations

10. Centralized control of all education

11. Loss of freedom of speech and freedom of the press

12. Abolition of all religions except New Age worship - including Gaia or Mother Earth worship

13. Abolition of national identity and sovereignty, division of the world into ten political/economic governments.

-------------------------
I've read these NWO conspiracies, but I just don't find any "sources" to see any major organization or government that is
trying to carry about these things.  

Quote:
-------------------------I agree it seems curious that everything which has been quoted, and even a reverend minister's reference to 'new World Order' doe
sn't satisfy you as to its existence. It seems this with which you are grappling, if I'm not mistaken. Please tell me.

Or, are you interested to understand more of what's involved in the proposed nwo, rather than to dispute its existence? I'm trying to understand - and y
ou know I have not been involved in these threads much - because there is nothing intellectually unrespectable about being informed about these thin
gs. In fact, it is line with Paul's repetitions of 'I would not have you ignorant, brethren'.
-------------------------
Again, I don't doubt that this world is eventually heading toward something that resembles a one-world government (or 
more likely, a union of seperate governments led by a single "Abomination of Desolation").  I just think that the naming of
a "New World Order" (that was spoken by former President George H.W. Bush in 1990 following the decision to liberate 
Kuwait from an Iraqi invasion) has grown somewhat carried away by conspiracy-searching people.  This term does soun
d omninous, but it was written by a speechwriter who was trying to emphasize the changes taking place in the world follo
wing the fall of the Soviet Union.  The speechwriter used a term that came has been used several times in the past -- inc
luding immediately following the American Revolution.  We studied this speech in college, and we read an interview in w
hich another Bush speechwriter, Peggy Noonan, regretted how these words were taken to an extreme by some conspira
cy theorists.  

Do I believe that there exists a "new world order?"  Certainly.  The order of the world is very different than it was in 1989.
 Communism and forced, militant socialism is viewed (for the most part) as a failed experiment in national government.  
There was a "new order" in the world following the collapse of the Soviet empire.  

However, I am very interested in learning more about this particular conspiracy theory.  I've read what is written 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_World_Order_(conspiracy)) in the Wikipedia (which, of course, isn't academically soun
d).  I have read through some of the various websites provided in links, but they typically do not include ANYTHING that 
would make me believe in a massive, organized conspiracy that currently exists and is attempting to force the world into 
a single government.  

Again, I do believe that the world is headed toward what is written in the books of Revelation, Ezekiel, Daniel and Matthe
w in regards to the state of the world during the reign of the Antichrist.  However, even those things are not completely cl
ear.  We aren't even certain that America will exist by the time the Antichrist achieves power.  And the book of Revelatio
n seems to reveal an Antichrist who sits atop a confederation of nations, rather than a single, one-world government (in 
Revelation chapter 13).  

Thank you for the links, Dorcas.  Please realize that I am not trying to bash the sacred beliefs of individuals who dedicat
e their lives toward the study of Biblical Eschatology.  However, I am trying to question the validity of SPECIFIC CLAIMS
in regard to individuals, organizations and even motives of people in government.  I am somewhat concerned that some 
might expect a certain thing to occur that might actually come about in a completely different manner when the time com
es.  It is one thing to be aware of the events that transpire (and will transpire).  It is a different thing to go out looking for 
conspiracies or repeating things that might not actually be grounded in truth.  

With this, I will exit this thread.  Once again, it was not my intention to hijack this thread, nor to create feelings of animosi
ty by my questions or comments.  I simply wanted to find the sources for the specific quotes and allegations that have b
een included in various posts (especially in regard to specific people, organizations and groups).  Sometimes, there is d
angerously thin ice when allegations are made -- as was true with the conspiracy theories about Procter and Gamble.  T
hose allegations were false and led to lawsuits in which some ministries that were guilty of spreading such rumors actual
ly sued (and some lost everything -- except their faith and their continued belief in the conspiracy itself).  
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Re:, on: 2008/1/12 20:38
TWO, THREE-LEGGED STOOLS

On January 6, 2007, Pope Benedict XVI announced a plan. He was exhorting global political, economic and spiritual lea
ders to establish a New World Order. The popeÂ’s plan is similar to Pastor Rick WarrenÂ’s three legged stool plan. Why
would this be?

Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…Â…

As everyone knows, the head of the Roman Catholic Church is a very powerful man. Every year, an entourage of world, 
political, religious and economic leaders, visit Rome and pay the pope a visit. On January 6, 2007, Pope Benedict called
for a New World Order that would be supported by global political, economic and spiritual leaders.  Only a few journalists
reported this item as newsworthy. 

For example, in an article titled Pope Urges Today's Wise Men to Shape a World Based on Christ that was published by 
the Catholic News Service, John Thavis wrote:

Pope Benedict XVI said the age of globalization is challenging political, scientific and religious leaders to shape a new w
orld order based on spiritual values. 

A second article reported by Asia News titled Pope Calls on Magi of today for Peace, quoted Pope BenedictÂ’s speech 
word for word and made his mission even clearer. According to this article:

The need emerged for a new world order in economic and political spheres but also and especially in cultural and spiritu
al spheres, that is, a renewed humanism. A new social, political and economic order does not work if there is no spiritual
renewal, if we do not find God. 

Based on these two articles, it should be clear that Pope Benedict was calling for a New World order based on joint hum
an effort from three sources Â– political, economic and spiritual leaders of the worldÂ’s faiths. Â“All three categories are 
important as the church continues its task of transforming the world,Â” the pope said. 

I found these statements made by the pope were fascinating, especially in light of statements previously made by anoth
er very prominent Christian leader, Pastor Rick Warren. Appearing on FOX News on Meet the Press Christmas Eve, 20
06, Warren was asked by Moderator Tim Russet about the Â“big five giantsÂ” the world faces. Warren answered the qu
estion by stating that these giants could be defeated by implementing his three legged stool plan. He said:

A one-legged stool will fall over, a two-legged stool will fall over, and business and government alone cannot solve these
problems. They havenÂ’t, or they wouldÂ’ve. The third leg of the stool is the churches. ThereÂ’s a public sector role, the
reÂ’s a private sector role and thereÂ’s a faith sector role. 

Interesting! The pope and Rick Warren both have a three legged stool plan. Each plan involves global political, economi
c and spiritual leaders. The popeÂ’s plan calls for a New World Order and invites spiritual leaders of all religions. Pastor 
WarrenÂ’s P.E.A.C.E. Plan is not quite that ambitious, but is well on the way.

It should be obvious to anyone who can think - there are strong similarities between the popeÂ’s plan and Rick WarrenÂ’
s plan. Both, by the way, are part of a bigger plan to establish the kingdom of God here on earth. Understand The Times
will continue to monitor both plans. We will do so in light of the Scriptures which reveal the future before it happens.

I am Roger Oakland. This has been a biblical perspective to help understand the times.

 (http://www.understandthetimes.org/current_transcripts/text/sept2007/2316.shtml) Understand the times.

 http://www.understandthetimes.org/articles.shtml 
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Re:, on: 2008/1/14 22:38
Please note:

No "links" or Christian Discernment Ministries have been posted to this Thread to mention the CFR but Rick Warren's in
volvement.

Thank you!!!

"whom" is being represented at Davos?, on: 2008/2/3 16:11

Davos is famous as the host to the annual meetings of the World Economic Forum (WEF), an annual meeting of global
political and business elites, which is often referred to as simply Davos.

Rick Warren & Brian McLaren at DAVOS 

Davos Surprise: Rick Warren 

The biggest surprise of Davos so far for me? Rick Warren. Being a cosmopolitan atheist type, I'd heard of him, of course
, but thought he was, well, author of a bestselling self-help book and pastor of a megachurch somewhere. What I didn't r
ealise was that he's been coming to Davos for years, and that he can work his magic on Masters of the Universe - and c
ynical hacks - just as much as he can on his congregation at home. 

"If you're a global leader, you have to realise that the future of the world is not secularism," he said at a panel on faith an
d modernity moderated by Tony Blair. "There is going to be more religion, not less. You may not like it, but that's the way
it is."  (http://www.portfolio.com/views/blogs/market-movers/2008/01/24/davos-surprise-rick-warren) here 

Brian McLaren at Davos 

Brian McLaren is asked by Sierra Club radio to talk about the environment and theology from a Christian and evangelica
l viewpoint. Listen here.

Brian speaks really well and its a good intro to his book called Everything Must Change, which outlines a plan to tackle t
he spiraling threat of a dysfunctional economical system. Brian will be speaking at DAVOS World Economic Forum in S
witzerland this week and will be rubbing shoulders with some of the world's top leaders in their fields. I hope he is able to
bring God's agenda to the table.  

Two evangelical leaders, Rick Warren and Brian McLaren, who recently signed the common faith agreement Loving Go
d and Neighbor Together, which called for Christian and Islamic leaders to work together, showed up in Davos, Switzerl
and, this week at the World Economic Forum.

This is quite significant. Davos featured a "West-Islamic World Dialogue" with a "Council of 100 Leaders (C-100) Promoti
ng dialogue and cooperation between the Western and Islamic worlds." According to one report, the purpose of the C-10
0 is sustain "In-depth Dialogue and Discourse" and leverage "Global Cooperative Action" with a network designed to:

Catalyse change and make progress in one of the most pressing global issues of our time 
Advance thought leadership to shape and guide the agenda of WestÂ–Islam dialogue 
Participate in the discourse among members of a network of influential leaders with eminent knowledge
To underscore the increasingly spiritual nature of the WEF's economic focus, note the "Ancient Wisdom on Modern Que
stions" webpage link. This is truly a global interfaith movement.

Rick Warren attended Davos last year. You can see a clip of him doing an interview at Davos this year here. According t
o Warren's bio posted at the World Economic Forum website, he is still a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. 
WorldNetDaily has previously reported on Warren's prevarications regarding this issue.
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Brian McLaren of Emergent Church fame also attended Davos. He is set to go on a book tour for his new book Everythin
g Must Change. He, like the New Apostolic Reformation leaders, is calling for a paradigm shift -- not unlike James Rutz's
Megashift -- called Deep Shift to "engage in personal formation and theological reformulation for global transformation." 
One of his sponsors is Faith at Work, part of the marketplace transformation movement, which is eerily similar to the WE
F's global business development.

While Robert Schuller was hosting his Rethink Conference this past weekend, these other evangelical leaders were acti
vely engaged in this "theological reformulation for global transformation" with the power elite in global economics. It is no
coincidence that the "apostles" of the New Apostolic Reformation are calling for a radical redistribution of the planet's we
alth, often referred to as the "kingdom economy" or the "transfer of wealth."

To see the shape of the evangelical church to come, study the "theological reformulation for global transformation" embe
dded in this "TransformWorld covenant" document. Our previous post discussed Transform World's vision.

The Truth:

"Thine enemies roar in the midst of thy congregations, they set up their ensigns for signs." (Psalm 74:4)

-------------------------------------------------

{Links within article too numerous to post - see original at link} 
Friday, January 25, 2008  http://herescope.blogspot.com/  

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/2/5 0:53

Hi Annie,

I can hardly believe this thread is in its fourteenth page and I'm only just beginning to 'get' this 'merger' you've been
flagging up!

Quote:
-------------------------To underscore the increasingly spiritual nature of the WEF's economic focus, note the "Ancient Wisdom on Modern Questions" web
page link. This is truly a global interfaith movement.

Rick Warren attended Davos last year. You can see a clip of him doing an interview at Davos this year here. According to Warren's bio posted at the 
World Economic Forum website, he is still a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. 
-------------------------
It hardly seems yesterday since forum members of SI were discussing the Purpose Driven Life, and the statement of fait
h on Willow Creek's website was found by some to be a sound creed, apparently justifying Rick Warren's personal claim
s to Christian faith.

I can't find a recent thread in which the Willow Creek pastors say they didn't realise their flock would not grow through th
e use of their non-biblical books and media resources.

In the light of the revised Pagan Christianity by Frank Viola and George Barna, the surveys which have been done - we 
assumed, to urge our evangelism forward - are just as useful for assessing the degree to which Christian belief has decli
ned, in order that alternatives to Christianity be promoted.  

Practising Christianity in a Pagan World turned out to have been written by a practising homosexual.  For all its depende
nce on scripture, and correctness doctrinally, there is a mountain of philosophical scepticism to negotiate if one is to take
seriously the content, when the author himself apparently does not.  This is the sort of thing which does in the head of th
e ordinary non-churchgoer.  For the believer, it is a kind of madness which cannot be accommodated alongside truth.

Quote:
-------------------------While Robert Schuller was hosting his Rethink Conference this past weekend,  these other evangelical leaders were actively engag
ed in this "theological reformulation for global transformation" with the power elite in global economics. It is no coincidence that the "apostles" of the Ne
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w Apostolic Reformation are calling for a radical redistribution of the planet's wealth, often referred to as the "kingdom economy" or the "transfer of we
alth."
-------------------------
There used to be an assumption that wealth was 'redistributed' from the richer to the poorer.  I wonder if this is still implic
it in this part of the new economic theory?

 (http://www.trunews.com/Audio/1_15_08_tuesday_trunews.mp3) trunews interview with Warren Smith discussing the C
ourse in Miracles

Following the Godtube presentation (link below) in which a number of associations with Javier Solana are noted with reg
ard to prophecy, I found a useful blog (I think) by a Christian who's discussing some of the background which may influe
nce his thinking, and done an original work on biblical numerology (amongst much else).

 (http://www.watchmanbiblestudy.com/Topics/JavierSolana.htm) Mr Europe

Because I'm reading 17th century scepticism (still) the information on Francis Bacon's inductive thinking (simply explaine
d) casts some light on colliding philosophies back then, which, to promote again, will do nothing to lead men towards sa
nity or Godliness.

 (https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id22066&forum36&8) Godtube video about EU pow
ers and treaties

Re:, on: 2008/2/5 11:35
Oh Sis, yes we've come a long way from "purpose driven" or should I say, we had no idea what the "purpose" of it all wa
s until just a few years ago.

The agenda of a one-world-religion & governance is their goal and has been, but again, it wasn't fully seen until Warren'
s P.E.A.C.E. plan and since.  It's all in full-throttle - full speed ahead - while we argue nonessentials.

I hooked my media player up as promised and twice it blew out my Security system - to where I couldn't get email or we
bsites.
I restored to earlier dates a few times and it helped but the second time I tried to get a BBC video/audio, it shot the thing 
- so I had to totaally remove the security program and re-install it and now still working at restoring former settings.
I'll never do audio/video while on-line again. :-?

Only if I can "save as target" and watch it off-line... just so you know ... if there's anything I can "save as target" to my me
dia file to watch off-line - I'd appreciate it.

Bless you for puzzle-piecing and connecting dots with us.  Gets lonely sometimes.

Love you.

Annie

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/2/5 16:00

Hi Annie,

I've just discovered an interview with Daneen Peterson, explaining in much more detail, some of the changes to
American law noted on her website:

 (www.stopthenorthamericanunion.com) www.stopthenorthamericanunion.com
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Found on google:

 (http://www.youtube.com/watch?vTm1VGa0XQp4) An interview by Kevin Gallagher with Daneen Peterson

There is a different interview at Kevin Gallagher's own website: 

 (http://www.towkg.blogspot.com/) His third show with one world order researcher Dr. Daneen Peterson

The second interview explores some of the research in her book which was about to be published.  Apparently the North
American Union plan in began to be announced in 1982.

I learn from the Godtube video posted by SimpleLiving in Scripture and Doctrine, that the NAU is due to complete in 201
0.

Annie, I don't know if you can save these to view offline. But maybe.

:-)

Have you been able to watch the Godtube video?  If not, I could take the text off for you, and put it in a post.  Would that 
be helpful?  

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/2/5 16:20

If you're in Europe or the UK, I think you'd be most (hint) interested in some of the information coming through in the sec
ond linked interview in my last post, with reference to historical treaties and definitions by which we understand better w
here the financial powers lie.

This adds to the significance of American religious figures being invited to the annual meeting of the world's most elite fi
nanciers, in Switzerland recently.

See what you think... and remember, Daneen Peterson's website links to very many of the government documents from 
which she extracted the information she is publishing.

Re: - posted by RevBenjamin, on: 2008/2/5 20:58
This may be of some importance here in this conversation.  

Quotes and Excerpts - Reinventing the World

Obama, Warren, and the "Covenant for a New America"

Partnerships:  Church + Politics + Bussiness = Communitarianism 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Barack Obama says he's a 'person of faith' and challenges the Church and business community to join with the
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government in the battle against AIDS: "At a press conference on December 1... the possible Presidential contender
said, '...the network that Saddleback has helped to create has as much reach as any institutional force in our culture and
has probably a wider reach around the world than just about anything that's going on right now.... I hope one of the
things that comes out of this conference that Pastor Rick has emphasized again and again, is no single branch of our
society is going do this alone. If government thinks they can do it by themselves they're wrong. Churches have to
recognize that they've got to be partners with the government. Business has an enormous role....

      "...you know the separation of church and state as a concept of the first amendment the biggest practitioners and the
people who advocated most fiercely for it were actually evangelicals.'...  See Warren's P.E.A.C.E. Plan and UN Goals

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Obama Asks Evangelicals To Assimilate  (7-5-06 -BP) "Illinois Sen. Barack Obama, considered a possible Democratic n
ominee for president in 2008, told left-leaning religious leaders at the Call to RenewalÂ’s 'Building a Covenant for a New 
America' conference June 28 that in order to sort through some of the 'bitter arguments' about religion in America today, 
evangelicals need to water down their views to fit in better with the rest of society. 

     "'Democracy demands that the religiously motivated translate their concerns into universal, rather than religion-specifi
c, values,' Obama said at the event in Washington. 'It requires that their proposals be subject to argument, and amenabl
e to reason. I may be opposed to abortion for religious reasons, but if I seek to pass a law banning the practice, I cannot 
simply point to the teachings of my church or evoke God's will. I have to explain why abortion violates some principle tha
t is accessible to people of all faiths, including those with no faith at all. 'Now this is going to be difficult for some who beli
eve in the inerrancy of the Bible, as many evangelicals do,' he added. 'But in a pluralistic democracy, we have no choice
.'... 

       

     "R. Albert Mohler Jr., president of Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky., said Obama demands the
impossible. Â“Sen. Obama seems to believe in the myth of a universal reason and rationality that will be compelling to al
l persons of all faiths, including those of no faith at all.... This is secularism with a smile -- offered in the form of an invitati
on for believers to show up, but then only to be allowed to make arguments that are not based in their deepest beliefs.'Â
” 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Obama Wants Your Evangelical Vote: "His solid backing of the advancement of all 'hate crimes' legislation... may be use
d to silence clergy who believe, according to their own convictions, that homosexual behavior is wrong and preach the s
ame from biblical texts. 

        "...when a brave nurse named Jill Stanek brought about national awareness to a practice... that allowed the starvati
on and neglect of newly born children who had survived abortion procedures, ObamaÂ—'the Christian'Â—opposed her. 
He opposed the rights of those children to be given the chance to live, and he advocated against a ban on such procedu
resÂ—then known as 'born alive abortions.'... The only way Obama and his followers can keep Christ and their liberal cr
edo is to blow off huge chunks of the Bible and replace the scripture with the make-believe notions of postmodernism's n
ew malleable 'Christ.'Â” See Warren's P.E.A.C.E. Plan and UN Goals

 

Obama will visit evangelical megachurch on World AIDS Day: "Like many fellow Democratic politicians, Sen. Barack Ob
ama is no stranger to the pulpit. But in December, Obama will go where few progressive Democrats usually venture....Ai
des to Obama say he will appear at Saddleback Church in Lake Forest, Calif., on Dec. 1, World AIDS Day, drawing atte
ntion to the kind of issue the senator from Illinois says should unite all people of faith, regardless of their particular religio
n. .... 'Sen. Obama has a deep respect for Mr. Warren's commitment to fighting AIDS and poverty,' said Obama spokes
man Tommy Vietor. "They met in January of 2006 while Mr. Warren was in Washington and have become friends, speak
ing on the phone with some regularity.'" 
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       See Warren's P.E.A.C.E. Plan and UN Goals - Part 3 Whom do we serve? and the next 2 links:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dr. Rick and Kay Warren bring HIV/AIDS leaders to chruch: "An impressive roster of speakers and special guests are sc
heduled to attend the two-day Summit including U.S. Senators Barack Obama and Sam Brownback and U.S. Ambassad
or Mark Dybul, the Global AIDS Coordinator and highest-ranking AIDS official in the nation. Additionally, the leaders of t
he four largest non-government organizations (NGOs) will be presenting: Franklin Graham of SamaritanÂ’s Purse; Wess
Stafford of Compassion International; Rich Stearns of World Vision; and Sammy Mah of World Relief....

     "Unique from every other conference on AIDS, attendees of the Global Summit on AIDS & the Church will explore six
ways any church, regardless of size, can minister to people living with HIV/AIDS using the acrostic C.H.U.R.C.H.: Care f
or and support the sick; Handle testing and counseling; Unleash volunteers; Remove the stigma; Champion healthy beh
avior; and Help with nutrition and medications. ...

     "In addition to the C.H.U.R.C.H. strategy, the Summit will also feature details regarding the progression of the P.E.A.
C.E. plan, a worldwide effort to mobilize one billion church members to address the five biggest global problems.... The 
P.E.A.C.E. plan is currently being tested in more than 80 countries through planting churches, equipping servant leaders
, assisting the poor, caring for the sick and educating the next generation." 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

Barack Obama takes on issue of Religion & Politics at Call To Renewal Conference: "Senator Barack Obama, a membe
r of Trinity United Church of Christ in Chicago, spoke today at the Call to Renewal Conference and outlined his views on
religion and politics. The speech delivered by the senator from Illinois is perhaps the most well thought out speech on th
e topic since John F. Kennedy addressed the subject during the 1960 presidential campaign. Kennedy, of course, argue
d in his speech for a firm wall of separation of church and state. Obama affirms this important Constitutional principle but
also argues that progressives should not be afraid of religion or religious people (Kennedy certainly wasnÂ’t)....

     "Sadly, people like Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell have defined for many what it means to be Christian. Secularists,
said Obama, 'are wrong when they ask believers to leave their religion at the door before entering into the public square.
Frederick Douglas, Abraham Lincoln, Williams Jennings Bryant, Dorothy Day, Martin Luther King - indeed, the majority o
f great reformers in American history - were not only motivated by faith, but repeatedly used religious language to argue 
for their cause. To say that men and women should not inject their 'personal morality'into public policy debates is a practi
cal absurdity; our law is by definition a codification of morality, much of it grounded in the Judeo-Christian tradition.'" (Re
v. Chuck Currie, 6028-06)

 

UCC member Sen. Barack Obama's keynote address: (6-29-06)  "I appreciate the opportunity to speak here at the Call t
o RenewalÂ’s Building a Covenant for a New America conference.... IÂ’d like to talk about the connection between religi
on and politics and perhaps offer some thoughts about how we can sort through some of the often bitter arguments that 
weÂ’ve been seeing over the last several years. ... 

     "Mr. Keyes announced towards the end of the campaign that, '...Christ would not vote for Barack Obama because Ba
rack Obama has behaved in a way that it is inconceivable for Christ to have behaved.' ...I had to take Mr. Keyes seriousl
y, for he claimed to speak for my religion, and my God. He claimed knowledge of certain truths. ... Mr. Obama says heÂ’
s a Christian, but supports the destruction of innocent and sacred life.....

     "At worst, there are some liberals who dismiss religion in the public square as inherently irrational or intolerant, insisti
ng on a caricature of religious Americans that paints them as fanatical, or thinking that the very word 'Christian' describe
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s oneÂ’s political opponents, not people of faith.....

     "Americans are a religious people. 90 percent of us believe in God, 70 percent affiliate themselves with an organized 
religion, 38 percent call themselves committed Christians, and substantially more people in America believe in angels th
an they do in evolution. ...

     "I was not raised in a particularly religious household, as undoubtedly many in the audience were. My father, who ret
urned to Kenya when I was just two, was born Muslim but as an adult became an atheist. My mother, whose parents we
re non-practicing Baptists and Methodists... grew up with a healthy skepticism of organized religion herself. As a conseq
uence, so did I. It wasnÂ’t until after college, when I went to Chicago to work as a community organizer for a group of Ch
ristian churches, that I confronted my own spiritual dilemma. ...

     "Faith doesnÂ’t mean that you donÂ’t have doubts. You need to come to church in the first place precisely because y
ou are first of this world, not apart from it. You need to embrace Christ precisely because you have sins to wash away Â
– because you are human and need an ally in this difficult journey. It was because of these newfound understandings th
at I was finally able to walk down the aisle of Trinity United Church of Christ on 95th Street in the Southside of Chicago o
ne day and affirm my Christian faith.... The questions I had didnÂ’t magically disappear. But kneeling beneath that cross 
on the South Side, I felt that I heard GodÂ’s spirit beckoning me. I submitted myself to His will, and dedicated myself to d
iscovering His truth. ThatÂ’s a path that has been shared by millions upon millions of Americans Â– evangelicals, Cathol
ics, Protestants, Jews and Muslims alike; some since birth, others at certain turning points in their lives....

      "...as progressives, we cannot abandon the field of religious discourse. Because when we ignore the debate about w
hat it means to be a good Christian or Muslim or Jew; when we discuss religion only in the negative sense of where or h
ow it should not be practiced, rather than in the positive sense of what it tells us about our obligations towards one anoth
er; when we shy away from religious venues and religious broadcasts because we assume that we will be unwelcome Â
– others will fill the vacuum, those with the most insular views of faith.... In other words, if we donÂ’t reach out to evangel
ical Christians and other religious Americans and tell them what we stand for, then the Jerry Falwells and Pat Robertson
s and Alan Keyeses will continue to hold sway. ...

      "Some of the problem here is rhetorical Â– if we scrub language of all religious content, we forfeit the imagery and te
rminology through which millions of Americans understand both their personal morality and social justice. ... Frederick D
ouglas, Abraham Lincoln, Williams Jennings Bryant, Dorothy Day, Martin Luther King Â– indeed, the majority of great ref
ormers in American history Â– were not only motivated by faith, but repeatedly used religious language to argue for their
cause. So to say that men and women should not inject their 'personal morality' into public policy debates is a practical a
bsurdity. Our law is by definition a codification of morality, much of it grounded in the Judeo-Christian tradition.

     "...And we might realize that we have the ability to reach out to the evangelical community and engage millions of reli
gious Americans in the larger project of American renewal.... Some of this is already beginning to happen. 

     "Pastors, friends of mine like Rick Warren and T.D. Jakes are wielding their enormous influences to confront AIDS, T
hird World debt relief, and the genocide in Darfur. Religious thinkers and activists like our good friend Jim Wallis and To
ny Campolo are lifting up the Biblical injunction to help the poor as a means of mobilizing Christians against budget cuts 
to social programs and growing inequality. ...

     "Democracy demands that the religiously motivated translate their concerns into universal, rather than religion-specifi
c, values. It requires that their proposals be subject to argument, and amenable to reason. I may be opposed to abortion
for religious reasons, but if I seek to pass a law banning the practice, I cannot simply point to the teachings of my church
or evoke GodÂ’s will. 

     "Now this is going to be difficult for some who believe in the inerrancy of the Bible, as many evangelicals do. But in a 
pluralistic democracy, we have no choice. Politics depends on our ability to persuade each other of common aims based
on a common reality. It involves the compromise, the art of whatÂ’s possible.

     "At some fundamental level, religion does not allow for compromise. ItÂ’s the art of the impossible. If God has spoken
, then followers are expected to live up to GodÂ’s edicts, regardless of the consequences. To base oneÂ’s life on such u
ncompromising commitments may be sublime, but to base our policy making on such commitments would be a dangero
us thing....
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     "...reconciliation between faith and democratic pluralism requires some sense of proportion. This goes for both sides. 
Even those who claim the BibleÂ’s inerrancy make distinctions between Scriptural edicts, sensing that some passages Â
– the Ten Commandments, say, or a belief in ChristÂ’s divinity Â– are central to Christian faith, while others are more cu
lturally specific and may be modified to accommodate modern life. ... But a sense of proportion should also guide those 
who police the boundaries between church and state. Not every mention of God in public is a breach to the wall of separ
ation Â– context matters."...

 

Comments on the above speech:

 

UCC member Sen. Barack Obama discusses faith and politics: (6-29-06)  Â“'I think it is unfortunate any time the media d
oes not accurately portray the true beliefs of the American people,' Obama told United Church News. 'There are millions 
of religious Americans who are offended when their faith is used as a tool to attack and divide, and who see a positive ro
le for the church in solving both social and moral problems....' 

     "Interviewed on the heels of a major address on the connection between religion and politics at the 'Pentecost 2006: 
Building a Covenant for a New America' gathering in Washington, D.C., Obama cited... and the teachings of the UCC as
foundation stones for his political work.... 'Just as my pastor, the Rev. Jeremiah Wright from Trinity United Church of Chr
ist in Chicago, welcomed me as a young man years ago, UCC churches across the country open their doors to millions 
of Americans each Sunday, and they accept, love and counsel all who enter,' Obama said. 'This spirit of inclusiveness h
as served as a model for me in my time in the Senate, and the love for oneÂ’s fellow man that the UCC stands for is the 
foundation of my work.'... Using the speech as a call for continued dialogue and bridge-building between religious conser
vatives and progressives -- reminding his audience that each had work to do to achieve meaningful discourse -- Obama 
used his own faith story, and likened his path to becoming a member of Trinity UCC to that trod by Â“millions upon millio
ns of Americans -- evangelicals, Catholics, Protestants, Jews and Muslims alike; some since birth, others at certain turni
ng points in their lives.'...

     "'I think itÂ’s time that we join a serious debate about how to reconcile faith with our modern, pluralistic democracy,' s
aid Obama....

     "Marian Wright Edelman, founder of the ChildrenÂ’s Defense Fund and a speaker at the conference, called the addre
ss 'very, very, very thoughtful.' ....Later -- during his interview with United Church News -- Obama continued his thoughts
about religion and politics; specifically, the role of religious principles in reaching a balance between national security an
d social justice concerns. 'I believe that democracy demands that the religiously motivated translate their concerns into u
niversal values,' Obama said. 'Social justice and national security are both universal values, values that may originate fo
r some in their religious beliefs, but are shared by us all.'Â” (by Barb Powell, UCC.org)

 

Re: I Can't Keep Up With The Devil Anymore - posted by ADisciple (), on: 2008/2/6 1:13
Greetings, all.

I'd like to share an experience I had recently, which has a bearing on this thread.

I thank the Lord Jesus for gracing my eyes with a certain measure of Light: by seeking to walk in that Light, this has ena
bled me to recognize over the years (to some degree) this false church that is coming together: the Devil's ecumenical a
genda... with many Christian groups and churches getting their shoulder behind it now.  Not too many years ago we wer
e all supposed to keep our eyes on the Roman Catholic Church.  True.  But now we see a different group at the helm.  T
he Charismatics, fundamentalists, evangelicals... many of them are getting involved and taking the lead.  Denominationa
l churches, and some that boast they are not denominational, and that perhaps don't appear to be denominational in the 
traditional sense.  Very frightening.
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And one of the posters a few pages back on this thread pointed out that this is all happening very quickly.

Yes, it is.  At an alarming speed.  

So... not long ago as I was just "keeping an eye" on these things, and feeling I was more or less on top of it all... suddenl
y I began hearing and reading a new word.  Emergent.  So... I felt I had been on top of things, and now what?  Lord, wha
t's this now?  

And so I began watching for the word, began reading about it, looking through different material, following this thread an
d others...  searching things out... emergent.  And the thing is so subtle and slippery and hard to define... as if the Devil h
as said, "Fine:  you want to come out of all that dead religious bondage: I'm game! Let's go for it!"  And so he has his ow
n deceitful exodus out of religious "Babylon." Truly, as it is written, the deception is becoming so great that... who can ho
pe to escape it? 

...And then I became aware there is an overwhelming amount of material on it all.  Just a flood of it.

And I began to feel quite overwhelmed by this flood, actually began to feel somewhat frightened by the overwhelming di
mensions of it all.  And I've been around for a while: I can hardly think what the young believers must feel when confront
ed by all this.  Do they lose heart wondering how they are to get a grasp on all this?

And so I breathed a prayer, "Lord, this is growing too big... and getting too fast for me.  I can't keep up with this any mor
e."

And after a bit, I felt in my heart that Still Small Voice.  "Well, what are you doing trying to keep up with the Devil anyway
?"  It was a gentle rebuke.

And then, as I took this in, it seemed as if He said something further to me. "Come.  Follow Me.  I know he's moving fast,
but I will show you a Way you can get ahead of him, and 'cut him off at the pass.'"

...Kind of an old cowboy expression, eh?  Left me smiling to myself.  But I hearkened, and was instructed.

...I know we are to watch.  We are not to be ignorant of the Devil's devices.  The watchmen on the walls are to be faithful
, and awake when others are sleeping.  And I have no intention of abandoning my post.  (But, dear Jesus, you must be 
my eyes!)

...So now there is something else I must watch, and this very carefully.  We must also watch, and give all diligence, that 
as we look out into the darkness, aware the enemy is moving around out there, and we think we see what he's up to... s
uddenly we discover he has distracted us... and crept up on us... and he's much closer than we thought!  

That is one of the subtle agendas of the antichrist spirit.  We think we're being wise, keeping abreast of things out there, 
getting to know all his devices, searching this out, checking that... and all unawares the Enemy "out there" has sneaked 
right in and robbed us of our Anointed Bread... and we have been feeding on him instead, feeding on all the darkness, in
stead of the Living Christ!  And there is that "drained" feeling within us, that inner sense of "decrease" (I'm sure you all k
now what I mean: The Life has leaked out of you) ...instead of that precious familiar "increase" within that testifies of His 
Presence.  

So... let us not be ignorant of THIS device of our Adversary.  How subtle, how cunning, he is!  He is not called "that OLD
Serpent" for no reason.

Jesus says, "Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink His blood, ye have no LIFE in you."  

And, "He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood dwelleth in Me, and I in him."

And, "As the living Father hath sent Me, and I live by the Father: so he that eateth Me, even he shall live by Me."

...And so I thank my Lord for watching for me as I was watching, and speaking to my fears, and putting me on my guard 
for THIS agenda of the Enemy of my soul.  
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...And why is the Devil moving so quickly these days in the first place?  Perhaps he himself is afraid of Something?  

But in his haste he is headed straight for a trap!  For, our Lord Jesus has HIS own secret agenda.  And I believe if we giv
e ourselves with the whole heart to walk with Him in His WAY, and abide in the Way of Life... we will be at that "Pass" H
e referred to-- I felt sure my Lord was referring to His Secret Weapon, the Cross-- ...and we will be ahead of the Devil at 
that "Pass," and lying in ambush for him there, at that "Place" which long ago was the absolute utter undoing of him... an
d of all his works forever.  Amen.

 Blessings to you all,
AD

  

 

     

Re: Autonomous christians, on: 2008/2/6 13:23

What is missing from the church is the teaching of the necessity to "walk in the Spirit" or how to lean and depend on
Him.

The Church should never be "surprised or shocked" when events happen and should not be deceived in these days, nor
put their trust in princes. The Church should be FEARLESS of the future, even if they know the future will be horrendous
- unlike any times before, as Jesus has said.

What is "walking in the spirit", but childlike dependence on the Father - trusting Him completely to guide and teach and
warn. Watching and staying sober, vigilent to Him with full trust in His guidance through His Words.
Asking moment by moment - What would You have me to do right now? Getting eyes & thoughts off of Self.  Depending
on His written word and planting it richly into our hearts.

It's a practice that takes time but can/should develop into a lifestyle.  It's a discipline that can later, with use, be second
nature to us. It is The Normal Christian Life. It is how Jesus walked while in the flesh on earth. He said, the words I
speak and the things I do are from My Father.  He walked 100% in dependence and obedience to The Spirit - as our
example.

But we have strayed from that teaching and leaning on the Lord and have relied on "our own understanding" or looked
for other's understandings to form our own.  

The Holy Spirit is "grieving" over our ignorance.

How many times did Jesus call His Spirit the "Spirit of Truth" and going so far as to say that He will lead us into all truth
and even show us things to come?  Not a few of us were told during prayer, that something would happen that next day
- 9/11.  We were not taken by surprise and that is for all of His Elect, if they choose to stop thinking for themselves,
doing their own thing and begin to desperately lean on Him for His "thoughts".

But because Christians have not been taught how to not walk autonomously - watchmen have had to be there to warn
the church of incoming or present dangers, all through the Church's History.

In these last days though, as I've seen the church change over the decades, we now desire to avoid or even hate
watchmen.

So - not only have we grieved His Spirit by living our thought lives and lives autonomously, but we've, for the most part,
turned away  the watchmen.

We deserve whatever we get for these two offenses against an all supplying and merciful Savior.
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Pro 3:3  Let not mercy and truth forsake thee: bind them about thy neck; write them upon the table of thine heart: 
Pro 3:4  So shalt thou find favor and good understanding in the sight of God and man. 
Pro 3:5  Trust in the LORD with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding. 
Pro 3:6  In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths. 
Pro 3:7  Be not wise in thine own eyes: fear the LORD, and depart from evil. 
Pro 3:8  It shall be health to thy navel, and marrow to thy bones. 
Pro 3:9  Honor the LORD with thy substance, and with the firstfruits of all thine increase: 
Pro 3:10  So shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy presses shall burst out with new wine. 
Pro 3:11  My son, despise not the chastening of the LORD; neither be weary of his correction: 
Pro 3:12  For whom the LORD loveth he correcteth; even as a father the son in whom he delighteth. 
Pro 3:13  Happy is the man that findeth wisdom, and the man that getteth understanding. 
Pro 3:14  For the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise of silver, and the gain thereof than fine gold. 
Pro 3:15  She is more precious than rubies: and all the things thou canst desire are not to be compared unto her. 

Isa 30:21  And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying, This is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right
hand, and when ye turn to the left. 

"and He will show you things to come"

How is the word "understanding" used in Daniel and Revelation and elsewhere?

That is what He promised to those who are His Sheep. His Sheep are those who hear His Voice and follow and won't
follow another.

Love without Truth is not His Love and true love rejoices at Truth.

1Ti 4:16  Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue in them: for in doing this thou shalt both save thyself,
and them that hear thee. 

2Ti 4:1  I charge thee therefore before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at his
appearing and his kingdom; 
2Ti 4:2  Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine.

2Ti 4:3  For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to
themselves teachers, having itching ears; 
2Ti 4:4  And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables. 

Sermons do not take the place of hearing from GOD for oneself. 

By HIS Definition: What are the characteristics of those  who are called His Sheep? -

Joh 10:3  To him the porter openeth; and the sheep hear his voice: and he calleth his own sheep by name, and leadeth
them out. 
Joh 10:4  And when he putteth forth his own sheep, he goeth before them, and the sheep follow him: for they know his
voice. 
Joh 10:5  And a stranger will they not follow, but will flee from him: for they know not the voice of strangers. 
Joh 10:14  I am the good shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known of mine. 
Joh 10:27  My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow Me.

No one will get through the last days without knowing His Voice.
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Psalm 23 .... He leadeth me .... Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil for Thou 
art with me.

Our Shepherd is calling in His Own.

Re: - posted by ADisciple (), on: 2008/2/7 0:04

Quote:
-------------------------
HE_Reigns wrote:

The Church should never be "surprised or shocked" when events happen and should not be deceived in these days, nor put their trust in princes. The 
Church should be FEARLESS of the future, even if they know the future will be horrendous - unlike any times before, as Jesus has said.

No one will get through the last days without knowing His Voice.

Psalm 23 .... He leadeth me .... Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil for Thou art with me.

Our Shepherd is calling in His Own.
-------------------------

Good word.

For those with an eye to see, all the forces of evil are feverishly at work in this hour.  Whether it's the Great Dragon pers
ecuting the saints, or the Old Serpent deceiving them... we see him at work these days with deadly malice.  And it can b
e very frightening, at times, to see this.  Whether the saints are taking things seriously or not... the Devil certainly is.  

 But it greatly encourages me to look back on another Hour when the Devil was hard at work, too... that hour long ago w
hen the political and religious forces of the world united, and conspired together, and succeeded in crucifying the Son of 
God.   

But whose triumph was it?  Who, actually, was on the offensive there?  The Devil?

No, it was the Lion of Judah who was on the offensive, and there at the Cross, as the Lamb that was slain, TOTALLY T
RIUMPHED over the Evil One!  

What hope this gives us for THIS hour!  The Cross (the same one we are called to take up and carry) ...this was our Lor
d's greatest triumph.  "And having spoiled (stripped) principalities and powers He made a shew of them openly, triumphi
ng over them IN IT (in His Cross)"  (Col. 2.15).  Right there in the CROSS, that was His moment of total absolute Victory
over all the forces of evil!

And so whatever the Devil is doing in THIS hour, God has a surprise for him.  God is the One on the offensive, and has 
a strategy, to bring about his total ruin.  He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.  

"But we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained before the world unto our 
glory: which none of the princes of this world knew; for had they known it they would not have crucified the Lord of glory"
(1 Cor. 2.7,8).

I know it's written right there in the Bible plain as day, right out in the open, and anyone who cares to can read it.  But Go
d says it's a secret.  "Hidden" wisdom.  The Devil never seems to learn it.  Never has learned it to this day.  The Cross.  I
t is his utter undoing.

We ourselves are slow to learn this, it's such deep wisdom.  And so often, when the Cross comes our way, we consider i
t a strange thing, something to be avoided, something that is against us, something wrong.
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Help us, Jesus our Shepherd.  You hide these things from the wise and prudent, and reveal them to the childlike heart.  
Give us that kind of a heart!  And in all the voices that are out there these days, cause us to hear YOUR Voice.  Prepare 
us, Lord, for this hour.  Teach us Your Way.  We see the Devil hard at work.  We're not ignorant of his devices.  But at th
e same time, we're not majoring on his devices either.  Bring us instead into YOUR counsels.  Cause us to know YOUR 
plan and strategy. Lead us, guide us, cause us to walk, in the same pathway of humility and obedience unto death that 
You Yourself walked in... "even the death of the Cross."  Amen.

AD  

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/2/8 14:15

Disciple,

Thank you for that post, putting everything in perspective, both old and new.  It moved me, and reminded me of this
recent sermon by Carter Conlon: 

 (https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/visit.php?lid16018) When you don't know what to do

Quote:
-------------------------For those with an eye to see, all the forces of evil are feverishly at work in this hour. Whether it's the Great Dragon persec
uting the saints, or the Old Serpent deceiving them... we see him at work these days with deadly malice. And it can be very frightening, at ti
mes, to see this. Whether the saints are taking things seriously or not... the Devil certainly is.

But it greatly encourages me to look back on another Hour when the Devil was hard at work, too... that hour long ago when the political and religious f
orces of the world united, and conspired together, and succeeded in crucifying the Son of God. 

But whose triumph was it? Who, actually, was on the offensive there? The Devil?

No, it was the Lion of Judah who was on the offensive, and there at the Cross, as the Lamb that was slain, TOTALLY TRIUMPHED over the E
vil One! 

What hope this gives us for THIS hour! The Cross (the same one we are called to take up and carry) ...this was our Lord's greatest triumph. "And h
aving spoiled (stripped) principalities and powers He made a shew of them openly, triumphing over them IN IT (in His Cross)" (Col. 2.15). Right there i
n the CROSS, that was His moment of total absolute Victory over all the forces of evil!

And so whatever the Devil is doing in THIS hour, God has a surprise for him. God is the One on the offensive, and has a strategy, to bring a
bout his total ruin. He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.
-------------------------
'"But we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained before the world unto our
glory: which none of the princes of this world knew; for had they known it they would not have crucified the Lord of glory"
(1 Cor. 2.7,8).'

Quote:
-------------------------I know it's written right there in the Bible plain as day, right out in the open, and anyone who cares to can read it. But God says it's a
secret. "Hidden" wisdom. The Devil never seems to learn it. Never has learned it to this day. The Cross. It is his utter undoing.

We ourselves are slow to learn this, it's such deep wisdom. And so often, when the Cross comes our way, we consider it a strange thing, somethi
ng to be avoided, something that is against us, something wrong.
-------------------------
'Help us, Jesus our Shepherd. You hide these things from the wise and prudent, and reveal them to the childlike heart. 
Give us that kind of a heart! And in all the voices that are out there these days, cause us to hear YOUR Voice. Prepare u
s, Lord, for this hour. Teach us Your Way. We see the Devil hard at work. We're not ignorant of his devices. But at the s
ame time, we're not majoring on his devices either. Bring us instead into YOUR counsels. Cause us to know YOUR plan
and strategy. Lead us, guide us, cause us to walk, in the same pathway of humility and obedience unto death that You Y
ourself walked in... "even the death of the Cross." Amen.'

I add my amen, also. 
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Thank you, Lord.

Re: - posted by ADisciple (), on: 2008/2/8 16:20
Thanks, Linn.

...And thanks for the link to the Carter Conlon message.  I listened to it.  A very good message.

AD

Re:, on: 2008/2/8 17:50
No this is a bit off subject that has been discussed...but I am concerned with this emergent movement. I have a salesma
n that calls on us. We have had several discussions about doctrine. It is one thing to listen to Rob Bell and Brian Mclare
n on Youtube. But to hear it spreading throughout is shocking. His view on doctrine is almost blasphemes.  He doesn't b
elieve in a literal hell or that the bible is infallible. He thinks God's Word itself is infallible, but not the bible. Basically he b
elieves that the bible is full of inconsistencies. The view on salvation is even distorted. We all can have faith but a differe
nt way to attain it. Christ is the answer he says, but my faith may be different from the catholic. Even though the catholic 
may believe in everything thing in that doctrine and still believe in Christ for salvation. How can that be? If I am a follower
of Jesus Christ and trust in Him completely I will forsake that doctrine and beliefs! Should I say my  hail maries and then 
also pray to Christ? 

I guess I never encountered this emergent belief until today. I wish I had more time to tell you more...but it is Friday and I
am going home

Blessings
Mike  

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/2/8 19:47

reformer asked

Quote:
-------------------------We all can have faith but a different way to attain it. Christ is the answer he says, but my faith may be different from the catholic. Ev
en though the catholic may believe in everything thing in that doctrine and still believe in Christ for salvation. How can that be?
-------------------------
This was discussed recently in another thread but I can't remember which one.  We need Christian, Kire, or Colin to dig i
t up (or a mod).

roadsign has encountered during her studies, the idea of each person being thrown back on faith in themselves, rather e
ven, than faith in God.  Accommodating all the references in the New Testament to His faith seems to have been off the 
scale altogether!  How absurd is that?

You're right about the seductiveness of the emergent movement, though.  Not one of really expects to go into a church 
where mentioning the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, would be considered 'extreme'.  But that too is happening. 

We need to pray for one another, beloved brethren, that when we are outmanoeuvred by numbers and opinion, we find 
ourselves utterly conviced of the word of God and the power of the cross, as AD eloquently reminded us.

The bottom line is, the people who are sucked into lifeless belief structures, weren't looking for eternal life or freedom fro
m sin in the first place.  The greater problem is that once they are in there, it will be all the more difficult to announce it to
them.

:-(
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Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/3/25 6:37

For those who are following here, praying for grace to endure:

 (http://herescope.blogspot.com/) Brian McLaren to speak at World Future Society 

Extract: or, search the archive for Monday, March 24, 2008.

The World Futures Society Annual Conference scheduled for July 26-28, 2008 in Washington, D.C. is featuring well-kno
wn Emergent leader Brian McLaren in a workshop called "The Future of the Religious Right." The conference promo bill
s this workshop as follows:

'Political and media stereotypes in the United States often equate Â“religiousÂ” with Â“conservative,Â” but a new progre
ssive reality is challenging the monologue of the Religious Right, coming from such groups as Sojourners, Emergent Vill
age and renewed mainline congregations. WeÂ’ll explore the weak signals of change that are sounding across the religi
ous landscape and how younger evangelicals are increasingly rejecting doomsday theology, preemptive war doctrine, th
e prosperity gospel, or a singular emphasis on individual salvation to focus on global climate change, genocide in Darfur,
extinction of species, fair trade and ethical buying, exploitive employment practices, and community foresight. Three voic
es from the Â“emergent churchÂ” will explore this capacity of postmodern Christianity to embrace and redefine tradition, 
and further the cause of justice in the world.

Who should attend: Any futurist who feels that everything must change about religion and is curious about how progressi
ve Christianity is a leading indicator of change.

What youÂ’ll learn: Attendees will learn how to ground their leadership and foresight in the concerns of tomorrowÂ’s spiri
tualities and relate religious concepts to futures thinking through a theology of hope.

How can this new knowledge be applied: Participants will leave with a deeper understanding of how postmodern spiritua
lities are reshaping conservative theologies and communities.

Diana Butler Bass, author, senior fellow, Cathedral College of the Washington National Cathedral, Washington, D.C.

Brian McLaren, pastor and thought leader for the emergent church; author, Laurel, Maryland

Mike Morrell, graduate fellow, Strategic Foresight, School of Global Leadership & Entrepreneurship, Regent University, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia'

key words: religion, politics, globalization

issue areas: Values and Spirituality, Social and Cultural Trends 

The World Future Society is a leading organization devoted to creating alternative future scenarios for planet Earth. Acc
ording to Wikipedia, it has about 25,000 members in more than 80 countries.

My comments:

If you open the page linked at the top of this post, there are links to the full conference promo document (pdf), and the s
peakers it names.

The  (http://www.wfs.org/) World Future Society website shows where their heart lies. :-? 
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Just be careful not to have youngsters with you the first time if you go there, as for those who can read there is an exciti
ng world of fantasy as well as genuine scientific development on offer, in a suitably geeky format, which you should be r
eady to explain or refute as required.

In saying this, I believe God is preparing the next generation of believing youngsters, to know Him, their Lord and Master
, as their strength and Healer.  Let us not dampen God's plans for His people, through undue scepticism of the revelatio
n He is giving them, or their dreams in which He appears.  We cannot expect the world to become an extreme place to li
ve, without also expecting God to have been ahead, all along.

Whatever you think, whatever you say, (to your children), I exhort you to believe with them what God has shown them; a
t least, do not squash their faith.
 
May God give us all His wisdom  :-D

Herescope (the website commenting on these events), regulary posts scripture, to re-centre the reader's spirit on Truth.  
Amen.

This further serves to hightlight the growing gap between God's word and promises, and the false ideologies being prom
oted to Christians and seekers.

Beloved, you may think it's not your calling to pray against these developments, or even to keep up with them, but pleas
e search your own heart as to what you know of the Lord's mind, and guard against being caught unprepared for the cho
ices you may have to make in the future.

Re: - posted by deltadom (), on: 2008/3/27 8:37

Quote:
-------------------------He doesn't believe in a literal hell or that the bible is infallible. He thinks God's Word itself is infallible, but not the bible. Basically he 
believes that the bible is full of inconsistencies. The view on salvation is even distorted. We all can have faith but a different way to attain it. Christ is th
e answer he says, but my faith may be different from the catholic. Even though the catholic may believe in everything thing in that doctrine and still beli
eve in Christ for salvation. How can that be? If I am a follower of Jesus Christ and trust in Him completely I will forsake that doctrine and beliefs! Shoul
d I say my hail maries and then also pray to Christ?
-------------------------

It is like trying to argue with Jelly! as they have no standard of truth or believe the bible as truth, we were listening to yac
ov prasch and he was saying that once the belt of truth fulls righteousness falls!
I would personally argue with a non christian than someone from the emergant church!

Quote:
-------------------------
dorcas wrote:

For those who are following here, praying for grace to endure:

 (http://herescope.blogspot.com/) Brian McLaren to speak at World Future Society 

Extract: or, search the archive for Monday, March 24, 2008.

The World Futures Society Annual Conference scheduled for July 26-28, 2008 in Washington, D.C. is featuring well-known Emergent leader Brian Mc
Laren in a workshop called "The Future of the Religious Right." The conference promo bills this workshop as follows:
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'Political and media stereotypes in the United States often equate Â“religiousÂ” with Â“conservative,Â” but a new progressive reality is challenging the 
monologue of the Religious Right, coming from such groups as Sojourners, Emergent Village and renewed mainline congregations. WeÂ’ll explore the
weak signals of change that are sounding across the religious landscape and how younger evangelicals are increasingly rejecting doomsday theology,
preemptive war doctrine, the prosperity gospel, or a singular emphasis on individual salvation to focus on global climate change, genocide in Darfur, e
xtinction of species, fair trade and ethical buying, exploitive employment practices, and community foresight. Three voices from the Â“emergent church
Â” will explore this capacity of postmodern Christianity to embrace and redefine tradition, and further the cause of justice in the world.

Who should attend: Any futurist who feels that everything must change about religion and is curious about how progressive Christianity is a leading ind
icator of change.

What youÂ’ll learn: Attendees will learn how to ground their leadership and foresight in the concerns of tomorrowÂ’s spiritualities and relate religious c
oncepts to futures thinking through a theology of hope.

How can this new knowledge be applied: Participants will leave with a deeper understanding of how postmodern spiritualities are reshaping conservati
ve theologies and communities.

Diana Butler Bass, author, senior fellow, Cathedral College of the Washington National Cathedral, Washington, D.C.

Brian McLaren, pastor and thought leader for the emergent church; author, Laurel, Maryland

Mike Morrell, graduate fellow, Strategic Foresight, School of Global Leadership & Entrepreneurship, Regent University, Virginia Beach, Virginia'

key words: religion, politics, globalization

issue areas: Values and Spirituality, Social and Cultural Trends 

The World Future Society is a leading organization devoted to creating alternative future scenarios for planet Earth. According to Wikipedia, it has abo
ut 25,000 members in more than 80 countries.

My comments:

If you open the page linked at the top of this post, there are links to the full conference promo document (pdf), and the speakers it names.

The  (http://www.wfs.org/) World Future Society website shows where their heart lies. :-? 

Just be careful not to have youngsters with you the first time if you go there, as for those who can read there is an exciting world of fantasy as well as 
genuine scientific development on offer, in a suitably geeky format, which you should be ready to explain or refute as required.

In saying this, I believe God is preparing the next generation of believing youngsters, to know Him, their Lord and Master, as their strength and Healer.
 Let us not dampen God's plans for His people, through undue scepticism of the revelation He is giving them, or their dreams in which He appears.  W
e cannot expect the world to become an extreme place to live, without also expecting God to have been ahead, all along.

Whatever you think, whatever you say, (to your children), I exhort you to believe with them what God has shown them; at least, do not squash their fait
h.
 
May God give us all His wisdom  :-D

Herescope (the website commenting on these events), regulary posts scripture, to re-centre the reader's spirit on Truth.  Amen.

This further serves to hightlight the growing gap between God's word and promises, and the false ideologies being promoted to Christians and seekers
.

Beloved, you may think it's not your calling to pray against these developments, or even to keep up with them, but please search your own heart as to 
what you know of the Lord's mind, and guard against being caught unprepared for the choices you may have to make in the future.

-------------------------

More Scheming and Plotting in Jesus name
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Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/4/8 6:37

I don't know how long this link (to a youtube presentation) will last, showing Oprah Winfrey as the leader of a new
'megachurch' which first met on 3rd March, 2008, but it quotes from the Course in Miracles (without saying this is what it
is quoting), which has been highlighted in other threads already.

 (http://youtube.com/watch?vJW4LLwkgmqA) The church of Oprah exposed

At the end, a new book is mentioned.

 (http://www.carringtonsteele.citymax.com/page/page/5833185.htm) Don't Drink the Kool-Aid

There are links to extracts from the book on the above page.

If anyone is reading it, or reads it, please consider (as you read), choosing a few more random extracts to share here.  T
hank you.

Interesting that Oprah was put off God by hearing of His jealousy and not understanding it.  Seems to me this confusion 
- the assumption that jealousy is always wrong - is a neat nail for self to hang on, and continue to block the way to really 
appreciating His love, and His jealousy for us to have an eternally wholesome relationship with Him.

Re:  The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/4/8 9:48

I want to add a note of caution, in the light of what has been written 
and quoted in 

 (https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id21919&forum35&6) Testing all things on SermonI
ndex (General Topics)

'If he speak not according to the Word it is because there is no light in him.' 

~ AW Tozer

and from 

 (https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id22981&forum45&1) Why we lack Understanding (
Devotional Thoughts)

'God cannot reveal anything to us if we donÂ’t have His Spirit.' 

~ Oswald Chambers

If you are looking in on this thread, and you don't know the Lord, or (even if you do), you don't understand His word whe
n you read it, your priority is to know God first and above all.

Then, you will find yourself understanding easily, how far from His word of peace to mankind through Jesus Christ crucifi
ed and risen, these man-made organisations are taking many thousands - to a place where not only will they not hear th
e word of God, but key truths related to obtaining eternal life, are directly contradicted.
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Also, with regard to the video links... if you are a person in whom visual input seems to live forever, always be cautious; 
perhaps, don't open them at all - find somewhere to read the same story.  In any case, pray before you watch;  pray befo
re you listen.

It is not a mistake that audio-visual communication has been developed as a teaching tool.  God always used it Himself. 

His voice was often accompanied by something to see.  These ways, our memories are impressed with His message.  T
hat's why our memories are impressed with other information presented in God's ways. He has made us thus.  We are c
reated in His image. He is primitively real in every way we know - and He has made our being to reflect the same reality.

Thus, if you don't already know His voice -  the voice of our Good Shepherd, Jesus Christ - you don't need to listen to lie
s.  They will confuse rather than edify.  Avoid them.

Please be very very careful when dipping in to these resources, and if you find yourself agreeing with those we seek to 
warn against, know conclusively that your mind needs be renewed as the first priority, and you are already vulnerable to 
deception.

Don't kid on.  Don't deceive yourself.  (It is possible!)

Save yourself from this untoward (God) generation, by faith in Jesus Christ, who is the Resurrection and the Life.  (Acts 
2)

1 John 1
1 That which was from the beginning,
which we have heard,
which we have seen with our eyes,
which we have looked upon,
and our hands have handled,
of the Word of life;

2 (For the life was manifested,
and we have seen it,
and bear witness,
and shew unto you that eternal life,
which was with the Father,
and was manifested unto us;)

3 That which we have seen and heard declare we unto you,
that ye also may have fellowship with us:
and truly our fellowship  with the Father,
and with his Son Jesus Christ.

4 And these things write we unto you,
that your joy may be full.

5 This then is the message which we have heard of him,
and declare unto you,
that God is light,
and in him is no darkness at all. 
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Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2008/4/8 10:40

Quote:
-------------------------...always be cautious; perhaps, don't open them all.
-------------------------

I think that is the most sensible course. Eventually we have to get around to believing in something...not just resisting thi
ngs. I find too many of us live like affrighted slaves under the whip of pundits and professors. 

This may sound counterintuitive to this entire thread, but I have found that largely ignoring these things in order to reserv
e our meditations for Christ is actually the best remedy for this stuff. 

Looking at the darkness still doesn't produce light. I have seen that my children have more sense then their teachers wh
en it coms to the Lord simply because they have light in their minds and hearts. Christian children are proof that we can 
resist darkness not with guile and strategy, but with earnest childlike confidence in God.

 For instance, would I not better disciple my children if I schooled them in the wiles of evolution? Not at all...on the contra
ry; after having affirmed their own consciences instinct for God, and then building upon the reality of his existence with th
e informed revelation of scripture, I find that foolish myths become manifest as they are to children, while being hidden fr
om scholars.

Having seen this simple cure work for my own children, what reasoning would there be to feed my brethren a steady flo
w of darkness and deception under the guise of 'enlightenment.' I have seen in myself, that although our natural man is 
a reasoning creature, he is most certainly not reasonable without the light of God in his mind. I find too many Christians r
emain obsessed with grappling with darkness, when simply turning on the light will do the trick.

This thread is emblematic of that morbid misappropriation of our time and meditations. Knowing these secret things will 
not allow a a single ray of light pass the veil. On the other hand, having light will make these things clear without giving y
our heart to them in protracted study.

Blessings

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/4/15 14:54

There are two interviews in last Friday's broadcast, and an announcement the service may soon relocate to the
Carribean.

 (http://www.trunews.com/listen_now.htm) trunews, 11th April, 2008

One with Washington Times journalist David Sands, who is following the food wars scenario, and the other with the auth
or of this book - 
(http://www.amazon.com/As-America-Has-Done-Israel/dp/1603740384/refpd_bbs_sr_1?ieUTF8&sbooks&qid120827942
7&sr1-1) As America Has Done to Israel (Paperback) by John P McTernan - who follows world events from a biblical vie
wpoint.

Like the pastoral team at Times Square, he believes what is happening is the fulfilment of prophecy.

Also, you might like to pray about the Pope's forthcoming American tour, as he prepares to address the United Nations o
n 18th April, (this Friday).
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 (http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/life/religion/5691310.html) http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/life/religion/56913
10.html

 (http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/life/religion/5691301.html) Schedule for Pope's trip

Re: The Emerging Merger, on: 2008/4/17 9:32

 (http://herescope.blogspot.com/) The Tony Blair Faith Foundation 

 (http://www.thefirstpost.co.uk/4572,opinion,blairs-university-challenge,2) Here is older Blair news: January, 2007

 (http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2008/mar/07/tonyblair.usa) Of Mr Blair's appointment to Yale University: March, 200
8 

May I express some scepticism that the unification of world faiths will lead to the eradication of world poverty?

I base this on John 12:8 The poor always ye have with you...'
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